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Abstract 
Parsing is a much studied subject and many methods exist for parsing a sentence. In this thesis a 

subset of the parsing methods is described. The goal of this thesis is to gain more insight in the 

different parsing methods of the subset. The focus of this thesis is on recursive descent, top-down 

parsing methods for Extended Context Free Grammars. Different parser aspects such as parser 

generation and interpretation, backtracking, memoization, tree construction and transduction are 

described in this thesis. The goal of this study is to come to a classification of the different parsing 

methods. Several of the algorithms in the classification are described in more detail. This thesis serves 

also as a catalogue of the described parsing algorithms. An algorithm can be chosen based on its 

properties. The second part of the thesis consists of the design of a parser framework. The parsing 

algorithms in the classification are implemented in this parser framework. The parser framework 

allows the generation and use of several parser components. The parser components can be combined 

with grammar, scanner and tree builder components for constructing different language processing 

applications. Deterministic, limited backtrack and full backtrack interpreting parsers and parser 

generators are implemented with the options to do tree building and transduction. All components are 

integrated in the Borland Delphi IDE. The integration with Delphi allows easy construction of 

language processing applications.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem statement 
This master’s project consists of two parts as can be derived from the title. The first part consists of a 

theoretical study of a family of parsers. The second part consists of an implementation of this parser 

family as components for a software framework. 

 

A parser is a program that, given a grammar and a sentence, validates if the sentence belongs to the 

language generated by the grammar and possibly outputs a syntax tree of the sentence. 

 

The art of parsing is a much-studied subject. Since the advent of the Backus Naur Form (BNF) 

description in 1960 for context free grammar (CFG) [AU72], a lot of research has been done on 

parsing. Nowadays a lot of different parsing methods exist. In most papers about parsing several 

different formalisms, notations, and levels of abstraction are used to describe the parsing algorithms. 

The problem with this approach is that implementing and comparing the parsing methods requires a 

lot of effort in translating the algorithm to the same programming language or to the same formalism. 

It would be much more useful if the algorithms were described in an abstract and similar way such 

that it is easy to understand the algorithms and easy to translate them to a desired programming 

language. Some papers only describe the basic algorithms and leave the implementation and any 

relevant details to the reader. Any abstraction of the parsing methods should therefore also provide 

enough detail to make implementing it easy. 

 

The first goal of the project is to give a classification of the different parsing methods. Several parsing 

algorithms in the classification will be described in detail to show the different aspects of parsing. The 

algorithms will be described in an abstract way using the guarded command language (GCL)[D75]. 

The final result will be a catalogue of different parsing methods from which the reader can choose a 

useful algorithm. Not all methods can be described in detail in this paper and a choice will be made to 

describe only a subset of the parsing methods; hence the noun ‘family’ in the title. The grammars 

considered in this paper are Extended Context Free Grammars (ECFGs) [WM95] also called Regular 

Right Part Grammars. The focus will be on parsers of ECFGs, on top-down parsing methods and on 

recursive descent parser implementations [AU72]. The choice for ECFGs instead of classic context free 

grammars is motivated by the fact that ECFGs are easier to use then CFGs. ECFGs provide a more 

natural way for defining a language. ECFG are also chosen because parsers for ECFG have not been 

studied as much as parsers for CFGs. In this paper the different aspects of parsing ECFGs are studied. 

The choice for top-down parsing methods is motivated by the fact that the family of top-down parsers 

is large enough to be the main focus of a master’s project and because other methods have previously 

been studied. The choice for Recursive descent parser implementations is based on the fact that 

recursive descent parsers perform both top-down and bottom-up evaluation, which is useful when 

adding semantic action to the parser. The parsers of this paper are all written in the same 

implementation style, so they can easily be compared. Different aspects of the parsers in the family 

will be studies. These include parser generation versus interpretation, different strategies for handling 

non determinism, the construction of syntax trees and transduction. 

 

The second goal of the project is the design of parser components for an existing software framework. 

The existing software framework is called FOOLPROOF [H06]. The framework consists of different 

language and compiler tools. One can think for example of tools for describing and representing 

grammars, tools such as scanners and scanner generators, syntax highlighting tools, parsers and parser 

generators, syntax tree factories, tools to represent and visualise syntax trees and tools for translating 

languages to other languages. The construction of the software framework is an ongoing project. My 
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two cents will be to construct parsers and parser generators for the framework. The software 

framework will consist of components and tools that can be used with minimal dependency on the 

other components. The parsers will be implemented such that they can operate with different scanner 

components or use different tree builder components. The final framework will be used for educational 

purposes and the parsers will be designed and implemented such that they are easy to understand. 

The final framework will be made available as tools and components in the Borland Delphi IDE. 

 

1.2 Outline of the paper 
This thesis consists of two parts. The first part consists of chapters 2 to 7 and they contain language 

theory and parsing algorithms. In chapter 2 any relevant language theory will be given which will form 

the basis for the remainder of the paper. In chapter 3 the main aspects of parsing will be described 

together with a classification of parsing methods. Chapter 4 provides an introduction to the parsing 

algorithms and discusses some important aspects of parsing. In Chapter 5, algorithms for solving the 

membership problem are given. In Chapter 6 the algorithms will be extended with tree construction. 

Algorithms doing transduction will be discussed in chapter 7. The second part of the paper consists of 

chapters 8 to 10. In chapter 8 the parser framework will be described and in chapter 9 the details of 

the parser framework design is given. Chapter 10 contains implementation details of the parsers. In 

chapter 11 the conclusions of this master project are given.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Dictionary.com Unabridged (v 1.1). 

Parse      

–verb (used with object)  

1. to analyze (a sentence) in terms of grammatical constituents, identifying the parts of speech, 

syntactic relations, etc.  
2. to describe (a word in a sentence) grammatically, identifying the part of speech, inflectional form, 

syntactic function, etc.  
3. Computers. to analyze (a string of characters) in order to associate groups of characters with the 

syntactic units of the underlying grammar.  
–verb (used without object)  

4. to admit of being parsed. 

 

[Origin: 1545–55; < L pars part, as in pars ōrātiōnis part of speech]  
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2 Preliminaries 
In this chapter the definitions used throughout the paper are given. The main focus of this paper is the 

construction of parsing algorithms and the implementation of the parsers. For a more thorough study 

of language theory, the reader is referenced to [ASU86][AU72].  

 

Definition 2.1 An alphabet is a finite, non-empty set of symbols. □ 

An alphabet will be denoted by the capital Greek letter Σ and symbols will be denoted by the 

characters a,b,c,… 

 

Example 2.2 

An example alphabet is Σex={+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

□ 

 

Definition 2.3 The set Σ* of sentences over an alphabet Σ is the smallest set X such that: 

1) ε ∈ X, where ε is the empty sentence. 

2) If x ∈ X and a ∈ Σ, then xa ∈ X. 

□ 

Sentences will be denoted by the variables …,u,v,w,x,y,z. The length of a sentence w is denoted by |w|. 

The i-th symbol of a sentence w, where 0≤i<|w| , will be written as w[i]. A sub-sentence from symbol 

w[i] to symbol w[j] of a sentence w will be written as w[i..j]. A sub-sentence w[i..j] excluding j will be 

written as w[i..j), so w[i..j) = w[i..j-1]. When the range [i..j] is empty then w[i..j]= ε. 

 

Example 2.4 

The set of sentences Σex* over alphabet Σex contains for example the sentences ε, ‘×1’,  ‘238+23×++’ 

and ‘9999999’. 

□ 

 

Definition 2.5 A language over an alphabet Σ is a subset of Σ*.  

□ 

 

Example 2.6 

A language Lex over the example alphabet Σex can for example be all sentences beginning with a 

number followed by an operator and ending with a number. The language Lex contains sentences such 

as: ‘1+1’, ’3×5’ and ’7+0’, but not sentence ‘78+’ or sentence ‘++×7’. The example language Lex is 

here defined as all sentences beginning with a number followed by an operator and ending with a 

number. Such a definition of a language is often called the grammar of the language. The grammar 

specifies the rules for the language. Only sentences abiding to these rules are in the language. 

□ 
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Definition 2.7 The set SE(Σ) of syntax expressions over the alphabet Σ is the smallest set X such that   

1) ∅ ∈ X 

2) ε ∈ X 

3) a ∈ X for all a ∈ Σ 

4) (e1•e2) ∈ X for all e1,e2 ∈ X. (concatenation) 

5) (e1|e2) ∈ X for all e1,e2 ∈ X. (choice) 

6) e* ∈ X for all e ∈ X. (repetition) 

□ 

Elements of SE(Σ) will be denoted by e,f,g. The n-ary version of the ‘•’ expression will be denoted by 

(e0•…•en-1). The n-ary version of the ‘|’ expression will be denoted by (e0|…|en-1). The notation ‘e
+’ 

(positive closure) is short for expression (e•e*). The notation ‘e?’ (option) is short for expression (ε|e). 

The notation ‘e1%e2’ (alternation) is short for expression (e1 • (e2•e1)*). The parenthesis from syntax 

expressions can be removed when no ambiguity can arise. The repetition operation ‘*’ has highest 

priority, followed by the concatenation operation ‘•’ and finally the choice operation ‘|’.  

 

Example 2.8 

The set SE(Σex) of syntax expressions over example alphabet Σex  contains expressions such as (9•+•8), 

(7*|5) and (3%+). 

□ 

 

Definition 2.9 An extended context-free grammar (ECFG) is a 4-tuple G=(N,T,P,S), where 

1) N is an alphabet. (Nonterminals) 

2) T is an alphabet. (Terminals) 

3) The alphabets N and T are disjoint i.e. N∩T=∅. 

4) P  is a mapping from nonterminals to syntax expressions: N → SE(N∪T). (Production rules) 

5) S ∈ SE(N∪T) is the start expression. 

□ 

Elements of set T will be denoted by a,b,c.. and elements of set N by A,B,C… A production rule 

P(A)=e will be written as A→e, where the part left of the arrow (in this case A) is called the left hand 

side (lhs) and the part right of the arrow is called the right hand side (rhs). 

 

Example 2.10 

Grammar Gsimple specifies the language consisting of sentences beginning with a number followed by an 

operator and ending with a number.  

□ 

 

Figure 1: Grammar Gsimple 

Gsimple=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {START,NUMBER,OPERATOR} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {START→NUMBER•OPERATOR•NUMBER 

         NUMBER→ 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 

         OPERATOR→ +|× 

         } 

  S = START 
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Example 2.11 

Another example grammar is G1 which specifies a language for addition and multiplication expressions. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

□ 

 

Definition 2.12 Given an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) then a binary relation ⇒G (derives) can recursively be 

defined on elements of SE(N∪T).  

1) A⇒G e  iff A ∈ N and A→e.   

2) (e0|..|en-1)⇒G ei for all i: 0≤i<n 

3) (e0•..•en-1)⇒G e iff (∃i | 0≤i<n | e=e0•…•ei-1• e’ •ei+1•..•en-1 ∧ ei⇒G e’) 

4) e* ⇒G e’ iff e’=ε  or e’=e •e*  

5) v•w ⇒G vw iff v,w ∈ T*/{ε} 

6) v•ε ⇒G v iff v ∈ T* 

7) ε•v ⇒G v iff v ∈ T* 

 □ 

The relation ⇒G
+ denotes the transitive closure of ⇒G, and ⇒G* denotes the reflexive and transitive 

closure of ⇒G. The subscript G in relation ⇒G will be omitted if it is clear from the context which 

grammar is used.  

 

Example 2.13 

The binary relation ⇒ can be used to derive a sentence from an ECFG. Given example grammar G1 

then a sentence ‘1+2’ can be derived from the start expression EXPR.  

 

Definition 2.14 A relation lm⇒G  (leftmost derives) can be defined, which is equal to the relation ⇒G 

with  the difference that:  

3) (e0•..•en-1)lm⇒G e’•e1..•en-1   iff e0  lm⇒G e’ ∧ e0 ∉ T*  

(e0•..•en-1)lm⇒G e0•e’•e2..•en-1   iff e1  lm⇒G e’ ∧ e0 ∈ T*  

□  
In a leftmost derivation always the leftmost sub-expression of a concatenation, that can still derive a 

new expression, is chosen first. The derivation in Figure 3 is a leftmost derivation. 

 

Figure 2: Grammar G1 

Figure 3: Derivation of ‘1+2’ from G1 

  EXPR  ⇒  NR•(OP•NR)*  ⇒   (0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)•(OP•NR)* ⇒  1• (OP•NR)*  ⇒  

1•OP•NR•(OP•NR)* ⇒  1•(+|×)•NR•(OP•NR)*  ⇒  1•+•NR•(OP•NR)*  ⇒ 

1+•NR•(OP•NR)* ⇒1+•(0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)•(OP•NR)* ⇒  1+•2• (OP•NR)* ⇒ 

1+2• (OP•NR)* ⇒ 1+2•ε ⇒  1+2 

G1=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•(OP•NR)* 

         NR→ 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 

         OP→ +|× 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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Definition 2.15 Given ECFG G=(N,T,P,S), then the language generated by a syntax expression e ∈ 

SE(N∪T) is the set of sentences L(e)=(Set w : w∈T* ∧ e ⇒*w : w) .  

□ 

 

Definition 2.16 The language generated by an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) is the set of sentences L(S). 

□ 

 

Example 2.17 

The language L1(G1) is the set of sentences containing sentences such as ‘1+1’, ‘2+5×6’ and ‘9’. 

□ 

 

Theorem 2.18  For any CFG G there exists an ECFG G’ such that L(G)=L(G’) and for any ECFG G’ 

there exists a CFG G such that L(G’) =L(G). □  

An ECFG has the same expression power as a CFG. [LBHS92] 

  

Definition 2.19 A left-recursive nonterminal is a nonterminal A such that A⇒+A•e for some 

e∈SE(N∪T) or such that A⇒+A. A grammar with at least one left-recursive nonterminal is called left-

recursive. □ 

 

Definition 2.20 Given ECFG G=(N,T,P,S), and expression e ∈ SE(N∪T) then NULLG(e) ≡ (e⇒*ε). 

□ 

To compute NULL, a fixed-point iterative algorithm can be used [H86][WM95][LVHH78]. 

 

Definition 2.21 Given ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) and expression e ∈ SE(N∪T) then FIRSTG (e) is the set of 

all first terminals of sentences in L(e), i.e., FIRSTG(e)=(Set a : a ∈ T ∧ (∃w : w ∈ T* : e⇒*aw) : a). 

□  
An iterative algorithm to compute FIRST can be found in [H86].  

 

Definition 2.22 Given ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) and expression e ∈ SE(N∪T) then FOLLOWG(e)  is the least 

fixed-point of the set of possible solution defined by the following rules. Here the notation A→…f… is 

used to denote that f is a sub expression of e for (A→e) ∈P  : 

 

If A→… (e0|..|en-1)… ∈P and 0≤i<n then  FOLLOW(ei)=FOLLOW(e0|..|en-1)  

If A→… (e0•..•en-1)… ∈P and 0≤i<n-1 and NULL(ei+1) then  FOLLOW(ei)=FIRST(ei+1)∪FOLLOW(ei+1) 

If A→… (e0•..•en-1)… ∈P and 0≤i<n-1 and ¬NULL(ei+1) then  FOLLOW(ei)= FIRST(ei+1) 

If A→… (e0•..•en-1)… ∈P and i=n then   FOLLOW(ei)= FOLLOW(e0•..•en-1) 

If A→…(e*)… ∈P then  FOLLOW(e)= FIRST(e) ∪ FOLLOW(e*) 

If A→e ∈P and A≠S then   FOLLOW(e)=  ∪ FOLLOW(A) for each B→…(A)… ∈P 

If S→e ∈P then   FOLLOW(e)=∪( FOLLOW(S) ∪ {EOF}) for each B→…(S)… ∈P   

□ 

FOLLOW(e) is defined on occurences of expression e. An expression e on the right hand side if a rule 

A→..e.. can have a different FOLLOW than an expression e on the right hand side of a rule B→..e..  

Even the expressions e in A→..e….e.. can have different FOLLOW sets dependent on the context. 

An iterative algorithm to compute FOLLOW can be found in [H86].  
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Definition 2.23 The lookahead set of an expression e ∈ SE(N∪T) can be defined as: 

1) LA(e)=FIRST(e) if ¬NULL(e) 

2) LA(e)=FIRST(e) ∪ FOLLOW(e) if NULL(e) 

□  

[H86][WM95][LVHH78] 

 

Definition 2.24 An ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) is called an ELL(1) grammar if 

1) for all A→…(e0|..|en-1)… ∈ P  that LA(ei) ∩ LA(ej)=∅, with i≠j ∧ 0≤i<n ∧ 0≤j<n. 

2) for all A→…(e*)... ∈ P that FIRST(e) ∩ FOLLOW(e*)=∅. 

□ 

[H86][WM95][LVHH78]  

The E in ELL(1) stands for Extended Context Free, the first L stands for the left to right processing 

of the input string, the second L stands for leftmost derivation and the number 1 stands for one 

symbol lookahead. See section 4.2.4 for an explanation of where the ELL(1) condition applies. 

 

Definition 2.25 An ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) is called Follow-Determined if 

1) for all A→…(e0|..|en-1)… ∈ P with ei⇒*v , ej⇒*vaw , i≠j , 0≤i<n and 0≤j<n,  

that a ∉ FOLLOW(ei).  

2) If S⇒*…(e*)•f… and e⇒*v then ¬(f⇒*vw) 

□  

[JS97-1][JS97-2][JS98] 

See section 4.2.5 for an explanation of where the Follow-Determined condition applies. 
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3 Parser Classification 
In this chapter the different aspects of parsing will be discussed and a classification of parsing methods 

will be given. 

3.1 Problems 
Given a sentence w and an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) then parsing is the process of deriving sentence w 

from grammar G. Parsing can be used to decide if a sentence w belongs to the language L(G) of a 

grammar G=(N,T,P,S). Validating if a sentence w belongs to a language L(G) of grammar 

G=(N,T,P,S) will be called the membership problem. Algorithms to solve the membership problem 

are given in chapter 5. 

  

Besides testing if a sentence belongs to a language it is also desired to know the structure of the 

sentence. The structure of the sentence can be represented by a tree, which will be called a derivation 

tree or syntax tree. A derivation tree contains information about the production rules chosen in a 

derivation of a sentence. In Figure 4 a derivation tree is shown for grammar G1 and sentence ‘1+2×3’. 

The construction of such a derivation tree will be called the tree construction problem and will be 

discussed in chapter 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tree construction can also be seen as a translation from a sentence to a tree. Besides translating a 

sentence to a tree, a sentence can also be translated to a different language. A translation of a 

sentence requires translation of the syntactic elements of the sentence as well as the translation of the 

semantic elements of the sentence. The semantics of the sentence need to be extracted from the 

sentence and mapped to the target language. In this paper a limited form of translation is considered. 

A transduction is similar to a translation but with the restriction that it is tightly coupled to the 

derivation process of a parser. For each production a transduction function can be executed to do 

translation. The transduction is therefor very dependent on the how the parser algorithms derive a 

sentence. The transduction of a sentence to a different language during parsing will be called the 

transduction problem and this will be discussed in chapter 7. 

 

Figure 4: Derivation tree of ‘1+2×3’ 
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3.2 Grammar 
A grammar is used in the parsing process to derive a sentence. Different types of grammar exist. In 

this paper only the extended context free grammars are studied. The algorithms in this paper only use 

the basic operations |, • and *. Additional operations like +, ? and % are not shown in the algorithms 

as they can be derived from the basic operations. The final parser framework does support the 

operators +, ? and % and they will be described in the implementation section of this paper. 

3.3 Direction 
There are different methods to decide whether a sentence belongs to a language. One way to do this is 

to try to derive the sentence from the start expression of the grammar. Production rules are applied to 

the expression until the correct sentence has been found or until it is certain that the sentence can not 

be derived from the grammar. This method is called the Top-Down parsing method.  

 

The reverse process, reducing a sentence to the start symbol, is also possible. Production rules can be 

applied to the sentence in reverse order. For a correct sentence the application of production rules will 

eventually lead to the application of a production rule with the start expression on its left-hand side. 

This method is called the Bottom-Up parsing method. Other parsing methods exist that either use 

both Top-Down and Bottom-Up methods or use a completely different approach (Non Directional). In 

this paper only the class of Top-Down parsing methods will be discussed. 

3.4 Non-Determinism  
The top-down parsing method begins a derivation with the start expression S. If S consists of a choice 

expression (e0|..|en-1) then which expression of e0 to en-1 should be chosen to derive a correct derivation? 

Answering this question requires extra information to be known about expressions e0 to en-1. A similar 

question can be asked about a repetition expression e*. How many expressions e should be parsed until 

a correct derivation is found? Several solutions exist to answer these questions. One solution is to look 

at the next input symbol and make a choice based on this symbol. This is a simple and fast solution; 

however this method is not possible for all grammars. Only those grammars that are ELL(1) are suited 

for this parsing method. This parsing method will be called a Deterministic parsing method. For 

grammars where the ELL(1) condition does not hold, such a choice can not be made based on the first 

symbol of the input sentence. An alternative is to try each expression e0 to en-1 and see if any of these 

lead to the correct sentence. If an expression does not lead to a correct sentence then the parser needs 

to backtrack to the last choice made and try another alternative. Two backtracking methods can be 

identified. The first method is Full Backtracking. The Full Backtracking method tries all choices in a 

choice expression and will return all possible derivations. When faced with a repetition expression e*, 

the Full Backtracking method will return all possible derivations ε,e,ee,eee,… until no more e can be 

parsed. The second method is Limited Backtracking. The Limited Backtracking method tries each 

choice expression until a correct derivation is found. Only one derivation is returned with Limited 

Backtracking even if more exist. At a repetition expression e*, the Limited Backtracking method will 

try and derive the longest match. The Limited Backtracking method can not always correctly decide 

that a derivation of a sentence exists unless the grammar is Follow-Determined. In this paper the 

deterministic, Limited Backtracking and Full Backtracking parsing methods will be discussed. 

3.5 Implementation Style 
Implementing a top down parsing algorithm can be done in different ways. Some popular 

implementation styles are the pushdown automaton [AU72] and recursive descent [AU72]. In this 

paper only the recursive descent implementation style is used to implement the parsing methods. A 

classic way to implement a parser is by writing recursive descent parsing procedures that correspond 

to the production rules in the grammar. The execution of these recursive procedures then simulates the 
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derivation of a sentence. For each grammar, a corresponding parser implementation can be 

constructed. A grammar that is final and does not need any changes is a perfect candidate for this 

parser implementation style. The implementation of the parser can easily be modified and extended 

specifically for this grammar. This can result in an increased parsing performance. The construction of 

such a parser can be done by hand, but it can also be automated by using a parser generator. A parser 

generator has as input a grammar and translates this grammar to an implementation of a parser. The 

translation from a grammar to a parser will be described in this paper using translation schemes. 

Another way to implement a parser is to allow the parser to have as input a grammar and a sentence. 

The parser can then parse the sentence by interpreting the grammar. This implementation allows the 

parser to use different grammars without having to modify the implementation. This parser 

implementation will be called an interpreting parser. An interpreting parser is useful in situations 

where a grammar is changed often, for example, during the design of a grammar. Both parser 

generators and interpreting parsers will be discussed in this paper. 
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3.6 Classification  
Several parsing aspects have been described in the previous sections. From these aspects a 

classification of the parsing methods can be constructed. Figure 5 shows the classification of the parser 

methods described in this paper. As can be seen there are a total of 18 possible parsing methods in this 

classification. There are also some optimizations possible for some of the parsers. These are not shown 

in the classification, but will be described in the algorithm section. In chapters 4,5,6 and 7 each of the 

parsing methods will be described in detail. The numbers in the classification point to the sections in 

this paper where the corresponding parser is described. In chapter 8 a parser framework will be 

described that implements these 18 parsing methods. A parser for solving the membership problem can 

be extended with tree construction and transduction, so there will only be 6 parsers in the final parse 

framework all with the options to construct derivation trees and do transduction.  

 

4 

Figure 5: Parser Classification 
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Parsing Algorithms 
In this chapter the construction of parser algorithms is discussed. In the chapters 5, 6 and 7 different 

parsing algorithms will be described for each of the classes in the classification. See appendix A for the 

notation used to describe the algorithms. 

4.1 Table of Properties 
In the classification, 18 possible classes are identified. The number of possible algorithms can actually 

be much larger because there are many variations and optimizations possible for an implementation. 

Any relevant optimization will be discussed for the parsing algorithm and algorithms are given 

implementing the optimizations. Each algorithm will be preceded with a table of properties. This table 

contains information about the classification of the algorithm. The table will also contain information 

about the preconditions, the type of error-handling, tree construction and optimizations. In the 

components row any additional components that the parser interfaces with will be given, as well as the 

relevant procedures of these components. An example table of properties is shown as Table 1 below. 

The left column contains the properties and the right column contains possible values for these 

properties.  

 

Table 1: Table of Properties 

Grammar ECFG/CFG 

Parsing problem Membership/ Tree building/ Transduction 

Direction Top-down/ Bottom-up/ Non directional 

Strategy Full backtracking/ Limited backtracking/ Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent/Automaton , Interpreting parser/Parser generator 

Grammar Conditions Follow-Determined/ELL(1)/no left recursion/ ¬NULL(e) for e* 

Error-handling Reports failure/ error recovery/none 

Optimizations Memoization/Symbol lookahead  

Tree construction  Bottom-up tree construction/ Top-down tree construction.  

Tree error-handling Disposes derivation tree/ Returns partial derivation Tree 

Transduction Events / Embedded actions 

Components Scanner (procedures) , TreeBuilder (procedures) 

 

The grammar row contains information on the type of grammar that the algorithm uses for parsing. 

The parsing problem can be either membership, tree building or transduction. The direction of parsing 

can be either top-down, bottom-up or non-directional. The strategy row contains the information on 

the strategy used for handling non-determinism. The parser can be implemented as a recursive descent 

parser or as an automaton, either as an interpreting parser or a parser generator. The grammar 

condition row contains any restrictions on the grammar that need to hold, for the parser to operate 

correctly. The error-handling row contains information on what is done when a syntax error occurs. 

The optimizations row contains the optimizations used by the algorithm. When the parser construct a 

tree then the tree construction row contains information on how this tree is constructed. The tree 

error-handling row shows what will be done with the syntax tree when a syntax error is encountered. 

The transduction row contains information on how transduction is implemented. The components row 

contains information on other components that are used by the parser. This can be a scanner, a tree 

builder or an other component. For each component the procedures that are needed are also shown. 

 

All algorithms will be named according to their classification. All names start with TD which stand for 

Top-Down. The next parameter is either Int or Gen indicating that the algorithm is an interpreting 

parser or a parser generator. Then comes either Det, LimB or FullB, which indicates a deterministic, a 

Limited Backtrack or a Full Backtrack parser. The name can be post fixed with important options. 
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Such as Opt standing for an optimized algorithm, Tree for tree construction and Trans for 

transduction events. A top-down deterministic parser generator with tree construction and events is, 

for example, written as TD_Gen_Det+Events+Trans. 

 

4.2 Scanning 
The input of a parser is a sentence. The sentence consists of a row of symbols. Each sentence w can be 

indexed from 0 to |w|-1. The symbol at position i can be obtained by calling w[i]. In practice, a 

sentence often consists of characters. Sequences of characters in the sentence represent a symbol. For 

example the sequence of characters ‘678’ represents a number symbol. The sequence of characters ‘if’ 

represents an if symbol. Because parsers only use symbols in their process it is assumed that all 

sentences consist of a row of symbols and not characters. The value of w[i] is therefore always a 

symbol and not a character.  

 

To obtain a sequence of symbols, often a scanner is used. When given a sequence of characters then a 

scanner reads the sentence of characters and produces a sentence of symbols for the parser. The 

scanner provides an interface for the parser to obtain a symbol from the sentence one at a time. All 

algorithms in the parser framework assume that a scanner has the following procedures and functions 

available.  

 

• procedure CREATE(↓w:sentence)   This procedure creates and initialises a scanner with 

a given sentence w. The position of the scanner is set 

to 0. 

 

• procedure NEXTSYM() This procedure reads the next symbol from the 

sentence and the position is increased by one. 

 

• function SYM():Terminal This procedure returns the current read symbol of the 

sentence.  

 

• function POS():nat This procedure returns the position of the current 

read symbol. The position is the position in the 

sentence of symbols and not the position in the 

sentence of characters. 

 

For backtracking parsers also a procedure RECALL is needed to backtrack the scanner. 

 

• procedure RECALL(↓p:nat) This procedure recalls the scanner to position p and 

reads the symbol at this position. The position p is 

the position of a symbol and not the position of a 

character. 
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Example 4.1 

In Table 2 a sentence of characters is shown. The corresponding sentence of symbols is shown in Table 

3. All parsers operate on the sentence of symbols. When indexing w[i] then the symbol at position i is 

returned. If i=2 then greaterSym is returned. The length of the sentence |w| equals 6. The scanner 

procedure Create(w:sentence) sets the position of the sentence to 0. When NextSym() is called then 

the position of the sentence is 1 and Pos() returns 1. The scanner can be Recalled to position 0 by 

using procedure Recall(0). The position is set to 0 and the symbol at this position, in this case, the 

symbol  doSyms is read. 

 

Table 2: Sentence v of characters 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

d o  x > 1 6 - >  o d 

 

Table 3: Sentence w of symbols 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

doSym varSym greaterSym numberSym arrorSym odSym 

 

□ 

 

Parsers that directly operate on a sentence of symbols and parsers that use a scanner will both be 

described in this paper. Parsers that directly operate on a sentence of symbols are given because they 

are easier to understand. The parser actions directly correspond to operations on the sentence. Using a 

sentence also separates the parsing process from the scanning process. The sentence of symbols could 

for example be obtained after scanning a whole sentence of characters.  

Parsers that use a scanner are also given in this paper. They are given to show how a scanner can be 

used during parsing. These parsers are also given to prepare the reader for the implementation section 

of this paper. The implemented parser framework consists of parsers that use a scanner to obtain the 

input.  
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4.3 Parsing Problem 
Given a language and a sentence then a question that can be asked is: ‘does the sentence belong to the 

language?’ If the sentence belongs to the language then what is the structure of this sentence? If the 

sentence does not belong to the language then where does the sentence contain a syntax error? 

 

Definition 4.1  Given a sentence w and a grammar G then deciding if w belongs to L(G) is called the 

membership test.□ 

Given a grammar G=(N,T,P,S) and sentence w then w ∈ L(G) if S⇒*w.  

 

Most of the time it is only desired to know if the whole sentence can be derived from the start 

expression. The parser algorithms described in this paper will all try and derive the whole sentence. 

The output of a parsing algorithm will be success if S⇒*w and will be failure otherwise. 

 

If S consists of sub-expressions such as S=e0•..•en-1 then each sub-expression ei derives a part of the 

sentence. For the recursive descent parser it is desired to know what part of a sentence can be derived 

by an expression. 

 

Definition 4.2 Given an expression e and a sentence w then the pair (i,j) is a match when 0≤i≤j≤|w|, 

and e⇒*w[i..j). 
� 
 

The parser algorithms will all return an index i, 0≤i≤|w| such that pair (0,i) is a match. If no match 

exists then a parser will return failure. The type match is used to express this output. The match type 

is either success with an index or failure.  

 

 Type match: (success,index:nat) | failure 

 

All parsers return matches that are either a prefix of the sentence or the whole sentence. The index of 

the final match or matches after parsing can be compared to the length of the sentence to know if the 

whole sentence was parsed. 

 

Besides checking for membership, it is also possible to construct a derivation tree or to do transduction 

during parsing. The tree construction problem will be discussed in chapter 6. The transduction 

problem will be discussed in section 7. 

 

4.4 Top-Down Parsing Process 
All parsing algorithm in this paper are top-down parsers. Top-down parsing algorithms start their 

derivation process with the start expression. From the start expression a sentence can be derived by 

applying productions to the expression. The top-down parsers in this paper process the input sentence 

from left to right. The first symbol of the sentence is recognised first, then the second and so on. When 

the sentence is processed from left to right then the derivation process will be performed from left to 

right, also called a leftmost derivation. In the derivation shown in Figure 6 the leftmost sub-

expressions are processed first. In this case the nonterminal NR is first expanded until a terminal 

symbol is found. This terminal symbol is matched against the symbol in the sentence and when this 

succeeds the parser continues with the next expression. 

 

Figure 6: Derivation from grammar G1 

EXPR ⇒ NR•(OP•NR)*⇒  (0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)• (OP•NR)*⇒1•(OP•NR)*⇒… 
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There are several problems with the top-down parsing process that need to be addressed. The first 

problem is the non-termination of the parsing process for certain grammar. The second problem is 

choosing the right sub-expression in a choice statement (e0|..|en-1) and choosing the right number of 

expression to parse for a repetition statement (e*). 

 

4.4.1 Non-Termination 

The occurrence of left recursion in a grammar is a problem for top down parsers.  

 

Example 4.3 

In grammar G2 there is a left-recursive nonterminal production of the form 

 EXPR→EXPR OP NR | NR.  

A leftmost derivation will always expand the first sub-expression. In this case the EXPR nonterminal 

will be expanded indefinitely.  

□ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When a grammar is left recursive then a top-down parsing process will never terminate. There are two 

common solutions to solve this problem. The first solution is to disallow left recursion in a grammar. 

There exist methods to remove left recursion from a left recursive context free grammar, see 

[AU72],[M00] for more detail. For ECFGs the occurrence of left recursion can be avoided by using the 

repetition operator. A recursive production E→E•-•T|T can be replaced by E→T%- or E→T•(-•T)*. 

The second solution is to limit the recursion depth of the parser, see also [FH06]. The number of 

recursions allowed can be limited to the number of symbol in the remainder of the sentence. All 

parsers in the paper assume that the grammars are not left recursive. No recursion depth limitation is 

implemented. 

 

A second form of non-termination happens when e can derive ε in expression e*. In this case an 

unlimited number of ε production can be applied. To solve this problem, only grammars are allowed 

where ¬(e⇒*ε) for e*.  This is also true for the e+ operation. Only grammars are allowed where  

(NULL(e)=false for e+). For expression e%f=e•(f•e)*, if both expression e and f can produce the empty 

sentence, then the derivation of e%f is non-terminating. Only grammars are allowed where 

¬NULL(e)=true if NULL(f) for e%f and where ¬NULL(f)=true if NULL(e) for e%f. The ELL(1) condition 

states that FIRST(e) ≠ FOLLOW(e) for e*, so e can never derive ε.  The Follow-Determined condition 

states that if e⇒*v then ¬(f⇒*vw) for e*•f. For a Follow-Determined grammar, the expression e in e* 

may never derive ε. 

Figure 7: Derivation from grammar G2 

Figure 8: Grammar G2 

EXPR ⇒  

EXPR•OP•NR | NR ⇒  

(EXPR•OP•NR | NR) •OP•NR | NR ⇒   

((EXPR•OP•NR | NR) •OP•NR | NR) •OP•NR |NR ⇒ 

… 

G2=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→EXPR•OP•NR | NR 

         NR→ 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 

         OP→ +|× 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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4.4.2 Full Backtrack Strategy 

A grammar can often derive different sentences. A choice expression (e0|..|en-1) allows a choice between 

n different derivations. When a parser expands a choice expression it should make a choice between 

any of the sub-expression. Any of the sub-expressions could derive the correct sentence and it is not at 

all obvious what sub-expression is the correct one. A repetition expression e* can derive any sequence 

of sub-expressions e. Again it is not obvious how many sub-expressions e to parse.  

 

Consider for example the grammar G3. Part of the derivation of sentence ‘2×1’ is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After expanding expression EXPR, a choice should be made between any of the sub-expressions to 

expand. At this point in the derivation it is not known which sub-expression derives the correct 

sentence. As a solution all sub-expression can be tried. All matches of the sub-expressions are 

returned. At the end of the parsing process, the parser will output one or more matches. This method 

is called Full Backtracking. In the example a Full Backtracking parser will first expand expression 

NRS•+•EXPR. This expression will eventually fail when trying to match a symbol ‘×’ in the sentence 

with a symbol ‘+’ of the grammar. The parser then backtracks to the last choice made and tries the 

next expression NRS•×•EXPR. This expression succeeds and a match is returned. More matches may 

exist, so the parser backtracks again and finally tries NRS. This expression also succeeds as it can 

derive the prefixes ‘ε’ and ‘2’ of sentence ‘2×1’. The prefixes ‘ε’, ‘2’ and ‘2×1’ can be derived, but only 

one is the whole sentence. At the end of parsing the matches are compared to the length of the 

sentence to see what matches derived the whole sentence.  

When encountered with a repetition statement e* a Full Backtracking parser first tries to derive the 

empty sentence. When this succeeds it tries to derive a sub-expression e. When this succeeds the 

match is returned and another e expression is tried. The Full Backtracking parser keeps expanding 

sub-expressions e until a sub-expression e fails. The Full Backtracking method is a slow method as all 

possible derivations are tried. The running time of a Full Backtracking parser is exponential.  

Figure 9: Derivation from G3 Figure 10: Grammar G3 

G3=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NRS,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NRS •+•EXPR| NRS•×•EXPR| NRS 

         NRS→ NR•NR* 

         NR→0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 

         } 

  S = EXPR 

EXPR⇒  

NRS •+•EXPR| NRS•×•EXPR| NRS=> 

NRS•×•EXPR⇒ 

NR•NR*•×•EXPR⇒ 

(0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9) •NR*•×•EXPR⇒ 

2•NR*•×•EXPR⇒ 

2•ε•×•EXPR⇒ 
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4.4.3 Deterministic Strategy 

Instead of trying each sub expression in the choice statement, it would be much faster if it was known 

what derivation to choose beforehand. The same is true if it was known how many sub-expressions e 

to parse in an (e*) expression. When a symbol a is the next symbol in a sentence then only those sub-

expressions that can derive the symbol a are viable choices. If it was known for each sub-expression in 

a choice statement what symbols it can derive first then based on this information a choice can be 

made between the sub-expressions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 4.4 

Consider grammar G4. A partial derivation of sentence ‘2+2’ is: 

 

EXPR ⇒ NR•OP  ⇒   2•OP  ⇒  2•(×•EXPR | +•EXPR | ε)⇒.. 

 

A choice needs to be made to either derive (×•EXPR), (+•EXPR) or ε. The first symbol that  

can be derived from (×•EXPR) is ‘×’, the first symbol that can be derived from (+•EXPR) is ‘+’, 

nothing can be derived from expression ε. Based on this first symbol and the next input symbol ‘+’ 

the only correct choice is  (+•EXPR). 

□ 

The first symbols that an expression can derive can be computed and used in a derivation. A sub-

expression ei in (e0|..|en-1)  should only be parsed if w[pos]∈ FIRST(ei), and any number of sub-expression 

e in e* should be tried as long as w[pos] ∈FIRST(e). 

 

Using the FIRST sets to choose a correct sub-expression in a choice expression and a repetition 

expression speeds up the parsing process and makes the parsers operate in linear time. There are 

however two problems that can arise when using this method.  

 

The first problem is the possibility of an expression deriving an empty sentence.  

 

Example 4.5 

Consider the grammar G5. A sentence ‘22’ belongs to the language of this grammar. A partial 

derivation of sentence ‘22’ is: 

 

EXPR⇒NR • OP • NR⇒2• OP • NR⇒ 2• (× | + | ε) • NR ⇒…  

 

A choice can bow be made to expand either sub expression ×,+ or ε . FIRST(×)={×}, FIRST(+)={+} 

and FIRST(ε)=∅. The next input symbol is ‘2’. The derivation is aborted at this point since none of 

Figure 11: Grammar G4 

G4=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NR • OP  

          OP→ × • EXPR| + • EXPR | ε 

NR→2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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the FIRST sets contains the symbol ‘2’. The correct choice would have been expression ε. This 

expression can derive the empty sentence and its FIRST set is therefore empty.  

□ 

When an expression can derive the empty sentence then also the symbols that can follow this 

expression should be checked. In grammar G5, the ε expression is part of nonterminal OP. Nonterminal 

OP can be followed by a Nonterminal NR. The first symbol that NR can derive is 2. Both the FIRST 

and FOLLOW  sets need to be checked for a parser to make a correct choice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the grammar G5 the EXPR nonterminal can derive the whole sentence ‘2+2’. The FOLLOW of 

EXPR is then the symbol after sentence ‘2+2’. This symbol is yet undefined. From now on it will be 

assumed that each sentence will have a special symbol EOF at the end of the sentence.  

 

For a parser to make a correct choice the FIRST set of all expressions needs to be computed. For those 

expressions that can derive the empty sentence also the FOLLOW set needs to be computed. The final 

set of symbols will be called the lookahead set.  

 

The second problem in using FIRST and FOLLOW sets is that not always a deterministic choice can be 

made.  

 

Example 4.6 

Consider the grammar G6. A derivation of sentence ‘2 × 2’ proceeds as: 

 

EXPR⇒NR • + •NR | NR • × •NR| NR⇒… ? 

 

LA(NR • + •NR)={2}, LA(NR • × •NR)={2} and LA(NR)={2}.  

 

All lookahead sets are equal and no deterministic choice can be made.  

□ 

Figure 12: Grammar G5 

G5=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NR • OP • NR  

          OP→ × | + | ε 

NR→2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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The deterministic method described in this section is only suitable for grammars where all lookahead 

sets of a choice expression are disjoint and only for grammars where FIRST(e) of e* is disjoint from 

FOLLOW(e*). A grammar having these properties is called an ELL(1) grammar. The deterministic 

strategy has linear running time and is therefore a very desirable method. The drawback is that the 

grammar needs to be ELL(1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.4 Limited Backtrack Strategy 

Another parsing method exists that is somewhat faster than the Full Backtracking parser and allows 

for a larger class of grammars than the deterministic method. This method will be called Limited 

Backtrack. When faced with a choice statement a parser can also return the first derivation that 

succeeds. In first instance it would seem that the first successful sub-expression ei in an expression 

e0|..|en-1 should be returned. This however is not always correct. 

 

Example 4.7 

Consider grammar G7. The sentence ‘1+02’ belongs to the language of this grammar. A partial 

derivation of  ‘1+02’ is: 

 

EXPR⇒ 1• OP •NR ⇒1• (+ | +•0) •NR⇒…  

 

The first successful choice in (+ | +•0) is expression ‘+’; however this choice can not successfully 

derive the sentence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

□ 

Figure 13: Grammar G6 

Figure 14: Grammar G7 

G6=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NR • + •NR | NR • × •NR| NR 

NR→2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 

G7=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→ 1• OP •NR  

OP→ + | + • 0    

NR→ 2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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The next obvious solution would be to choose the longest derivation. This works for the grammar 

above, but for grammar G8, where NR→0•2, this is not a correct method. The derivation of sentence 

‘1+02’ when choosing the longest match proceeds as: 

 

 EXPR⇒ 1• OP •NR⇒ 1• (+ | + • 0) •NR ⇒ 1• + • 0 • NR⇒… ?  

 

The derivation fails at this point as NR can not derive symbol ‘2’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this second example the shortest derivation should have been chosen. This problem only happens 

when a choice expression can derive different prefixes of a sentence. Lets say that a choice expression 

OP could derive to prefixes (+) or (+•0). If the FOLLOW of (+) does not contain the symbol ‘0’ then 

by looking at the next input symbol of the sentence a deterministic choice can be made to keep or 

discard the (+) derivation. If the next input symbol is a ‘0’ then the derivation of (+) was a wrong 

choice as symbol ‘0’ is not in FOLLOW(+). The next choice should then be tried. A grammar with the 

property that the FOLLOW sets of prefixes are disjoint is called a Follow-Determined grammar. 

 

For a Follow-Determined grammar a derivation of a sub-expression ei in (e0|..|en-1) was a correct 

derivation if w[pos] ∈ FOLLOW(ei). For a repetition statement a different approach can be taken. For 

the Limited Backtrack parser only one successful derivation should be returned. When given a 

sentence ‘eee’ and expression (e*) then e* can derive sentences ε,’e’,’ee’ and ‘eee’. For the Limited 

Backtrack parser a choice is made that an e* expression will always derive the longest match. The 

strategy in parsing a sentence for expression e* is to try an ‘e’ expression until it fails. If it fails, the 

previous successful match is returned. This strategy is only correct when the expression following the 

e* can not derive the same sentences as ‘e’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Grammar G8 

G8=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→ 1• OP •NR  

OP→ + | + • 0    

NR→ 0•2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 

G9=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,NRS} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2} 

  P = {EXPR→ NR*•NRS 

NR→ 0|1 

NRS→0•1•2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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Given grammar G9 and sentence ‘012’  then a possible derivation is. 

 

EXPR ⇒ NR*•NRS ⇒ NR•NR*•NRS* ⇒ (0|1)• NR*•NRS ⇒ 0•NR*•NRS ⇒ 0•NR •NR*•NRS 

0•(0|1)* •NR*•NRS ⇒ 0•1•NR*•NRS ⇒ 0•1•ε•NRS ⇒ .. 

 

This however does not lead to a correct derivation because expression NRS can not derive sentence ‘2’. 

An expression following a repetition expression e* should not be able to produce the same sentence as 

expression ‘e’.  See also the definition of Follow-Determined 

 

For a Follow-Determined grammar it is also possible to get the right derivation by looking at what 

choice derives the longest prefix. For this method all sub-expression should be parsed and the longest 

match should be remembered. One would think that if the expressions in a choice statement were 

ordered from longest to shortest prefix as in EXPR→a•b•c| a•b| a then not all expression need to be 

parsed and the parser can stop at the first success. This is of course true, but such an ordering does 

not always exist. Consider the following production rules. 

S→A|B 

A→a•b•c| a 

B→a•b  

The Nonterminals A and B can not be ordered as A can derive both the shortest and longest prefix.  

 

By using the longest match method no FOLLOW or FIRST sets need to be computed, but the method is 

slower than the previous method as all possible derivations are tried. The Limited Backtrack strategy 

is faster than the Full backtrack strategy because it can skip branches of the parsing process, but the 

worst case running time is still exponential. The Limited Backtrack strategy is considered in this paper 

because it is much easier to understand than the Full backtrack strategy, especially when tree 

construction is added. There are also different ways to do Limited Backtracking. The Limited 

Backtrack parser can output the first successful match. When not restricting the grammar then the 

parser does not always output the correct results. When a correct output is desired then a Follow-

Determined grammar can be used together with the use of FOLLOW set inspection. Also the longest 

prefix can be searched for Follow-Determined grammars. In this paper only Limited Backtrack parsers 

that use FOLLOW set inspection are described. 

 

4.5 Error-handling 
The occurrence of syntax errors in a sentence is inevitable. The process of parsing is very suited to 

detect these syntax errors. If a sentence contains a syntax error then the sentence does not belong to 

the language. It is often desired to know what the syntax error was. When parsing a sentence from left 

to right then a syntax error can occur when the parser tries to match a terminal symbol of the 

grammar with a terminal symbol of the sentence. If the two are equal then the parser continues, but 

what should happen if they are different? One option is to stop the parsing process and report failure. 

This option does not give the user much information of the nature of the syntax error. A better option 

would be to return the terminal symbol, the grammar symbol and the position of the syntax error in 

the sentence. A meaningful error message like “Trying to match a ‘DO’ symbol at position 8, found a 

‘skip’ symbol instead” could be returned to the user with this information. A whole other option is to 

use error recovery. An error recovery process is started when a syntax error occurs. The error recovery 

process tries to change the sentence or the parsing process such that the parser can continue parsing. 

Different changes to a sentence can be done. Symbols in the sentence can be skipped such that the 

parser can continue with the next correct symbol. Symbols can be added to the sentence. This could 

however be done indefinitely. Symbols can also be changed to a correct symbol in the sentence.  

None of these strategies are actually good enough. What is needed is a change in the sentence by 

inserting, deleting or changing symbols such that the new sentence is like the intended sentence. 
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Different heuristic can be used to obtain a correct sentence, but even then it can not be sure that the 

new sentence is the intended sentence. Only the writer of the sentence knows what the correct 

sentence should be. For a writer it is often much more useful to gain a good error message then to 

have error correction. 

For some languages, parts of a sentence can easily be skipped when a syntax error occurs. A 

production like stats=stat•(;•stat)* defines a list of statements separated by a semicolon. If a syntax 

error occurs in a statement then an error recovery process could skip the tokens until a semicolon is 

found and continues parsing at the new statement. All encountered syntax errors will be stored and at 

the end of parsing a list of syntax errors can be outputted. This type of error recovery is very specific 

for a language and can not be used for all languages.  

 

For backtracking parsers the detection of an error is not always possible. A backtracking parser tries 

each production until a correct parse is found. If a production fails at a symbol in a sentence then the 

backtracking parser assumes that a wrong production was chosen and will backtrack to try a different 

one. What the parser does not know is that the symbol might also have been a syntax error. It is 

difficult to decide whether the parser encountered a syntax error or the parser chose a wrong 

production. The only time when it is sure that a syntax error has occurred is when all possible 

derivations are tried and no derivation has been found when the parser ends. To still output a 

meaningful error message the parser can store all syntax errors in a list and output this list when the 

parser ends. The parser could also remember the farthest position in the sentence that it could 

successfully derive at that point together with the subsequent syntax error.  

 

The parsers in this paper don’t do any error recovery. The parsers in the theoretical section either 

output failure or an empty set when no derivation can be found. The parser can be extended to store 

syntax errors when one is encountered. The syntax errors can be stored in a list. This list can be 

returned at the end of a failed parse. This approach is taken in the implemented parser framework.  

 

 

4.6 Parser Implementation 
As mentioned before a parser can be a parser that interprets a given grammar or a parser can be 

generated from a grammar. An interpreting parser has as parameters a grammar, a start position in 

the sentence and will output an end position. The interpreting parser reads the grammar and processes 

the sentence according to the rules in the grammar. Instead of using a parse procedure that interprets 

a grammar, it is also possible to generate a set of fixed parsing procedures. Each procedure then 

corresponds to a production in the grammar. The execution of the parse procedures then mimics the 

behaviour of a leftmost derivation. 
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4.6.1 Interpreting Parsers 

An interpreting parser will have as input an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S), a sentence w and as output a 

match. If more derivations are possible then the algorithm will output a set of match. 

 

The Type SE will be used to identify syntax expressions e ∈ SE(N∪T) 

The syntax expression of a variable E:SE can be evaluated by using the operator ‘::’ . 

 E::∅    is true iff E is an empty syntax expression. 

 E::ε    is true iff E is the syntax expression ‘ε’. 

 E::Terminal a   is true iff E is a syntax expression consisting of one terminal. 

    The variable a is used to reference this terminal. 

 E::Nonterminal A is true iff E is a syntax expression consisting of one nonterminal. 

    The variable A is used to reference this nonterminal. 

 E :: e0|..|en-1  is true iff E is a ‘|’ expression consisting of n choices. 

    Each choice i: 0≤i <n is referenced by ei. 
 E :: e0•..•en-1  is true iff E is a ‘•’ expression consisting of n concatenations. 

    Each concatenation i: 0≤i<n is referenced by ei. 
 E :: e*   is true iff E is a ‘*’ expression. 

    Variable e is used to reference the argument of ‘*’. 
 

From the above parser input and output a template for the parser algorithm can be constructed. Each 

algorithm will have a main procedure PARSE that has as input a sentence, an ECFG and as output a 

match. The PARSE procedure starts a recursive process by calling procedure R with the first position 

of the sentence, the start expression S and expects a match as output. The recursive procedure R will 

try to match the syntax expression E with the part of the sentence starting at pos and will output a 

match as result. The parser will do this by first evaluating expression E and then performing the 

relevant operations for each different expression. The sentence w, and the grammar G are assumed to 

be global variables of procedure R. Procedure R can at all times inspect sentence w and grammar G. 

When a scanner sc or a tree factory tf are used by the parser then they too are considered global 

variables for procedure R. The parser template shown next will be used for all parsers with some slight 

modifications for specific cases; such as the output being a set of matches in a Full Backtracking 

parser. All what remains now is to fill in the dots.  

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:match) 
|[ 
   R(↓0, ↓S, ↑output)  
]| 
  

procedure R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
|[  
 if   E :: ∅  → … 
  []   E :: ε   → … 
  []   E :: Terminal a  → ... 
  []   E :: NonTerminal A → … 
  []   E :: e0|..|en-1 →   ... 
  []   E :: e0•..•en-1 → ... 
  []   E :: e* → … 
 fi 
]| . 
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4.6.2 Parser Generators 

A parser generator will translate an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) to a set of parsing procedures. The resulting 

generated parser will have a similar procedure PARSE just as the interpreting parser. The difference is 

that now no grammar is passed to the procedure. The parse procedure calls a recursive procedure PS
  

with a sentence position and expects a match to be returned.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The difference with the interpreting parser is that the generated parser will have a procedure for each 

production rule. A production rule (A→e) ∈ P will have a corresponding procedure PA(). The body of 

PA() is σ(e) which is a translation of expression e to code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For convenience a procedure TERM will also be generated. This procedure is used to recognize a 

terminal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The translation from syntax expression to code is done by translation function σ(e). The template of a 

translation is given below with some example code for σ(e0|..|en-1). The translation code contains GCL 

statements and also sections enclosed in ≪ ≫ symbols. The sections ≪ f ≫ will be replaced by the 

textual representation of f. If expression e = SKIP|DO then ≪e≫ will be replaced by ‘SKIP|DO’. If 

LA(e0) = {DO, IF, SKIP} then ≪LA(e0)≫ will be replaced by ‘{DO, IF, SKIP}’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence; ↑output:match) 

|[  
   P≪S≫(↓0,↑output) 
]| . 
 

Proc P
≪A≫(↓pos:nat; ↑output:match) 

|[  
  σ(e)  
]| . 
 

σ(∅)  = … 

σ(ε)  = … 

σ(Term a) = … 

σ(NonTerm A) = … 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = ;if sc.SYM() ∈ ≪ LA(e0) ≫ → σ(e0)  

   .. 

   []  sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(en-1) ≫ → σ(en-1)  

[]  sc.SYM() ∉ (≪LA(e0)≫ ∪ .. ∪ ≪LA(en-1)≫) → output:=failure  

    fi 
σ(e0•..•e0) = … 

    

σ(e*)  = … 

Proc TERM(↓pos:nat;↓a:Terminal;↑output:match) 

|[  
if a = w[pos] → output:=success(pos+1) 
[]  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
fi 

]| . 
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5 Membership 

5.1 Deterministic Interpreting Parser 
 

The first algorithm to be discussed will be a deterministic parser. The previously described interpreter 

template can be used to construct a parser by using the following procedure.  

 

− An ε expression will succeed on any input.  

− A terminal will succeed if it matches the symbol in the sentence. 

− A nonterminal A succeeds if its production P(A) succeeds. 

− A concatenation e0•..•en-1 will succeed if all its sub-expressions ei succeed in order. 

− A choice expression e0|..|en-1  will only succeed if a sub-expression ei succeeds. 

− A repetition expression e* will succeed if some number of sub-expressions e succeed. 

 

The difficulty lies in choosing the right sub expression for the choice expression e0|..|en-1 and in 

choosing the right number of repetitions for the e* expression. For a deterministic parser this 

information should be known before a choice or repetition is performed. By using the lookahead sets of 

an expression and by looking at the next symbol of the sentence a deterministic choice can be made if 

the grammar is ELL(1). For the repetition expression e*, a sub expressions e is parsed as long as the 

current input symbol is in the lookahead set of e. The lookahead set LA(e) of an expression e can be 

gained by computing the FIRST(e) and FOLLOW(e) sets of expression e. The computation of FIRST and 

FOLLOW is an intensive process and should not be done during parsing. Luckily, the FIRST and 

FOLLOW sets can be precomputed. The lookahead computation will then consist of a simple table 

lookup. A deterministic parser is shown as algorithm 1. The parsing algorithm has as input a sentence 

w and an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S). The parser starts parsing at the first symbol of the sentence w[0] and 

will return (success,|w|) if S⇒*w. If no match exists then such an index can not be returned and the 

parser returns failure. When the ELL(1) condition holds for an ECFG then there is at most only one 

derivation possible. The parser will therefore only output one match, if one can be found.  

Procedure R has as output variable output of type match. Procedure R will return an index i, 

pos≤i≤|w| such that E⇒*w[pos..i). The output position i will therefore always point to the position of 

the next symbol. This is why in the case E :: Terminal a  that pos+1 is returned. 

 

 

.  
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Algorithm 1 TD_Int_Det 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent, Interpreting parser 

Grammar Conditions ELL(1)/no left recursion 

Error-handling Output failure on syntax error 

Optimizations Lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components none 

 

 

 

 

 

 

procedure R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w| ∧  E⇒*w[pos..i) )  
∨ (output ≡ failure ∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i) 
))) 
 
|[  
  if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure  
 []   E :: ε   → output:=(success, pos) 
 []   E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] → output:=(success,pos+1) 
      []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
    fi 

 []   E :: NonTerminal A →  
   R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑output) 

 []   E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
output:=failure 
;for all j : 0≤j<n → 
   as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  
     R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑output) 
   as 
rof  

 
  
 

   
 []   E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat  
;j:=0; 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
   R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑output) 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
]| 

 []   E :: e* →  
output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure∧  w[pos]∈FIRST(e)→  
   R(↓pos, ↓e, ↑output) 
   ;pos:=output.index  
od 

 fi 
 

]| . 
 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ; ↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) )  
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧  ¬( S⇒*w[0..|w|) )) 
|[ 
   R(↓0, ↓S, ↑output);  
   as output=(success,i)∧ i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
]| 
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Example 5.1 

Consider the ELL(1) grammar G9. Grammar G9 describes the language of nested ‘if’ statements. In 

Figure 16 the derivation of sentence ‘if x then if x then y end else z end’, using algorithm 1, is shown. 

 

 

Table 4: Lookahead sets 

Expression if•x•then•STAT•A y z end else•STAT•end 

LA {if} {y} {z} {end} {else} 

Table 5: Example sentence 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

if x then if x then y end else z end EOF 

G9=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {S,A} 

  T = {if, x, y, z, then, end, else } 

  P = {STAT→if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z 

         A→ (end | else•STAT•end) 

         } 

  S = STAT 
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Figure 16: Deterministic derivation 

 

The recursive parsing ends now as there are no more expressions to parse. The final position is 

returned. The parser outputs (success,11) because the whole sentence is parsed.   

□ 

    

 

 

Expression POS 

{The start expression S=STAT is parsed first at position 0 of the sentence} 

 STAT 0 

{STAT is a nonterminal so the production of STAT is parsed next} 

 (if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z) 0 

{This is a choice expression and the Lookahead sets of each sub-expression 

  are checked. The symbol at w[pos] is ‘if’. If is in the LA of   expression 

 ‘if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z’ so this is parsed next.} 

 (if•x•then•STAT•A) 0 

{This is a concatenation expression and each sub-expression will be parsed  

  in order until all are parsed or failure happens.} 

    (if)  1 

{this is a terminal expression and it is succesfully matched against the  

  input symbol so the next pos can be returned. The next pos serves as 

  start position of the next concatenation symbol.} 

   (x) 2 

   (then) 3 

   (STAT) 3 

     (if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z) 3 

{The next symbol is ‘if’ so expr if•x•then•STAT•A is parsed 

     (if•x•then•STAT•A) 3 

       (if) 4 

       (x) 5 

       (then) 6 

       (STAT) 6 

           (if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z) 6 

{the next input symbol is y an this is in the LA of expression (y) 

          (y) 7 

       (A) 7 

         (end | else•STAT•end) 7 

{The next symbol end is in the LA of expression (end)} 

         (end) 8 

     (A)  8 

       (end | else•STAT•end) 8 

       (else•STAT•end) 8 

          (else) 9 

          (STAT) 9 

           (if•x•then•STAT•A | y | z) 9 

           (z) 10 

          (end) 11 
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5.2 Deterministic Parser Generator 
A deterministic parser can be generated by a translation scheme based on the following procedure. 

 

-A translation of σ(∅) will result in a failed output 

-A translation of σ(ε) will result in a successful output 

 -A translation of σ(Terminal a) will result in calling procedure Term(a,output) 

 -A translation of σ(Nonterminal A) will result in calling the corresponding procedure PA 

-A translation of σ(e0•..•en-1) will result in code that executes the translations of e0 to en-1    

  in order and separated by statements to check for failure. 

 -A translation of σ(e0|..|en-1) will result in a choice between the translations of e0 to en-1 

 -A translation of σ(e*) will result in a repetition of the translation of e 

 

The problem of choosing the right choice and the number of repetitions will be solved by adding 

lookahead sets in the code of σ(e0|..|en-1) and σ(e*). The procedures corresponding to the nonterminals 

and the procedure TERM have as output a variable output of type match. Procedure TERM and the 

nonterminal procedures will return an index i, pos≤i≤|w| such that E⇒*w[pos..i). The output position 

i will therefore always point to the position of the next symbol. This is why in the TERM procedure, 

first a call to NEXTSYM() is made before returning the value of POS(). 

 

  

 

Algorithm 2 TD_Gen_Det 
 

Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions ELL(1)/no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations Lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components Scanner sc with procedures sc.CREATE(s:sentence), sc.NEXTSYM(), 

sc.POS() and sc.SYM() 

 

 

A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence;↑output:match) 

|[  sc.CREATE(↓w);sc.NEXTSYM() 
   ;P≪S≫(↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i)∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
]| . 
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• A procedure TERM() to recognise terminals. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For each production rule (A→e) ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as : 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓a:Terminal;↑output:match) 

|[  
   if sc.SYM=a → sc.NEXTSYM() 
           ;output:=(success, sc.POS())  
   []  sc.SYM≠a → output:=failure  
   fi 
]| . 

 

Proc P
≪A≫(↑output:match) 

|[  
  σ(e) 
]| . 

 

σ(∅)  = output:=failure 

σ(ε)  = output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

σ(Term a) = TERM(↓≪a≫, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↑output) 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = ;if sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(e0)≫ → σ(e0)  

   .. 

   []  sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(en-1)≫ → σ(en-1)  

   []  sc.SYM() ∉ (≪LA(e0)≫ ∪ .. ∪ ≪LA(en-1)≫) → output:=failure  

    fi 
σ(e0•..•en-1) = output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(e0) sa 

   … 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(en-1) sa 

σ(e*)  = output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

   ;do  output≠failure ∧ sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(e)≫ → σ(e) od 
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Example 5.1 

The translation of a grammar to generated code is straightforward. Generated code for grammar G10 is 

shown in Figure 17.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Generated code 

G10=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {S,A,B} 

  T = {a,b} 

  P = {S→A|B 

         A→ a•B 

         B→b* 

         } 

  S = S 

Proc PS (↑output:match) 

|[ output:=failure 

 ;as sc.SYM() ∈ {a} → PA (↑output)  

  []   sc.SYM() ∈ {b} → PB (↑output)  

  sa 
]|  
 

Proc PA(↑output:match) 

|[ output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

   ;as output≠failure → TERM(↓a, ↑output) sa 

   ;as output≠failure → PB(↑output) sa 
]|  
 

Proc PB(↑output:match) 

|[ output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

  ;do sc.SYM() ∈ {b} ∧ output≠failure →  

TERM(↓b, ↑output) 

  od 
]|  
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5.3 Limited Backtrack Interpreting Parser 
The following algorithm implements a Limited Backtrack method.  See also [JS97-1][JS97-2][JS98]. 

 

 

Algorithm 3 TD_Int_LimB 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, interpreting parser 

Grammar Conditions Follow-Determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components Scanner sc with procedures sc.CREATE(w:sentence), 

sc.NEXTSYM(), sc.POS() and sc.SYM() 

 

 

 
procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧   ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) )) 
|[  sc.CREATE(↓w);sc.NEXTSYM() 
   ;R(↓S, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
]| 
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 Proc R(↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
pre: see grammar conditions 
post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w|  
∧  E⇒*w[pos..i) ) 
∨ (output ≡ failure  
∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i) ) ) ) 
|[  
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure 
 []   E :: ε   → output:=(success,sc.POS()) 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = sc.SYM() →   
    sc.NEXTSYM() 
     ;output:=(success,sc.POS); 
     []  a ≠ sc.SYM()  output:=failure 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
R(↓P(A), ↑output) 
 

 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat;p:nat 
;j:=0;p:=sc.POS  
;output:=failure 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output=failure → 
   sc.RECALL(p) 
   ;R(↓ej, ↑output) 
   ;as output≠failure→ 
     ;as sc.SYM()∉FOLLOW(ej)→  
       output:=failure  
     sa 
   sa 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
]| 

  
 

  
       

 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat  
;j:=0 
;output:=(success,sc.POS()) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
      R(↓ej, ↑output) 
  ;j:=j+1 
od 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var u:match  

   u:=(success,sc.POS) 
;do u≠failure → 
     output:=u 
     R(↓e, ↑u) 
od 
sc.RECALL(output.index) 
]| 

fi 
]|. 
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5.4 Limited Backtrack Parser Generator 
The following translation scheme translates an ECFG specification to the code for a Limited 

Backtrack parser. 

 

Algorithm 4 TD_Gen_LimB 

Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions follow-determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components none 

 

 

A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A procedure TERM() to recognise terminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For each production rule A→e ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓pos:nat; ↓a:Terminal, ↑output:match) 

|[  
   if a = w[pos] → output:=(success, pos+1)  
   []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure  
   fi 
]| . 
 

Proc P
≪A≫(↓pos:nat; ↑output:match) 

|[  
  σ(e) 
]| . 
 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence;↑output:match) 

|[   
   P≪S≫(↓0,↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i)∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
]| . 
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• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as: 

 

 

  

σ(∅)  = output:=failure 

σ(ε)  = output:=(success,pos) 

σ(Term a) = TERM(↓pos, ↓≪a≫, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↓pos, ↑output) 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = |[var p:nat 

   ;output:=failure;p:=pos 

   ;as output=failure →  

      pos:=p; σ(e0) 

                           ;as output≠failure→ 
               as w[output.index]∉≪FOLLOW(e0)≫→  
             ;output:=failure 

       sa  
     sa 

         sa 

       .. 

      ;as output=failure →  

          pos:=p; σ(en-1)  

        ;as output≠failure→ 
                        as w[output.index]∉≪FOLLOW(en-1)≫→  
                     output:=failure 
                   sa 

            sa 

     sa 
   ]| 

σ(e0•..•en-1) = output:=(success,pos) 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(e0)  

   ;pos:=output.index 

sa 

   … 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(en-1) 

   ;pos:=output.index 

sa 

σ(e*)  = |[var p:nat 

      output:=(success,pos); p:=pos; 

      ;do output≠failure →  

     p:=pos; σ(e) od 

      ;output:=(success,p) 

   ]| 
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5.5 Full Backtrack Interpreting Parser 
If no restrictions on the grammar are allowed, except for no left recursion and no NULL(e) for e*, then 

the only option to derive a sentence is trying all possible derivations. The parser given in Algorithm 5 

is a Full Backtracking parser and it will return all possible matches. See also [JS97-1][JS97-2]. The 

output of the algorithm will therefore be a set of position. If the length of the sentence is in the final 

set then a whole sentence was parsed. 

 

 

Algorithm 5 TD_Int_FullB 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Full Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, Interpreting parser 

Grammar Conditions no left recursion, ¬NULL(e) for e* 

Error-handling Outputs an empty set if no derivation can be found 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

none 

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components none 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:set of nat) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  output=(Set i :i=|w| ∧ S ⇒* w[0..|i|) : i) 
|[ 
   R(↓0, ↓S, ↑output); 
   if  |w| ∈ output → output:={|w|}  
     []  |w| ∉ output → output:= Ø 
   fi 
]|. 
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  []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var j,p:nat ;U,V,W:set of nat 
;U:={pos} 
;j:=0 
;do j≠n → 
   W:=Ø 
   ;for all p: p ∈ U → 
      R(↓p, ↓ej, ↑V) 
      ;W:=W ∪ V 
   rof 
  ;U:=W 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
;output:=U 
]| 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var p:nat ;U,V,W:set of nat 
;output:= Ø 
U:={pos} 
;do U ≠ Ø →  
   output:=output ∪ U 
   ;W:=Ø 
   ;for all p: p ∈ U  → 
      R(↓p, ↓e, ↑V) 
      ;W:=W ∪ V 
   rof 
   ;U:=W 
od 
]| 

 fi 
]| 

Proc R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:set of nat) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post: output=(Set i : pos ≤ i ≤ |w| ∧  E ⇒* 
w[pos..i) : i) 
|[  
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=Ø 
 []  E :: ε   → output:={pos} 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
     output:={pos+1} 
     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:= Ø 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑output) 
 

 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat;V:set of nat 
output:=Ø 
;for all j: 0≤j<n → 
   R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑V) 
   ;output:=output ∪ V 
rof  
]| 
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5.6 Full Backtrack Parser Generator 
The following translation scheme translates an ECFG specification to the code of a Full Backtrack 

parser. 

 

Algorithm 6 TD_Gen_FullB 

Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Full Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions no left recursion, ¬NULL(e) for e* 

Error-handling Outputs an empty set when no derivation is found 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components Scanner sc with procedures sc.CREATE(), 

sc.NEXTSYM(), sc.POS(), sc.SYM() and sc.RECALL() 

 

A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• One procedure TERM() to recognize terminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For each production rule A→e ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓a:Terminal, ↑output:Set of nat) 

|[  
   if sc.SYM()=a → sc.NEXTSYM() 
            ;output:={sc.POS} 
   []  sc.SYM()≠a → output:=∅ 
   fi 
]| . 

 

Proc P
≪A≫(↑output:Set of nat) 

|[  
  σ(e) 
]| . 

 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence;↑output:set of nat) 

|[  sc.CREATE(w);sc.NEXTSYM() 
   P≪S≫(↑output) 
   if  |w| ∈ output → output:={|w|}  
     []  |w| ∉ output → output:= Ø 
   fi 
]| . 
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• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as: 

 

 

 

σ(∅)  = output:= ∅ 

σ(ε)  = output:={sc.POS()} 

σ(Term a) = TERM(↓≪a≫, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↑output) 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = |[  var U:set of nat;j:nat 
    j:=sc.POS() 

    ;U:= ∅    

       ;sc.RECALL(j) 

       ; σ(e0) 

       ;U:=U ∪ output  

       … 

       ;sc.RECALL(j) 

        ; σ(en-1) 

       ;U:=U ∪ output  

    ;output:=U 

   ]| 

σ(e0•..•en-1) = |[  var U,W:set of nat 
    U:={sc.POS()} 

       ;W:= ∅    

        ;for all p: p ∈ u → sc.RECALL(p) 

     ; σ(e0) 

     W:=W ∪ output  

         rof 

       ;U:=W 

       … 

       ;W:= ∅     

         ;for all p: p ∈ U → sc.RECALL(p)  

     ; σ(en-1)  

     ;W:=W ∪ output  

       rof 

       ;U:=W 

    ;output:=U 

   ]| 

σ(e*)            = |[  var U,V,W:set of nat 
    U:={sc.POS()};V:= ∅ 

    ;do U≠∅ 

      V:=V∪U  

     ;W:= ∅ 

     ;for all p: p ∈ U → sc.RECALL(p) 

        ; σ(e) 

        ;W:=W ∪ output  

        rof 

         ;U:=W 

    od 

    ;output:=V 

   ]| 
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5.7 Optimizations 
The performance of the previously described parsers varies a lot. The deterministic parser runs in 

linear time while the limited and Full Backtrack parsers take exponential time. To increase the 

performance of the limited and Full Backtrack parsers some optimizations can be used. 

5.7.1 Pruning 

The performance of the limited and Full Backtracking parsers can be improved by pruning the search 

space. Checking the lookahead set at case E :: e0|..|en-1 and checking the FIRST set for E :: e* allows the 

parser to skip choices that are guaranteed to fail. The result will be that total branches of the 

derivation process can be skipped and the performance of the parsers will increase.  

5.7.2 Memoization 

Another optimization is memoization [F02-1] [F02-2]. Because of the backtracking nature of the 

algorithms it can happen that the same nonterminal production is applied more than once at the same 

position in the sentence. When a nonterminal production A→e is applied at a position i in sentence w 

then the result is a position j such that A⇒*w[i..j). When the production A→e is applied a second 

time at position i then the result will be the same end position j as the previous time. Instead of 

computing this nonterminal production again it is much faster to store the results of the first 

production and retrieve the results when the production is applied a subsequent time. Storing the 

results of previous computations is called memoization. The memoization technique reduces the 

running time of the parser at the cost of more memory. Given an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) then, for each 

position in a sentence w there are a total of |N| productions possible. The total memory required is 

therefore O(|N|*|w|). The running time of the parser can be reduced considerable when this 

memoization technique is used. The running time might decrease to linear time instead of exponential 

time for backtracking parsers. This memoization technique is useful for grammars with productions 

that contain simple expression. And with simple expressions is meant that the number of nested 

syntax expression operations is low for each production rule.  

The rules S→A|B, A→C•a, B→C•b, C→c are all very simple because the number of nested 

expressions are low for each rule. The production rules contain lots of nonterminals and this allows 

efficient memoization.  

A derivation of sentence ‘cb’ will first try choice A in S→A|B. The parser continues to parse C in 

A→C•a. This succeeds on c and the results for nonterminal C are stored. Also the results for A are 

stored. When terminal a fails then the next alternative B is tried. Here the nonterminal C needs to be 

parsed again, but this time it can be restored from the table. 

For a less simple expressions, such as S→ ((a|b)•c) | ((a|b) •d) the memoization is not very usefull. 

There is no nonterminal on the right hand side of the production, so no memoization can take place. 

There are however similar sub-expressions on the right hand side of the production. For example, the 

sub-expression (a|b) is present in both alternatives of ((a|b)•c)|((a|b)•d). When parsing sentence ‘ad’ 

then both alternatives perform the same parsing process, but no memoization is used.  

Instead of storing only results of nonterminals, it is also possible to store results of each sub-

expression. This increases the size of the memoization table, but in turn reduces the running time of 

the parser even more. 

For a backtrack parser a table can be constructed with size equal to the number of sub-expressions 

times the length of the sentence. There is however a problem when using such a table and when using 

FOLLOW computations in a parser. The same expression e in different places of the grammar rules can 

have different FOLLOW sets and therefore have different results. The rule S→ e•f | e•g contains two 

occurrences of expression e. When parsing sentence ‘eg’ first expression e•f is tried in the Limited 

Backtrack parser. When expression e succeeds, a FOLLOW set check is performed and fails. The failure 

is stored in the table cell of expression e. The next alternative is tried and restores the result of 
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expression e, which is failure, and so this parse also fails. This is not correct behaviour because the last 

alternative should have been successful. When using memoization in a parser using Follow sets then 

the results of different occurrences of an expression should be stored separately. 

 

The main purpose of the algorithms in this paper is to parse programming language grammars. These 

grammars are often constructed with simple expression and the memoization technique for 

nonterminals is in this case very useful. 

 

An array will be used to store the result of a nonterminal production applied to a position in the 

sentence. The array contains elements of type match for the Limited Backtrack parser and elements of 

type set of match for the Full Backtrack parser. The Match type will be extended with a value 

undefined because an element of an array may also be undefined. 

 

Type Memoization:array[Nonterminals] of array[0..|w|] of match 
 

Type Match: success:(index:nat) | failure | undefined 

 

Given a sentence w and variable M:Memoization then an element M[A,i] stores a match m such that if 

m=success then A⇒w[i..m.index) and if m=failure then A does not derive anything from w[i].  

 

For a Full Backtracking parser the same technique can be applied. For each Nonterminal and start 

position a value of type Match is stored. The Match type can either be undefined or be a set of 

positions. The memoization array will initially contain only undefined values. 

 
Type Memoization:array[Nonterminals] of array[0..|w|] of Match 
 

Type Match: set of nat | undefined 

 

 

Example 5.2 

For sentence ‘abc’ and grammar  S→A•D|A•B, A→a,  D→d, B→a•c the memoization table for a 

Limited Backtrack parser is shown as Table 6. In the derivation of the sentence starting from 

nonterminal S, first choice A•D is tried. The A nonterminal succeeds and the result is stored in 

M[A,0]. The D nonterminal fails and the parser backtracks. Now the A•B choice is tried. Since [A,0] is 

defined the result of production A is (success,1). The parse continues with B, which succeeds. 

 

Table 6: Memoization Table 

 0 1 2 3 

S success,3    

A success,1    

B  success,3   

D  failure   

 

□ 
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Algorithm 7 is a Limited Backtrack parser. The algorithm is extended with memoization of 

nonterminals and with lookahead set computation for pruning the search space.  

 

Algorithm 7 TD_Int_LimB+Opt 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack  

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions follow-determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations Memoization, Lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction none 

Components none 

 

 

 
procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧   ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) )) 
|[var M:Memoization; A:Nonterminal 
  ;for all A: A ∈N → 
   ;for all i: 0≤i<|w| → 

   M[A,i]:=undefined 
     rof 
   rof 
   ;R(↓0, ↓S, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
]| 
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Proc R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w|  
∧  E⇒*w[pos..i) ) 
∨ (output ≡ failure  
∧ (∀i: pos≤i<|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i) ))) 
|[  
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure 
 []   E :: ε   → output:=(success,pos) 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
          output:=(success,pos+1); 
     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
if M[A,pos] ≠ undefined →   

  output:=M[A,pos] 
[] M[A,pos] = undefined →   

   R(pos,P(A),output)  
M[A,pos]:=output 

fi 
 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat 
;j:=0;  
;output:=failure 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output=failure → 
   as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  
     R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑output) 
     ;as w[output.index]∉FOLLOW(ej)→  
          ;output:=failure 
      sa 
   sa 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
]| 
  

 
  

 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat  
;j:=0 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
      R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑output) 
  ;j:=j+1 
od 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var u:match 

   u:=(success,pos) 
;do u≠failure → 
     output:=u 

        if w[pos] ∈First(e)→ 

        R(↓u.index, ↓e, ↑u) 
 []   w[pos] ∉ FIRST(e)→ 

    u:=failure 
     fi 
od 
]| 

fi 
]|. 
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6 Syntax Tree Construction 
The previously described parsers only returned an index that indicated what part of the sentence was 

parsed. It is often desired to gain more insight in how the sentence was derived, for use in other 

processes. This insight can be obtained by returning the derivation process of a sentence. The 

derivation process of a sentence is often represented as a tree, which is called the derivation tree or 

syntax tree.  

 

Example 6.1 

A derivation tree for grammar G11 and sentence ‘1+2’ is shown in Figure 19. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The structure of the derivation tree often depends on the intended use for it. In the most general form 

the tree just consists of nodes with labels for each expression. The nodes contain pointers to child 

nodes. This type of tree is often called a homogeneous tree. All nodes in a homogeneous tree are of the 

same type. Each node will have an array or a list of nodes that represent the children (Figure 19). It is 

also possible to construct a syntax tree with only terminal and nonterminal nodes (Figure 20). This is 

the classic way to represent a syntax tree. Another approach is to have a different type of node for 

each different expression, often called a heterogeneous tree. A node for an EXPR expression will for 

example be of type TEXPR. While a node for NR will be of type TNR. This approach is useful in 

object oriented languages where nodes can be processed differently based on their type. It is also 

possible to construct a tree that only contains relevant semantic information. Such a tree is often 

called an abstract syntax tree (AST). An abstract syntax tree of the example derivation is shown in 

Figure 21. This representation is useful when doing a translation, as only relevant information is 

stored in the tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Grammar G11 

Figure 19: Homogenous tree of ‘1+2’ 

Figure 20: Classic Syntax tree Figure 21: AST 

G11(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•(OP•NR)* 

         NR→ 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 

         OP→ +|× 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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6.1 Parsing and tree construction 
The parsing algorithms in this paper all use recursive procedures. The recursive procedures are called 

in such an order that they actually perform a tree walk.. Each procedure starts at a node and then 

calls recursive procedures for the children of this node and finally the procedure ends. A recursive 

descent parser performs a left walk of the derivation tree. The derivation tree is implicitly defined by 

the recursive nature of the parser. To create an explicit tree all that needs to be done is add the tree 

construction operations in the procedures of the parser.  

 

A tree can be constructed in two different orders when implemented in the recursive parsers. The first 

order is the Top-Down tree construction method. When Top-Down tree construction is used then 

nodes are created from top to bottom. First the node for start expression S is constructed. Then the 

node for the next derived expression is created and attached to node S. In Figure 22 an 

implementation of top-down tree construction in a recursive procedure S is shown. The recursive 

procedures in the parser will have as input a node q. A child node r is constructed in the procedures. 

This is the node coresponding to nonterminal S. The node for S is attached to node q by using 

procedure ADDCHILD(r,q). The node for S is passed as a parent node in procedure T.  

 

 

 

The second order in which a tree can be constructed is the Bottom-Up tree construction method. 

When using the bottom-up method then first a node is constructed for a terminal. Parent nodes of the 

terminal are constructed later. In Figure 23 an implementation of top-down tree construction is given. 

The procedure has as output parameter a variable q of type node. In procedure S the recursive 

procedure T is called. This procedure returns the variable r of type node. Variable r holds the tree for 

expression T. The tree for expression S can now be created by calling MK_NONTRMINAL(S,r) that 

creates a node S with the child node r. 

 

 

Figure 22: Top-Down tree construction 

Figure 23: Bottom-up tree construction 

procedure S(↓q:node) 
|[ var r:node 
   ;r:=MK_NONTERMINAL(S) 
   ;ADDCHILD(r,q) 
   ;T(↓r)  
]| 

procedure S(↑q:node) 
|[ var r:node 
   ;T(↑r) 
   ;q:=MK_NONTERMINAL(S,r)  
]| 
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6.1.1 Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Tree Construction 

The Top-Down tree construction method has as an advantage that all constructed nodes are attached 

to each other during the parsing process. When a syntax error occurs then the tree can easily be 

disposed by destroying the root. The Bottom-Up tree construction method creates separate trees in 

memory during parsing. Each of these partial trees needs to be destroyed when a syntax error occurs. 

There are several ways to do this. Garbage collection can be used that destroys the nodes in memory 

when they are not used anymore. This option will not be discussed because the final parser framework 

will be implemented in Delphi and Delphi has no garbage collection. Another option is to keep an 

administration of what partial trees are in memory. When a syntax error occurs then the 

administration can be asked to destroy all partial trees. This option will also not be discussed because 

a more elegant way exists to get rid of the syntax tree. 

A recursive descent parser allows the ability to continue the construction of a syntax tree even if a 

syntax error has been found. When a syntax error is found then the parsing process will not be 

aborted. The recursive procedures are allowed to finish their work, but they will not be able to derive 

any new expressions. The only thing that they are able to do is continue the syntax tree construction 

process until a single tree is constructed. This single tree can then be referenced and destroyed just 

like a top-down constructed tree. 

 

Another advantage of the Top-Down tree construction method is that the constructed tree can be 

referenced during parsing. The tree can, for example, be used to visualise the parsing process. A 

disadvantage of the Top-Down tree construction method is that not all needed information to 

construct a node is available at first. When adding a node for a choice expression to the tree then the 

choice i could, for example, be stored in the node. This choice i will only be available after parsing the 

sub-expressions. A new function SetChoice(q,i) would be needed to set the choice of a node q. The 

Bottom-Up method does not have this disadvantage, as all needed information is available at node 

construction time. No additional functions are needed to set properties of the nodes. 

 

In this paper and in the final parser framework a choice is made to use bottom-up tree construction.  

 

6.2 Tree Construction Functions 
The nodes in a derivation tree can be created by using node creation functions. All these functions 

return a node. The returned nodes can be used to build the tree. By using node creation procedures 

the actual node structure can be hidden. Six different expressions can be identified in a parsing 

process. These are epsilon, terminal, nonterminal, choice, concatenation and repetition. Each of these 

expressions will have a corresponding procedure to create a node. For the additional operators ‘+’,’%’ 

and ‘?’ similar functions can be created. The tree construction functions will be part of a tree builder 

component.  

 

 

• A node for an epsilon production can be created with the function MK_EPS().  

 

function MK_EPS():node  

 

• For a terminal the teminal symbol and the position in the sentence are given as parameters. 

They can be stored in the node. 

 

function MK_TERMINAL(symbol:string;pos:nat):node 
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• For a nonterminal the name of the nonterminal and the child node of the nonterminal need to 

be passed. The name of the nonterminal is the string representation of the nonterminal. The 

name for A is for example ‘A’. 

 

function Mk_NONTERMINAL(name:string, child:node):node 

 

• For a choice expression (e0|..|en-1) the relevant information is the name of the expression, an 

index choice and the node for sub-expression echoice. The name of an expression is the string 

representation of the expression. The name for (e|f)* is ,for example, ‘(e|f)*’. 

 

 function MK_STICK(name:string;choice:nat;child:node):node 

 

• For a concatenation expression (e0•..•en-1)  the name of the expression and the nodes for sub-

expression e0 to en-1 should be known.  

 

 function MK_DOT(name:string;sub:list of node):node 

 

• For a repetition expression (e*) the expression name and all e nodes will be needed.  

 

 function MK_STAR(name:string; sub:list of node):node 

  

There are also some other useful procedures and functions needed to construct trees. 

 

• A function is needed that returns a copy of a tree at root q 

 

function COPY(q:node):node 

 

• A procedure is needed to destroy the tree at root q 

 

procedure DESTROY(q:node) 
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6.2.1 Example Syntax Tree 

The node structure, used in this paper to illustrate examples, is given below. The node construction 

functions will create homogeneous nodes containing the name of the terminal, nonterminal or 

expression.  

 

 

1) The MK_EPS function creates a node labelled ‘ε’ 

with no child nodes. 

 

 

 

2) MK_TERMINAL(symbol:string; pos:nat) 

This function creates a node labelled with symbol 

and with no child nodes. The pos parameter is not 

used in the examples. 

 

 

3) Mk_NONTERMINAL(name:string, child:node) 

The MK_NONTERMINAL  function creates a node 

labelled with name and with a pointer to the tree of 

its production.  

 

 

 

 

4) MK_STICK(name:string; choice:nat; child:node) 

This function creates a node labelled with name and 

variable choice. The node will have a pointer to the 

tree of the chosen sub-expression. 

 

 

 

 

5) MK_DOT(name:string;sub:list of node) 

The MK_DOT function will create a node labelled 

with name. The node will have pointers to the trees 

of the sub-expressions contained in list sub. 

 

 

 

 

6) MK_STAR(name:string; sub:list of node)  

The MK_STAR function will create a node labelled 

with name. The node will have pointers to the trees 

of the sub-expressions contained in sub. In the case 

that e*⇒ε then the star node has no child nodes.  
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6.3 Error-handling 
When a derivation tree is constructed during a parse, then also the occurrence of syntax errors should 

be handled. When a syntax error occurs, there are several actions that might be taken. The parser 

may be stopped leaving any partial constructed trees in the memory. For a top-down constructed tree, 

where nodes have been added top-down, the tree can easily be referenced and freed by freeing the root 

node. If nodes are added bottom-up, then such a root node might not exists and the memory will 

contain several partial syntax trees. These trees can not easily be freed unless some administration or 

garbage collection is used. Stopping the parse process in this case is not a desired option. The parser 

procedures should at least be able to complete their recursive nature, so the bottom-up node 

construction can finish its work. When a syntax error occurs then the recursive process is not aborted. 

The variable output is set to failure. The failed recursive procedure returns to the calling procedure. 

The calling procedure still constructs part of the tree even if output equals failure. When the rest of 

the parse fails too, then the recursive process will eventually return to procedure PARSE. The final tree 

is destroyed in the PARSE procedure if the parse failed. 

6.4 Deterministic Parser  
Algorithm 8 implements tree construction in the deterministic parser. The recursive procedure has as 

additional output a variable of type node. The nodes are constructed bottom-up. The parser uses a 

tree builder component called tf. 

 

Algorithm 8 TD_Int_Det+Tree  
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

  

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent, Interpreting parser 

Grammar Conditions ELL(1), no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

 

Tree error-handling Destroys tree after parse 

Transduction none 

Components Tree builder tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, 

Mk_Star. 
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proc R(↓pos:nat ; ↓E:SE ; ↑q:node;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w| ∧E⇒*w[pos..i) 
∧ q ≡ derivation tree of E⇒

*w[pos..i) ) ) 
∨ (output ≡ failure ∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i)) 
)) 
 
|[ var r:node; 
 if  E :: ∅ →  output:=failure; q:=nil  
 []   E :: ε  →  output:=(success,pos)  

;q:=tf.MK_EPS(‘ε’) 
 
 []   E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
                          output:=(success,pos+1); 
                         ;q:= tf.MK_TERMINAL(‘a’,pos) 

     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
;q:=nil 

    fi 
 

  []   E :: NonTerminal A →  
R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑r, ↑output)  
;q:= tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(‘A’,r) 

   
  []   E :: e0|..|en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat 
;output:=failure 
;for all j : 0 ≤ j < n → 
     as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  

;R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑output) 
;q:= tf.MK_STICK (‘e0|..|en-1’,j,r) 

sa 
rof  
 
 
]| 
 

 

 
[]   E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat;v:list of node 
;v:=[] 
;j:=0; 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
   R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑ouput) 
   ;v:=v⊕r  
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
;q:= tf.MK_DOT(‘e0•..•en-1’,v) 
]| 

 []   E :: e* →  
 |[ var v:list of node 

v=[] 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure∧ w[output.index]∈LA(e)→  
   R(↓output.index, ↓e, ↑r, ↑output) 
   ;v:=v⊕r 
od 
q:= tf.MK_STAR(‘e*’,v) 

 ]| 
 

fi  
]| . 
 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG, ↑q:node ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ∧ q ≡ derivation tree of S⇒*w[0.. |w|)) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧  ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) ∧ q ≡ nil) 
|[  
   ;R(↓0, ↓S, ↑q, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure ; sa 
   ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
]| 
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6.5 Deterministic Parser Generator 
The following translation scheme translates an ECFG specification into the code of a deterministic 

parser with bottom-up tree construction. 

 

Algorithm 9 TD_Gen_Det+Tree 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

  

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent , parser generator 

Grammar Conditions ELL(1), no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

 

Tree error-handling Destroys tree after parse 

Transduction none 

Components Scanner sc with procedures sc.CREATE(), 

sc.NEXTSYM(), sc.POS() and sc.SYM()  

Tree factory tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, 

Mk_Star, AddChild 
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A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A procedure TERM() to recognize terminals. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For each production rule (A→e) ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓a:Terminal; ↑q:node;↑output:match) 

|[  
   if sc.SYM=a → sc.NEXTSYM() 
        ;output:=(success, sc.POS())  
      ;q:= tf.MK_TERMINAL(‘a’, sc.POS()-1) 
   []  sc.SYM≠a → output:=failure  
         ;q:= nil 
   fi 
]| . 
 

Proc P
≪A≫(↑q:node;↑output:match) 

var r:node 

|[    
   ;σ(e) 

  ;q:= tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(≪A≫,r) 
]| . 
 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence; ↑q:node ;↑output:match) 

|[  sc.CREATE(w);sc.NEXTSYM() 
   P≪S≫(↑q ,↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure  sa 
   ;as output=failure  → DESTROY(q) sa 
]| . 
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• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as: 

 

 σ(∅)  = output:=failure;r:=nil; 

σ(ε)  = output:=(success,sc.POS());r:= tf.MK_EPS(ε) 

σ(Term a) = TERM(↓≪a≫, ↑r, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↑r,↑output) 

 
σ(e0|..|en-1) = |[ var j:nat 
 if sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(e0)≫ → σ(e0) ;j:=0; 

   … 

 []  sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(en-1) ≫ → σ(en-1) ;j:=n-1 

[]  sc.SYM() ∉ (≪LA(e0)≫ ∪ .. ∪ ≪LA(en-1)≫) → output:=failure;j=n  

   if 

;r:= tf.MK_STICK(≪e0|..|en-1≫,j,r) 
  ]| 
 

σ(e0•..•en-1) = |[ var v:list of node; 
    ;v:=[] 

    ;output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

;as output≠failure → σ(e0); v:= v⊕r sa 
   … 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(en-1); v:= v⊕r sa 

    ;r:= tf.MK_DOT(≪e0•..•en-1≫,v) 
 

  ]| 
 

σ(e*)  = |[ var v:list of node; 

   ;v:=[] 

   ;output:=(success,sc.POS()) 

 ;do output≠failure∧ sc.SYM() ∈ ≪LA(e)≫ →  

    σ(e) 

    ;v:=v⊕r  

 od 

;r:= tf.MK_STAR(≪e*≫,v) 
 

  ]| 
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6.6 Limited backtrack 
The following algorithm is a Limited Backtrack parser with tree construction. The procedure returns a 

node q. The node will contain the syntax tree of sentence w. The tree is constructed bottom-up. 

 

Algorithm 10 TD_Int_LimB+T 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent , parser generator 

Grammar Conditions Follow-Determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

 

Tree error-handling Destroys tree after parse 

Transduction none 

Components Tree factory tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, 

Mk_Star. 

 

 

 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑q:node ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ∧ q ≡ derivation tree of S⇒*w[0..|w|)) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧  ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) ∧  q ≡ nil) 
|[ 
   R(↓0, ↓S, ↑q, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure  sa 
   ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
]| 
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Proc R(↓pos:nat;↓E:SE;↑q:node;↑output:match) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post: 
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w|  
∧  E⇒*w[pos..i) ∧  q ≡ derivation tree of 
     E⇒*w[pos..i))) 
∨ (output ≡ failure  
∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i))) ) 
 
|[ var r:node; 
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure;q:=nil 
 []  E :: ε   → output:=(success,pos) 

;q:= tf.MK_EPS() 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
                      output:=(success,pos+1); 
                      ;q:= tf.MK_TERMINAL(‘a’,   

pos) 
     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 

;q:=nil 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
;R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑r, ↑output) 
;q:= tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(‘A’,r) 
 

 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat 
j:=0 
;output:=failure 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output=failure → 
  R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑output) 
  ;as w[output.index]∉FOLLOW(ej)→  
       output:=failure 
   sa 
  ;as output=failure → DESTROY(r) sa 
  ;j:=j+1 
od  
;q:= tf.MK_STICK(‘e0|..|en-1’,j-1,r) 
]| 

  
 

 
 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var i:nat; v:list of node 
output:=(success,pos) 
;j:=0 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output≠failure → 
  R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑output) 
  ;v:=v⊕r  
  ;j:=j+1 
od 
;q:= tf.MK_DOT(‘e0•..•en-1’,v) 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var u:match;v:list of node 
u:=(success,pos) 
;v:=[] 
;do u≠failure → 
     ;output:=u 
     ;R(↓u.index, ↓e, ↑r, ↑u) 

            ;v:=v⊕r 
od 

        ;v:=v�last(v) 
           ;DESTROY(r)  

;q:=MK_STAR(‘e*’,v); 
 
]| 

fi  
]|. 
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6.7 Limited Backtrack Parser Generator 
The following translation scheme translates an ECFG specification into the code for a Limited 

Backtrack parser with bottom-up tree construction. 

 

Algorithm 11 TD_Gen_LimB+Tree 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership +Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions follow-determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

Tree error-handling Destroys tree after parse 

Transduction none 

Components Tree factory tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, 

Mk_Star, AddChild 

 

A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A procedure TERM() to recognise terminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For each production rule A→e ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓pos:nat; ↓a:Terminal, ↑q:node; ↑output:match) 

|[  
   if a = w[pos] → output:=(success, pos+1) 
                  ;q:= tf.MK_TERMINAL(‘a’, pos) 
   []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure  
               ;q:= nil 
 
   fi 
]| . 

Proc P
≪A≫(↓pos:nat; ↑q:node; ↑output:match) 

|[ var r:node 
  ;σ(e) 
    ;q:= tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(≪A≫,q) 
 
]| . 

 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence; ↑q:node; ↑output:match) 

|[   
   P≪S≫(↓0, ↑q, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
   ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
]| . 
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• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as: 

 

 

  

σ(∅)  = output:=failure 

σ(ε)  = output:=(success,pos); q:= tf.MK_EPS(ε) 

σ(Term a) = TERM(↓pos, ↓≪a≫,↑q, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↓pos, ↑q, ↑output) 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = |[var p:nat;j:nat 

   ;output:=failure;p:=pos 

   ;as output=failure → pos:=p;j:=1; σ(e0) 

                           ;as w[output.index]∉≪FOLLOW(e0)≫→  
             output:=failure 

     sa  
         ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
         sa 

       .. 

      ;as output=failure → pos:=p;j:=n-1; σ(en-1)  

                 ;as w[output.index]∉≪FOLLOW(en-1)≫→  
   output:=failure 
                 sa 

         ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
          sa 

       ;q:= tf.MK_STICK(‘e0|..|en-1’,j,q) 
   ]| 

σ(e0•..•en-1) = |[var v:list of node; 

;output:=(success,pos);v:=[] 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(e0)  

   ;pos:=output.index ;v:=v⊕q 

sa 

   … 

   ;as output≠failure → σ(en-1) 

   ;pos:=output.index ;v:=v⊕q 

sa 

  ;q:= tf.MK_DOT(‘e0•..•en-1’,v) 
  ]| 

 

σ(e*)  = |[var p:nat ;v:list of node 

      ;output:=(success,pos) 

   ;p:=pos ;v:=[] 

      ;do output≠failure →  

     p:=pos; σ(e)  

;v:= v⊕q 

   od 

   ;output:=(success,p);v:=v�last(v) 

       ;DESTROY(q)  
     ;q:= tf.MK_STAR(‘e*’,v) 

   ]| 
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6.8 Optimized Limited Backtrack 
The optimized Limited Backtracking parser uses memoization to store partial derivations in a 

memoization table. When a parser recalls a partial derivation from this memoization table, then the 

corresponding syntax tree should also be given. To accomplish this task the partial syntax trees will 

also be stored in the table. Type MatchTree will be used to store the results in the table. 

 

Type Match: success:(index:nat) | failure 

 Type MatchTree = (m:Match,root:node) | undefined  

 
The memoization table will have type: 
 
  Type TreeMemoization:array[Nonterminals] of array[0..|w|-1] of MatchTree 
 

 

Algorithm 12 TD_Int_LimB+Opt+Tree 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent , interpreted parser 

Grammar Conditions Follow-Determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations lookahead set computation, memoization 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

 

Tree error-handling Destroys tree after parse 

Transduction none 

Components Tree factory tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, Mk_Star. 

 

 
procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑q:node ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success, |w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) 
  ∧ q ≡ derivation tree of  S⇒

*w[0.. |w|))) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧  ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|)) ∧  q≡nil) 
|[ var M:TreeMemoization;A:Nonterminal 
 ;for all A: A ∈N → 
   ;for all i: 0≤i<|w| → 

   M[A,i]:=undefined 
     rof 
   rof 
   ;R(↓0, ↓S, ↑q, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure  sa 
   ;as output=failure → DESTROY(q) sa 
]| 
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Proc R(↓pos:nat;↓E:SE ;↑q:node; 
↑output:match) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post: 
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w|  
∧  E⇒*w[pos..i)  
∧ q ≡ derivation tree of  E⇒

*w[pos..i))) 
∨ (output ≡ failure  
∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i)))) 
 
|[ var r:node; 
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure;q:=nil 
 []  E :: ε   → output:=(success,pos) 

;q:=tf.MK_EPS() 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
                        output:=(success,pos+1); 

                 ;q:= tf.MK_TERMINAL(‘a’, 
pos) 

     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
                       ;q:= nil 

    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
if M[A,pos] :: defined →  

output:=M[A,pos].m 
q:= M[A,pos].root 

 [] M[A,pos] :: undefined →   
   R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑r, ↑output) 
   ;q:= tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(‘A’,r) 
   ;M[A,pos]:=(output,q) 

fi 
 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat 
;j:=0 
;output:=failure 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output=failure → 
   as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  
      ;R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑output) 
      ;as w[output.index]∉FOLLOW(ej)→  
             output:=failure 
      sa 
   sa 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
;q:= tf.MK_STICK(‘e0|..|en-1’,j-1,r) 
]| 

  
 

 
 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat;v:list of node 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;j:=0 
;v:=[] 
;do j ≠n ∧ output≠failure → 
  R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑r, ↑output) 
  ;v:=v⊕r 
  ;j:=j+1 
od 
;q:= tf.MK_DOT(‘e0•..•en-1’,v) 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var u:match;v:list of node 
;u:=(success,pos) 
;v:=[] 
;do u≠failure → 
     ;output:=u 
     if w[pos] ∈FIRST(e)→ 

        R(↓u.index, ↓e, ↑r, ↑u) 
 []   w[pos] ∉FIRST(e)→ 

    u:=failure;r:=nil 
     fi 
     ;v:=v⊕r 
od 

        ;v:=v�r 
;q:= tf.MK_STAR(‘e*’,v) 
 
]| 

fi 
]|. 
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6.9 Full backtracking  
In this section a Full Backtracking algorithm is given that will also construct a tree during a parse. 

Since the Full Backtracking parser can output several results it will also output several derivation 

trees. Each tree will be linked to its derivation by the use of type MatchTree.  

 

 Type MatchTree = (index:nat,root:node)  

 

Here the parameter index is the position of a match and parameter root points to the root of the 

derivation tree. The output of the algorithm will be a list of MatchTree containing all successful 

derivations and derivation trees. A list is used instead of a set because two matches of the whole 

sentence can have different derivation trees. 

 

Algorithm 13 TD_Int_FullB+Tree 
 

Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Full Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent , interpreted parser 

Grammar Conditions no left recursion, ¬NULL(e) for e* 

Error-handling Outputs an empty set if no derivation can be found 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

Bottom-Up Tree construction 

 

Tree error-handling Empty list, so also no trees. 

Transduction none 

Components Tree factory tf with procedures Mk_Nonterminal, 

Mk_Terminal, Mk_eps, Mk_Dot, Mk_Stick, Mk_Star. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:list of MatchTree ) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (∀i : 0≤ i<|output| : output[i]=|w| ∧  S ⇒* w[0..output[i]) 
  ∧ q ≡ derivation tree of  S⇒

*w[0..output[i] ) ) 
|[var outputTemp: List of MatchTree 
   R(↓0, ↓S, ↑outputTemp) 
  ;output:=[]  
  ;for all j: 0≤j<|outputTemp|→ 
      ;as outputTemp[j].index = |w| → output:=output⊕[outputTemp[j]] sa 
   rof 
]| 
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Proc R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:List of MatchTree) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post: (∀i : 0≤ i <|output| : E ⇒* w[pos..output[i].index) 
  ∧output.root ≡ derivation tree of E⇒*w[pos..output[i].index ) ) 
 
 
|[ var mtree:MatchTree; r:node 
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=Ø 
 []  E :: ε   →  

;mtree:=(pos, tf.MK_EPS()) 
;output:=[mtree] 

 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
;mtree:=(pos+1, tf.MK_TERMINAL(a,pos)) 
;output:=[mtree] 

     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:= [] 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
|[ var k:MatchTree;V:List of MatchTree 
R(↓pos, ↓P(A), ↑V) 
for all k: 0≤k<|V|→ 
 V[k].root:=tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(‘A’, V[k].root) 
rof 
;output:=V 
 

 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
|[ var j,k:nat;V:List of MatchTree 
output:=[] 
;for all j: 0≤j<n → 
   R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑V) 
   for all k: 0≤k<|V| → 
 V[k].root=tf.MK_STICK(‘e0|..|en-1’,j, V[k].root) 
   rof 
   ;output:=output ⊕V 
rof  
]| 
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 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  

|[ var j,p:nat;U,V,W:List of MatchTree 
;mtree:=(pos, tf.MK_DOT(‘e0•..•en-1’,nil)) 
;U:=[mtree] 
;j:=0 
;do j≠n → 
   W:=[] 
   ;for all p:  0≤p<|U| → 
     R(↓U[p].index, ↓ej, ↑V) 
 for all t: 0≤t<|V| → 
       r:=tf.COPYNODE(U[p].root) 
    ;tf.ADDCHILD(V[t].root,r) 
    ; V[t].root:=r 
     rof 
      ;W:=W ⊕ V 
   rof 
   ;U:=W 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
;output:=U 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var p,t:nat ;U,V,W:List of MatchTree 
;output:= Ø 
;mtree:=(pos, tf.MK_STAR(‘e*’)) 
;U:=[tree] 
;do U ≠ [] →  
   output:=output ⊕ U 
   ;W:=[] 
   ;for all p: 0≤p<|U| → 
      R(↓U[p].index, ↓e, ↑V) 
  for all t: 0≤t<|V| → 
       r:=tf.COPYNODE(U[p].root) 
        ;tf.ADDCHILD(V[t].root,r) 
    ;V[t].root:=r 
      rof 
      ;W:=W ⊕ V 
   rof 
   ;U:=W 
od 
]| 

 fi 
]| 
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7 Transduction 
In chapter 6 it was shown how a parser can construct a derivation tree of a sentence, by adding tree 

construction procedures to the code. The construction of a derivation tree can be seen as a 

transduction. Each expression of the grammar corresponds to a node in the derivation tree. The 

expressions are mapped to the nodes by use of tree construction functions. Other functions can be used 

that perform a different task than tree construction. In this chapter the transduction of sentences 

during parsing will be described. 

7.1 Transduction Functions 
As was seen in the previous chapter, a syntax tree can be constructed during parsing. This syntax tree 

often serves as an intermediate representation for a translation. A sentence w of the language 

generated from an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) can be translated to another language by performing 

operations on the syntax tree of w. 

 

Example 7.1 

Consider grammar G13. A derivation tree of sentence ‘1+2’ is shown in Figure 25.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Grammar G13 

Figure 25: Syntax tree 

G13=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,NRS} 

  T = {+,0,1,2} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•(+•NR)*| NR 

          NR → 1|2 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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The value of the expression ‘1+2’ can be computed by adding attributes in the tree. Each node q will 

have an attribute value q.val. The attribute q.val stores the value of the expression of q. The value of a 

terminal node ‘1’  will for example have value 1.  The value of each node can be computed by a set of 

functions. The following set of transduction functions computes the value of an expression. 

 

 

The value of the epression is contained in EXPR.val. This value can be computed by traversing the 

syntax tree. In Figure 25 the computed values are shown next to each node. The values are computed 

by performing a left walk of the tree and executing the functions when they are encountered. The 

attribute EXPR.val will eventually contain value 3.  

□ 

 

The computation of the value of the expression in the example is a bottom-up evaluation. The value of 

a node can only be computed if the values of the children of the nodes are computed. Other evaluation 

orders are possible for different transduction functions. A top-down evaluation order can, for example, 

be used to compute the type of variables.  

 

The transduction functions can also be executed during parsing without the need of a syntax tree. 

Semantic actions can be added to the grammar rules. These actions are performed during the 

derivation of a sentence.  

 

The transduction functions given in Figure 26 can be added to the grammar of G14. Each sub-

expression has a transduction function associated to it. When a sub-expression is parsed then the 

corresponding function is executed.  

 

Figure 26: Transduction functions 

Figure 27: Grammar G14 

G14=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,NRS} 

  T = {+,0,1,2} 

  P = {(EXPR→((NR•((+•NR)*){F6}){F5}){F2} | (NR){F3}){F1} 

          (NR → (1{F8} | 2{F9}){F7}){F4} 

         } 

  S = EXPR 

F1: (EXPR).val        := (NR•+•NR* | NR).val    

F2: (NR•(+•NR)*|NR).val  := ((NR•(+•NR)*).val     if (NR•(+•NR)* | NR) ⇒ NR•(+•NR)* 

F3: (NR•(+•NR)*|NR).val   = (NR).val     if (NR•+•NR* | NR) ⇒ NR 

F4: (NR).val := (1|2).val   

F5: (NR•(+•NR)*).val :=  NR.val+((+•NR)*).val 

F6: ((+•NR)*).val       := (NR).val+((+•NR)*).val  if ((+•NR)* ⇒(+•NR) • (+•NR)* 

                 := 0   if ((+•NR)* ⇒ε 

F7: (1|2).val           :=(1).val  if (1|2) ⇒ 1 

            :=(2).val  if (1|2) ⇒ 2 

F8: (1).val        :=1 

F9: (2).val        :=2 
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The semantic actions added to the grammar should be evaluated in a specified order. In this case the 

semantic actions should be evaluated bottom up and from left to right. All top-down parsers in this 

paper perform both a top-down and bottom-up evaluation from left to right. Only those transduction 

functions that can be evaluated from left to right can be used with the parsers in this paper.  

 

The addition of transduction function to a grammar influences the construction of the parsers.  As said 

before there are a limited number of useful places where semantic actions can be added in the 

grammar. These places are: 

 

 

• After parsing an epsilon and after parsing a terminal expression.     

 

• Before and after a nonterminal production rule.  

 

• Before and after a choice expression (e0|..|en-1) as well as after each element ei.  

 

• Before and after a concatenation expression (e0•..•en-1) as well as after each element ei. 

 

• Before and after a repetition expression as well as after each element e. 

 

A parser doing a transduction should be able to execute the functions. Transduction functions can be 

hand coded in the parsing algorithm. This however is not very flexible. Different transductions can be 

needed for one grammar. When the transduction changes or a new transduction is needed then the 

parser needs to be changed or extended. Instead of coding the transduction in the parser, it is also 

possible to use procedures that perform the semantic actions. A number of procedure calls can be 

added to the parser. These procedure calls contain relevant information needed for performing a 

transduction. A transduction can then be implemented by implementing these procedures. No change 

to the parser is now needed when the transduction is changed or extended.  
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7.2 Events 
Events can be added to the parsers to decouple transduction from parsing. The events report the 

current state of the parsing process. Events are placeholders for procedures. A procedure can be 

attached to an event. When the event is executed it will actually execute the attached procedure. The 

event placeholder and the attached procedure should be of the same type. 

7.2.1 Standard Events 

In section 7.1 it was seen that transduction functions can be added to the grammar. Only at specific 

placed could a function be added. These functions need to be executed during parsing. By placing 

event procedures in the parser at specific points then these event procedures can be used to execute 

the translation function. The following events can be added to a parser based on the function places of 

the grammar.  

 

Epsilon events 

When parsing an epsilon the parser always succeeds and the only needed event here is to report that 

an epsilon succeeded  

event OnEps(); 

 

Terminal events. 

When a terminal is encountered, then either a match, or a syntax error occurs. Both events should be 

reported. Parameter t is the terminal symbol to be recognised and parameter s is the symbol in the 

sentence at w[pos]. 

 event OnError(t:string, s:string, pos:nat) 

 event OnMatch(t:string,s:string,pos:nat) 

 

Nonterminal events. 

As seen in the tree construction algorithms there are two places to put events; either before or after 

the recursion. 

 event OnNonTerminalBegin(A: string) 

 event OnNonTerminalEnd(A: string) 

 

Choice events. 

For the choice expression three events can be identified. Before parsing any element in (e0|..|en-1), after 

parsing an element and after parsing all elements. The parameter i is the choice made by the parser.  

 event OnStickBegin (e: string) 

 event OnStickEl(e: string,i:nat) 

 event OnStickEnd (e: string,i:nat) 

 

Concatenation events. 

Almost identical events can be identified for the concatenation expression.  

 event OnDotBegin (e: string) 

 event OnDotEl(e: string) 

 event OnDotEnd (e: string) 

 

Repetition events. 

The repetition expression has similar events. 

 event OnStarBegin (e: string) 

 event OnStarEl(e: string) 

 event OnStarEnd (e: string) 
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7.2.2 List of Commands 

The events described in the previous section are correct for a deterministic parser, but for the Limited 

Backtrack parser, the Full Backtrack and parsers with memoization some extra functionality is 

needed. 

When working with backtracking parsers it can happen, for a choice statement e0|..|en-1, that one of the 

sub-expressions ei fails and that the parser backtracks to try the next choice. During the parsing of 

expression ei, some events were executed. These events should not have happened because the 

derivation of this alternative failed. When using memoization then, when the result of a previous 

derivation is restored, no events are executed for this result because part of the parsing process is 

skipped. The Full Backtracking parser tries several derivations at once. A distinction should be made 

between the different derivations such that it is clear which event belongs to what derivation.  

Instead of doing events for each tried ei in a choice expression (e0|..|en-1), it is also possible to delay 

these events until a correct choice has been found and then execute the events of this choice. The 

delaying of events can be done by using lists of commands. Instead of executing an event, a data 

structure is constructed containing the information of the event. This data structure is called a 

command. The commands are stored in a list during parsing. When an expression ei of (e0|..|en-1) is 

parsed then the commands of this expression are stored in a list. When expression ei fails then the 

commands corresponding to ei are removed. When the expression ei succeeds then the commands can 

be used to execute events. The list of commands can also be used with memoization. For each 

memoized solution, a list of commands is stored. When the solution is retrieved then the corresponding 

list of commands is also restored. For the Full Backtrack parser a list of commands can be used for 

each derivation. 

 

 

Observation 1: 

When a choice expression is encountered very early in a derivation, for example, when the start 

expression S is a choice expression (e0|..|en-1), then all events of all tried sub-expressions ei  are stored 

as commands. When parsing of S is finished then the events of the commands can be executed. In this 

case the list of commands actually serves as an intermediate representation. First parse the sentence to 

a list of commands and then execute the events of this list. So instead of using event procedures in the 

algorithm it is also possible to just use command construction procedures and execute the events 

corresponding to the commands when parsing finishes. 

 

Observation 2: 

The commands in the list correspond to the events of the parser. The events in the parser, in turn, 

correspond to a walk in a derivation tree. The conclusion that can be made is that the list of 

commands actually corresponds to the derivation tree. The list of commands is in fact a linear 

representation of the syntax tree. Instead of using the list of commands, also the syntax tree it self 

could have been used to output events. In chapter 6 the construction of syntax trees was described. 

After parsing a sentence, a syntax tree is returned. Events and also transduction can now be executed 

by using a procedure that walks the tree.  

 

Since a syntax tree can be constructed by using the algorithms of chapter 6, it is not very useful to 

also add list of commands to the parsers, as the syntax tree can be used to output events. The idea 

behind the events was that transduction can be executed during parsing and not after parsing.  

7.2.3 Additional Events 

Instead of using commands it is also possible to add some additional events for the backtracking and 

memoization parsers. The additional events will expose the behaviour of the parsing algorithms. For a 

backtracking parser it is important to know when a derivation succeeds or not. When transduction is 

done during backtrack parsing then a transduction also needs to be able to backtrack. When 
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memoization is used then part of the events will be skipped when stored results are retrieved. A 

transducer needs to be aware that a stored result is retrieved or that a value is stored, so it can do the 

same for the transduction. The Full Backtrack parser can output several results at once. For a 

transduction it is needed to know what derivation the parser is currently working on, so the 

transduction functions are correctly executed. The following events are added to the parsers.  

 

For backtracking parsers it is important to know when a choice or a repetition expression succeeded. 

The events OnStickEl and OnStarEl will have an additional parameter success that indicates that the 

element succeeded or not. When the derivation of an element fails then the parser backtracks. Any 

transduction should do the same by discarding or undoing the transduction of the element.  

event OnStickEl(e: string,i:nat;success:boolean) 

event OnStarEl(e: string; success:boolean) 

 

For parsers using memoization two additional events can happen; the storing and the retrieving of a 

partial match. When a partial match is stored then also the transduction should be stored. When a 

partial match is retrieved then the stored transduction can also be retrieved. 

 event OnStoreMatch(A: string,pos:nat ) 

 event OnRetrieveMatch(A: string,pos:nat) 

 

For the Full Backtracking parser two additional events can happen in the concatenation and repetition 

case. When a concatenation expression is parsed then it is possible that more than one position should 

be parsed. Events can occur for each new position. Parameter e is the string of the expression being 

parsed and pos is the position where parsing starts. The OnPos events are used to distinguish between 

different derivations. When doing a transduction this same distinction should be made. 

 event OnPosBegin(e: string; pos:nat ) 

 event OnPosEnd(e: string; pos:nat) 

 

Finally two more events can be identified; one when starting the parse procedure and one when the 

parsing ends. 

 event OnBegin() 

 event OnEnd() 

 

These are all the events possible in the parsers. The events mimic the process of the parser. These 

events allow different processes to be attached to the parser. When implementing these events it is 

important for the implementer to know how each algorithm works. When implementing events for a 

backtrack parser then the implementer should add the ability to backtrack transductions. When 

implementing events for a parser with memoization then the implementer should add the ability to 

memoize transductions. The parsing process of the Full Backtracking parser is complex, because 

multiple solution are parsed all at once and a distinction between the different solution should be 

made. Implementing transduction for the deterministic parser is easier then for the backtracking 

parsers. Implementing transduction for the Limited Backtrack parser is in turn easier to implement 

then for the Full backtracking parser. 

Instead of using the events to do transduction, it might be easier to use the derivation tree for 

transduction. No backtracking, memoization or separation of solutions is needed for this. Also different 

tree walks can be performed on the tree, for doing different translations. 

 

The events can also be used for other purposes instead of transduction. One use is, for example, the 

output of the parsing process. A trace of the process can be made by printing the event parameters. 

Events can also be used to pause or step through the parsing process. A Boolean value can be used in 

the implementation of the events. When the value is true the parser continues and when the Boolean 

is false then the parser waits until the Boolean becomes true. 
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7.3 Deterministic Interpreting Parser 
A deterministic parser with events is described next. 

 

Algorithm 14 TD_Int_Det+Trans 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership + Tree building 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Deterministic 

Implementation Recursive descent , interpreted parser 

Grammar Conditions no left recursion, ELL(1)  

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

Top-Down node creation  

Top-Down tree construction event based 

 

Tree error-handling Returns partial derivation Tree 

Transduction Events 

Components none 

 

procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧  ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) )) 
|[ 
   OnBegin()    
   ;R(0,S,output) 
   ;OnEnd() 
 ]| 
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proc R(↓pos:nat ; ↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w| ∧  E⇒*w[pos..i))  
∨ (output ≡ failure ∧ (∀i: pos≤i≤|w|: 
¬(E⇒*w[pos..i)))) 
 
|[  
if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure;  
 
[] E :: ε  →  OnEps() 

output:=(success,pos)  
 
 []   E :: Terminal a →  

    if a = w[pos] →  
output:=(success,pos+1); 
OnMatch(‘a’,w[pos],pos) 

     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 
OnSyntaxError(a, w[pos],pos) 

    fi 
 

  []   E :: NonTerminal A →  
OnNonTerminalBegin (‘A’) 
;R(pos,P(A),output)  
OnNonTerminalEnd (‘A’) 

    
  []   E :: e0|..|en-1 →  

|[ var j:nat 
;OnStickBegin (‘e0|..|en-1’) 
;output:=failure 
;for all j: 0 ≤ i < n → 
     as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  

R(pos,ej,output) 
;OnStickEl(‘e0|..|en-1’,j,output≠failure) 

sa 
rof  
OnStickEnd (‘e0|..|en-1’) 
]| 

 

[]   E :: e0•..•en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat 
OnDotBegin (‘e0•..•en-1’) 
;j:=0; 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
   R(output,ej,ouput) 
   ;OnDotEl(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
;OnDotEnd(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
]| 

 []   E :: e* →  
OnStarBegin (e*) 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧ w[pos] ∈FIRST(e)→  
   R(pos,e,output) 
   ;OnStarEl(‘e0•..•en-1’,output≠failure) 
   ;pos:=output.index 
od 
;OnStarEnd(‘e*’) 

fi  
]| . 
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7.3.1 Event implementation example 

The event methods can be implemented to construct a derivation tree using a stack st. The following 

event implementation constructs a tree top-down using the stack operation st.Pop():node, 

st.Push(t:node) and st.Top():node. The final tree will be available on the Top() of stack st when 

parsing finishes. 

 

Events: 
 
Global var st:stack; q:node 
proc OnBegin() |[ q:=tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(‘Root’,nil) ;st.PUSH(q) ]| 
 
proc OnEnd()    |[ ]| 
 
proc OnEps()    |[ tf.ADDCHILD(tf.MK_EPS(),st.TOP()) ]| 
 
proc OnMatch(t: String,s: String,pos:nat) |[ tf.ADDCHILD(tf.MK_TERMINAL(t,s,p), st.TOP()) ]| 
 
proc OnSyntaxError(t: String,s: String,pos:nat) |[  ]| 
 
proc OnNonTerminalBegin(T: String) 
|[   q := tf.MK_NONTERMINAL(T,nil); 
   tf.ADDCHILD(q, st.TOP()); 
   st.PUSH(q)   ]| 
 
proc OnNonTerminalEnd(T: String) |[ st.POP() ]| 
 
proc OnStickBegin(e: String)  
|[  q:=tf.MK_STICK(e,0,nil) 
   ; tf.ADDCHILD(q, st.TOP()) 

   ; st.PUSH(q) ]| 

 

proc OnStickEl(e: String, i:nat,success:boolean)|[ tf.SetChoice(st.TOP(),i ) ]| 
 

proc OnStickEnd(e: String,i:nat) |[   st.POP() ]| 

 

proc OnDotBegin(e: String)  
|[  q:= tf.MK_DOT(e,[]) 
   ; tf.ADDCHILD(q, st.TOP()) 

   ;PUSH(q) ]| 

 

proc OnDotEl(e: String)|[   ]| 
 

proc OnDotEnd (e: String) |[   st.POP() ]| 

 
proc OnStarBegin(e: String)  
|[  q:= tf.MK_STAR(e) 
   ; tf.ADDCHILD(q, st.Top()) 

   ; st.PUSH(q) ]| 

 

proc OnStarEl(e: String;success:boolean)|[  ]| 
 

proc OnStarEnd(e: String) |[   st.POP() ]| 
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7.4 Optimized Limited Backtrack Interpreting Parser 
The following translation scheme translates an ECFG specification to the code of a Limited Backtrack 

parser with events. 

 

Algorithm 15 TD_Int_LimB+Opt 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Limited Backtrack  

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions follow-determined, no left recursion 

Error-handling Outputs failure on syntax error 

Optimizations Memoization, Lookahead set computation 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction Events 

Components none 

 

 

 
procedure PARSE (↓w:sentence ;↓G=(N,T,P,S):ECFG ;↑output:match) 
Pre: See grammar conditions 
Post:  (output ≡ (success,|w|) ∧  S⇒*w[0..|w|) ) 
  ∨ (output ≡ failure ∧   ¬(S⇒*w[0..|w|) )) 
|[var M:Memoization; A:Nonterminal 
   OnBegin()    
  ;for all A: A ∈N → 
   ;for all i: 0≤i<|w| → 

   M[A,i]:=undefined 
     rof 
   rof 
   ;R(↓0, ↓S, ↑output) 
   ;as output=(success,i) ∧  i < |w| → output:=failure sa 
   ;OnEnd() 
]| 
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Proc R(↓pos:nat ;↓E:SE ;↑output:match) 
pre:See grammar conditions 
post:  
(output ≡ (success,i )∧  pos≤i≤|w|  
∧  E⇒*w[pos..i) ) 
∨ (output ≡ failure  
∧ (∀i: pos≤i<|w|: ¬(E⇒

*w[pos..i) ))) 
|[  
 if  E :: ∅  → output:=failure 
 []   E :: ε   → OnEps() 

output:=(success,pos) 
 
 []  E :: Terminal a → 

    if a = w[pos] →  
          output:=(success,pos+1); 

  OnMatch(w[pos],pos) 
     []  a ≠ w[pos] → output:=failure 

   OnSyntaxError(a, w[pos],pos) 
 
    fi 
 

 []  E :: NonTerminal A →  
OnNonTerminalBegin (‘A’) 
if M[A,pos] ≠ undefined →   
output:=M[A,pos] 
;OnRetrieveMatch(A, pos) 

 
[] M[A,pos] = undefined →   

         ;R(pos,P(A),output)  
           ;M[A,pos]:=output 

       ;OnStoreMatch(A,pos) 

 
fi 
OnNonTerminalEnd (‘A’) 

 []  E :: e0|..|en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat 
;OnStickBegin (‘e0|..|en-1’) 
;j:=0;  
;output:=failure 
;do j ≠ n ∧ output=failure → 
   as w[pos] ∈ LA(ej) →  
     R(↓pos, ↓ej, ↑output) 
     ;as w[output.index]∉FOLLOW(ej)→  
          ;output:=failure 
      sa 

;OnStickEl(‘e0|..|en-1’, j, 
output≠failure) 

   sa 
   ;j:=j+1 
od  
OnStickEnd (‘e0|..|en-1’) 
]| 
  

 
  

 []  E :: e0•..•en-1 →  
|[ var j:nat  
;OnDotBegin (‘e0•..•en-1’) 
;j:=0 
;output:=(success,pos) 
;do output≠failure ∧  j ≠ n → 
      R(↓output.index, ↓ej, ↑output) 

;OnDotEl(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
  ;j:=j+1 
od 
;OnDotEnd(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
]| 
 

 []  E :: e* →  
|[ var u:match 
;OnStarBegin (e*) 
;u:=(success,pos) 
;do u≠failure → 
     output:=u 

        if w[pos] ∈First(e)→ 

        R(↓u.index, ↓e, ↑u) 
 []   w[pos] ∉ FIRST(e)→ 

    u:=failure 
     fi 

;OnStarEl(‘e0•..•en-1’, 
output≠failure) 

 
od 
;OnStarEnd(‘e*’) 
]| 

fi 
]|. 
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7.5  Full Backtrack Parser Generator 
The following transduction scheme translates an ECFG specification into the code of a Full Backtrack 

parser with events 

 

 

Algorithm 16 TD_Gen_FullB+Trans 
Classification  

Grammar ECFG 

Parsing problem Membership 

Direction Top-down 

Strategy Full Backtrack 

Implementation Recursive descent, parser generator 

Grammar Conditions no left recursion, ¬NULL(e) for e* 

Error-handling Outputs empty set when no derivation is found 

Optimizations none 

Tree construction  

 

none.  

Tree error-handling none 

Transduction Events:  

Components Scanner sc with procedures sc.CREATE(), 

sc.NEXTSYM(), sc.POS(), sc.SYM() and sc.RECALL() 

 

A translation of an ECFG G=(N,T,P,S) contains: 

 

• A procedure PARSE() to begin the parse of a sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• One procedure TERM() to recognize terminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proc TERM(↓a:Terminal, ↑output:Set of nat) 

|[  
   if sc.SYM()=a → sc.NEXTSYM() 
            ;output:={sc.POS()} 

;OnMatch(a,sc.SYM(),sc.POS()) 
 
   []  sc.SYM()≠a → output:=∅ 

;OnSyntaxError(a, w[pos],pos) 
 
   fi 

Proc PARSE(↓w:sentence;↑output:set of nat) 

|[  OnBegin () 
   ;sc.CREATE(w);sc.NEXTSYM() 
   ;P≪S≫(↑output) 
   ;OnEnd() 
]| . 
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• For each production rule A→e ∈ P a procedure PA(). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Where σ(e) is recursively defined as: 

 

 

Proc P
≪A≫(↑output:Set of nat) 

|[ OnNonTerminalBegin (‘≪A≫’) 
  ; σ(e) 
  ;OnNonTerminalEnd (‘≪A≫’) 
]| . 
 

σ(∅)  = output:= ∅ 

σ(ε)  = output:={sc.POS()};OnEps() 
σ(Term a) = TERM(↓≪a≫, ↑output) 

σ(NonTerm A) = P
≪A≫(↑output) 

σ(e0|..|en-1) = |[  var U:set of nat;p:nat 
              ;OnStickBegin (‘≪e0|..|en-1≫’) 

    p:=sc.POS(); 

    ;U:= ∅  

      ;sc.RECALL(p) 

      ; σ(e0) 

      ;U:=U ∪ output  

    ;OnStickEl(‘≪e0|..|en-1≫’,0,output≠failure) 
       … 

  ;sc.RECALL(p) 

       ; σ(en-1) 

      ;U:=U ∪ output  

    ;OnStickEl(‘≪e0|..|en-1≫’,n-1,output≠failure) 
    ;output:=U 

   ;OnStickEnd (‘≪e0|..|en-1≫’) 
   ]| 
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 σ(e0•..•en-1) = |[  var U,W:set of nat 
              ;OnDotBegin (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’) 

    ;U:={sc.POS()} 

       ;W:= ∅    

        ;for all p: p ∈ U → sc.RECALL(p) 

             ;OnPosBegin (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
     ; σ(e0) 

     ;W:=W ∪ output  

             ;OnPosEnd (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
         rof 

       ;U:=W 

      ;OnDotEl(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
 

       … 

       ;W:= ∅     

         ;for all p: p ∈ U → sc.RECALL(p)  

             ;OnPosBegin (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
     ; σ(en-1)  

     ;W:=W ∪ output  

             ;OnPosEnd (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
       rof 

       ;U:=W 

       ;OnDotEl(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
    ;output:=U 

   ;OnDotEnd(‘e0•..•en-1’) 
    ]| 

σ(e*)            = |[  var U,V,W:set of nat 
   ;OnStarBegin (e*) 

    ;U:={sc.POS()};V:= ∅ 

    ;do U≠∅ 

      V:=V∪U  

     ;W:= ∅ 

     ;for all p: p ∈ U → sc.RECALL(p) 

                 ;OnPosBegin (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
        ; σ(e) 

        ;W:=W ∪ output  

             ;OnPosEnd (‘≪e0•..•en-1≫’,p) 
        rof 

         ;U:=W 

    ;OnStarEl(‘e0•..•en-1’,output≠failure) 
    od 

    ;output:=V 

   ;OnStarEnd(‘e*’) 
   ]| 
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8  The Parser Framework 
This part of the paper contains the more practical aspect of the master project. The parser algorithms 

described so far are implemented in a parser framework called ‘Parser FW’. The parser framework is 

part of a larger software framework called FOOLPROOF. In this chapter both the parser framework 

and the FOOLPROOF framework will be described.  

 

8.1 FOOLPROOF 
The software framework called FOOLPROOF consists of several tools for language design, recognition, 

translation and visualisation. FOOLPROOF is implemented as components and tools for the Delphi 

IDE. The FOOLPROOF components will be used for educational purposes. Students can have easy 

access to parser components, scanner components, tree factories and other tools. The components can 

be used to construct software applications that do any kind of language processing. Examples of 

software applications that can be constructed with the components are compilers, code editors with 

code completion and syntax highlighting, interpreters and spelling / grammar checkers. There already 

exist different software packages that have such tools available. What sets FOOLPROOF apart from 

these packages is that FOOLPROOF tries to provide a framework in which all the different tools can 

be used together. Available language processing packages often only support a selection of tools. Tools 

of other packages should then be used to provide necessary functionality. The FOOLPROOF software 

will include most language processing tools. The software framework will also be generic enough to 

allow the addition and customization of components and tools without needing a whole redesign of the 

software. FOOLPROOF will be part of the Delphi IDE and can therefore easily be extended with new 

tools, this in contrast to standalone language processing packages. What also sets FOOLPROOF apart 

from other packages is that FOOLPROOF was designed with educational purposes in mind. Other 

packages often focus on fast performance of language tools. The goal for fast performance is not a bad 

goal, but often this is at the cost of a clear and readable design. FOOLPROOF is build using a clear 

and structured design such that students can easily discover the ‘magic’ behind the tools.  

The FOOLPROOF software framework is an ongoing project. Several tools are already available in the 

software framework. The parsers and parser generators described in this paper have become part of 

FOOLPROOF. The parsers will make use of other tools such as scanners, grammars and node 

factories. The software constructed for this master project will be called the ‘Parser Framework’.  
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8.2 Parser Framework Features 
The parser framework consists of interpreting parser components that can be added to a Delphi 

project by placing the components on a form. Several properties and events of the parser components 

can be set to gain a customized parser. The parser can then be used in any application. The parsers 

use a scanner component to obtain the symbols of a sentence. Different types of scanners with the 

same interface can be used with the parser. The parser also requires a grammar component to operate 

properly. The grammar component can load an ECFG definition file. This definition file is used to 

build an internal representation of the ECFG. The ECFG is used by the parser. In Figure 28 it can be 

seen that a tree builder can be attached to the parser to provide any derivation tree construction.  

 

Figure 28: Interpreting Parser Process 

 

Besides interpreting parser components the parser framework will also provide a wizard to generate 

parsers. In Figure 29 the parser generation process is shown. The Parser generator loads a grammar 

definition file into memory and constructs an ECFG from the file. The ECFG is used to generate a 

Delphi unit containing the code for a parser. 

 

Figure 29: Parser generator process 

 

. 
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8.3 User Requirements 
In this section the requirements of the parser framework are given. 

 

General 

1. The parsers are implemented in Delphi 

2. The interpreted parsers are available as component in the Delphi IDE 

3. The parser generators are available as wizards in the Delphi IDE 

4. The parsers use the base scanner interface available in FOOLPROOF. 

5. The parsers use the interface of the available ECFG classes in FOOLPROOF 

6. A deterministic, Limited Backtrack and Full Backtrack interpreting parser component are 

implemented. 

7. A deterministic, Limited Backtrack and Full Backtrack parser generator are implemented. 

8. The parser components have events that expose the state of the parsers. 

9. The parser components have a property to set the scanner. 

10. The parser components have a property, which can hold the syntax tree. 

11. The parser components have a property to set a tree factory. 

12. A property in the parser can be used to get the matches after a parse. 

13. A property in the parser can be used to get the syntax errors after a parse. 

14. A property in the parser can be used to get the syntax tree after a parse. 

15. All interpreting and generated parsers will descent from one abstract parser class 

16. The parser framework can be installed in the Delphi IDE 

Parser generation:   

17. A user can open the parser generator wizard. 

18. A grammar specification can be loaded in the wizard. 

19. A new grammar can be created with the wizard. 

20. The grammar can be analysed with the wizard. 

21. Analysis results are shown in the wizard.   

22. A choice can be made between generating a deterministic, limited or Full Backtrack parser. 

23. A choice can be made to add tree construction to the generated parser 

24. A choice can be made to add events to the generated parser. 

25. The name of the new unit can be set 

26. The parser generator can generate deterministic, Limited Backtrack and  Full Backtrack 

parsers. 

27. The parser generator can generate parsers with tree construction. 

28. The parser generator can generate parsers with events. 

29. The parser generator generates its code in a new Delphi unit. 

Generated parser: 

30. The generated parser unit can be saved by using the standard Delphi save options. 

31. The generated parser can be linked to any project. 

32. The generated parser can be compiled and used in an application. 

Interpreting parser:  

33. An interpreting parser can be added to an application by dropping the component on the 

form. 

34. A property for tree construction output can be set. 

35. A property for event output can be set. 

36. The component can be compiled and used in an application. 

37. The interpreting parser components have a property to set the grammar. 
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9 Design 
This chapter contains the design of the parser framework. An overview of the parser framework is 

given and each component in the design will be described in more detail.  

 

9.1 Parser Framework Overview 
The final parser framework consists of components, wizards and classes for the Borland Delphi IDE.  

 

 

 

 

 

Components in Delphi are compiled classes that can be used during the design of an application in 

Delphi. The components can be placed on a form. Properties and events of the component can be set 

during design time. When the application is compiled the components use the stored property and 

event information during run time. There are seven components in the parser framework. The 

grammar component represents an ECFG. An ECFG can be created, loaded and saved during design 

time with this component. The simple scanner component provides methods to set an input sentence 

and to set the symbols of the grammar. Other scanners can be used with the parser framework, but 

their creation is not part of this project. Only one scanner is provided for use with the parsers. Both 

the scanner and the grammar component can be attached to any of the four parser components. 

Figure 30: Parser Framework 
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Different properties and events of the parser components can be set during design time. The tree 

builder contains the interface for creating syntax trees. The wizards are used to generate Delphi Units 

containing code for a parser. The wizards can be executed by creating a new document in Delphi and 

selecting the parser generator wizard. When a wizard is executed a user will be presented with a form 

where relevant properties for the generator can be set. When the wizard is finished it will create a new 

Delphi Unit containing the generated code. The last part of the parser framework consists of all the 

classes used by both the wizards and components.   

 

9.2 Classes Overview 
One of the main components in the parser framework is the parser class. The TParser class serves as 

base class for all other parsers in the framework. In Figure 31 the TParser class is shown with its main 

components and descendants. Each parser has access to a scanner for reading input symbols. Each 

parser also has access to a tree builder. The TTreeBuilder class can be used to construct syntax trees. 

The TParser class has several descendants. First a difference is made between interpreting parsers and 

parsers created with the parser generator. The interpreting parsers will have access to a grammar 

component. Three interpreting classes are implemented. These are a deterministic parser, a Limited 

Backtrack parser and a Full Backtrack parser. The TGeneratedParser is not an existing class, but is a 

placeholder for any generated parser. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Parser Classes Overview 
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Another main component of the parser framework is the parser generator wizard. In Figure 29 the 

parser generator wizard and its components are shown. The generator wizard consists of several 

components working together. The generator has access to an ECFG and will have methods to load 

and save this ECFG. The generator can analyse this ECFG and compute important properties such as 

FOLLOW, FIRST and NULL by using the TECFGAnalyzer class. A generator will have access to a 

translator. The TTranslator class and its descendants provide methods to translate the ECFG to a 

program representation. The program representation is a syntax tree of type TOPTerm containing all 

constructs for representing a Delphi unit. The TFlattener class is used to flatten the tree of TUnit. By 

flattening the tree a string is constructed containing the Delphi code for the generated parser. The 

Wizard form is the user interface that allows loading and saving of a grammar and the setting of the 

translator with its property. The Wizard will generate a Delphi unit when it is finished. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 32: Generator Classes Overview 
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9.3 Class description 
This section describes each class in the framework in more detail. 

9.3.1 TParser 

 

The TParser class is the base parser class for all 

parser components. The interface of the parser is 

shown to the left. The parser keeps an integer list 

NrOfParsedCharList to store results of the parse 

process. Each integer in this list is the number of 

parsed characters of the sentence that were 

successfully parsed. The OutputEvents and 

OutputTree properties are used to set if tree 

construction or event dispatching should be done 

during the parser process. The SyntaxErrorList is 

used to store syntax errors encountered during the 

parser process. Each syntax error will contain 

information of the scanner symbol, position and value. The scanner property is used to attach a 

scanner to the parser. The success property indicated whether a successful parse was performed or not. 

The TreeBuilder property is used to attach a tree builder to the parser. The Tree property holds the 

syntax tree constructed by the tree builder if output tree was set to true. The tree is of type T_Node. 

T_Node is the base node class used by the tree builder. The method Create is used to create the 

parser. The method Reset will reset the parser. This will clear the NrOfParsedCharList, clear the 

SyntaxErrorList, reset the scanner, set success to false and free the tree. The Parse method will begin 

the parse process. The Parse method is an abstract method and any descendant of TParser should 

implement this procedure to provide customized parsing. The method Destroy is used to destroy the 

parser.  

 

9.3.2 TInterpretingParser 

 

The TInterpretingParser class is a descendant of TParser. This class 

has as additional property a Grammar.  

 

 

 

9.3.3 TDetParser,TLimBParser,TFullBParser 

 
The deterministic, Limited Backtrack and Full Backtrack parser classes all have the same interface. 

The difference between the classes is their implementation of the parse procedure.  
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9.3.4 TScanner 

 

The interface of the scanner class is shown to the left. Only 

the relevant methods and properties for the parsers are 

shown. The scanner has a text property that stores the 

sentence to be parsed. The Charpos stores the position of the 

current symbol. The SymCode, SymName, SymValue, 

SymStart and SymLength all contain information about the 

current scanned symbol. The Mark method is used to gain 

the position of the scanner. The Recall procedure is used to 

set the scanner back at a position. The Reset procedure resets 

the scanner. When the scanner is reset then the CharPos is 

set to the start of the sentence and the Symbol information is 

updated. The NextSym methods will advance the parser to 

the position of the next symbol and update the symbol 

information.  

 

 

9.3.5 TTreeBuilder 

The TreeBuilder class is an abstract class that contains the methods to create a syntax tree. Each of 

the Mk_...(AName:String,..) procedures are implemented in the descending classes. The 

TGenericECFGTreeBuilder is a tree builder that constructs a tree consisting of terminal, nonterminal, 

stick, dot, alt, option and plus nodes. The TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder build a tree consisting 

only of terminal and nonterminal nodes. 
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9.3.6 TGrammar 

 

The TGrammar class allows the creation and loading of an ECFG. 

The ECFGFileName property holds the location of a grammar 

definition file. The file can be loaded with the procedure LoadECFG. 

The loaded grammar definition file will be translated to an ECFG 

representation. This representation can be accessed through the 

property ECFG. When the ECFG is loaded then the ECFG is first 

analysed. The FOLLOW, FIRST and NULL sets are computed for the grammar during analysis. 

 

9.3.7 TECFG 

 

 

The TECFG class represents a grammar as a graph. The graph 

can be accesed through property Start. The type TSE 

determines what type of expression the start symbol is. The 

TSE type can be TSym, TStick, TOption, TDot, TStar, TAlt 

or TPlus. The graph can be traversed based on these types. See 

also the implementation section. 

 

  

9.3.8 TGeneratorWizard 

 

This class contains the references to the classes needed for the 

generation of parsers. The TGenerator class is implemented as a wizard 

in Delphi and can only be used during design time. The class has one 

method. The EXECUTE() method is called when the wizard is opened. 

The EXECUTE() method will then open the wizard form. 

 

9.3.9 TWizardForm 

The TWizardForm is the form that will be shown when a generator wizard is started. The 

TWizardForm respond to all user interface actions. On the form the type of parser generator can be 

selected, a grammar can be loaded or created, parser generator option like tree building and events can 

be set and the name of the new unit can be given. 
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9.3.10 TECFGAnalyzer 

 

The Analyzer class is used to compute information of the 

grammar. The ECFG property holds the ECFG that will be 

analysed. The Comp… procedures are all used to compute the 

corresponding information. The method Analyze can be used to 

compute all this information at once. The computed information is 

stored in the ECFG class. The ClearAnalysis method will remove 

all computed data from the ECFG class. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.3.11 TTranslator 

 

This class is the abstract base class for all translation 

schemes. The function ECFGToUnit will need to be 

implemented for each different translation scheme. The 

translation function has as input an ECFG and this 

ECFG is translated to a Delphi unit representation 

(TUnit). The BuildEvents and BuildTree properties 

can be set to specify whether event procedures and tree construction procedures should be generated 

as well in the generated parser unit 

9.3.12 TDetTranslator, TLimBTranslator, TFullBTranslator 

These classes are descendants from TTranslator and all implement the ECFGToUnit method in a 

different way. 

9.3.13 TFlattener 

 

The TFlattener class contains functions to flatten a Delphi unit 

representation (TUnit). The F_Unit function takes as input 

the TUnit representation and outputs a string containing the 

code of this unit. The F_UnitHeader function is used to 

generate the header of the unit. The header contains the unit 

name, uses clauses, as well as any additional information about 

the generated parser. 
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10  Implementation 
This chapter will discuss the implementation of the parser framework. The scanner, grammar, parser 

and tree builder components will be described in detail as well as the generator wizard. The 

integration of the parser framework in Delphi will be discussed last. 

10.1 Grammar Component 
The grammar component is used to represent a grammar. The grammar component can be used to 

load a grammar definition file. The Grammar Component is of class TGrammar. 

10.1.1 TGrammar 

Class:  TGrammar (TComponent) 

File:   PF_Grammar.pas 

Uses:  PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_ECFG, PF_CFGScanParse 

Description: The TGrammar class is a component. Components are discussed in section 10.6.1.  

Interface: 

  

 

property ECFGFileName:String read FECFGFileName write FECFGFileName 

The component contains one published property ECFGFileName. This property can be set to the 

location of a grammar definition file during run-time and design-time. 

 

procedure loaded();override; 

When a component is created, it will call the procedure loaded().  

During run-time, the loaded() procedure will call procedure LoadECFG().  

 

TGrammar=class(TComponent) 

private 

  FECFGFileName:string; 

  FECFGAnalyzer:TECFGAnalyzer; 

  FECFG:TECFG; 

  FScanner: TSESCanner; 

  FParser: TSEParser; 

  function ReadECFGFile(AFileName:String):TECFG; 

  function ReadECFG(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TECFG; 

  function ReadECFGCtxt(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TECFGCtxt; 

  function ReadTermDecs(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TTermDecList; 

  function ReadNonTermDefs(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TNonTermDefList; 

  procedure UpdateDecReferences(AECFG: TECFG; var Errors: Boolean); 

  function FindSymDec(AName: String; AECFG: TECFG): TSymDec; 

  procedure loaded();override; 

public 

  Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

  Destructor Destroy();override; 

  procedure LoadECFG(); 

  property ECFG:TECFG read FECFG write FECFG; 

published 

  property ECFGFileName:String read FECFGFileName write FECFGFileName; 

 end; 
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procedure LoadECFG(); 

LoadECFG() will first create an ECFG from the file at location ECFGFileName by calling 

ReadECFGFile(). The ECFG will be analyzed after the ECFG is created.  

When the ECFGFileName is changed during run-time, a call to LoadECFG() should be made to 

actually load and create an ECFG. 

 

function ReadECFGFile(AFileName:String):TECFG; 

The ReadECFGFile() procedure reads the file of ECFGFileName in memory and calls function 

ReadECFG() to actually create the ECFG. When the ECFG is loaded, the references in the ECFG are 

updated by calling UpdateDecReferences().   

 

function ReadECFG(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TECFG; 

The ReadECFG() function first reads the terminals, nonterminals and the production rules of the 

ECFG by calling ReadECFGCtxt(). When finished it will read the start expression of the ECFG. 

 

function ReadECFGCtxt(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TECFGCtxt; 

The ReadECFGCtxt() procedure creates part of the ECFG by using ReadTermDec() and 

ReadNontermDefs().  

 

function ReadTermDecs(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TTermDecList; 

The ReadTermDec() reads the terminal section from the file.  

 

function ReadNonTermDefs(AIniFile: TMemIniFile): TNonTermDefList; 

The ReadNontermDefs() procedure reads the nonterminal section of the file. This section contains the 

productions rule strings. The production rule strings are scanned and parsed using the TSEScanner 

and TSEParser. The production rule strings are returned as syntax trees (see section about ECFG for 

more information). 

 

procedure UpdateDecReferences(AECFG: TECFG; var Errors: Boolean); 

This procedure updates the ECFG by adding pointers from production rules to corresponding 

nonterminals. 

 

function FindSymDec(AName: String; AECFG: TECFG): TSymDec; 

This procedure is used to find nonterminals in the UpdateDecReference procedure. 
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10.1.2 TECFG 

Class:  TECFG (T_Term) 

File:   PF_ECFG.pas 

Uses:  PF_Nodes 

Description: The TGrammar has property ECFG of type TECFG. The TECFG class represents 

the internal structure of extended context free grammar.  

 

An ECFG is implemented as a graph.  Each production rule in the grammar is represented as a small 

tree with nodes for terminals, nonterminals, stick,dot,star,alt,plus and option expressions. In Figure 33 

a representation of grammar Gex is given.  

 

 

 

Nonterminals on the rhs of a production are linked to the corresponding nonterminal on the lhs of a 

production. A list of terminals is used to store the terminals The terminal expressions point to the 

elements of this list. The interpreting parsers use this graph to interpret the grammar. The parsers 

perform a walk in this graph. Each different expression in the graph has a different kind of Node type 

and also a parameter sortcode. The different nodes in a grammar are: TOption, TStar, TMultiDot, 

TMultiStick with corresponding sortcode sc_Option, sc_Star,sc_MutliDot,sc_MultiStick. Based on 

this sortcode the different expressions can be parsed. The sortcode and thus the expression type define 

the rules of a tree walk. For a concatenation expression all child nodes should be visited in order. For 

a choice expression one of the child nodes should be visited. For a repetition node the child can be 

visited any number of times. Both terminal symbols and nonterminal symbols are represented by a 

TSYM class. The TSym class stores a pointer to the corresponding nonterminal or terminal node. 

With TSym.dec the corresponding terminal or nonterminal can be accessed. TSym has two 

descendants: TTermDec and TNonTermDec. By looking at the sortcode of TSym the TSym variable 

can be cast to TTermDec (sortcode=sc_term) or TNontermDec (scNontermdef). The production P(A) 

of a nonterminal A can be accessed through the property ‘body’ of TNonTermDec. The grammar 

graph is useful for interpreting parsers as they can easily perform a walk. The grammar graph is also 

very useful for storing extra information. The FOLLOW, FIRST, NULL and ‘name’ of each node can be 

stored in the grammar. Each Node has a property Anno. This is a stringlist. This string list can 

contain different information. The TECFGAnalyzer is used to analyze the grammar and add 

annotation to this grammar. The analysis annotation is stored in TAnalysis classes. This class is 

attach to the each nodes of the grammar. With the function ANA(ANode:T_node) the TANALYSIS 

class can be obtained from a node. The FOLLOW information of a expression could for example be 

obtained by calling ANA(ASE:T_Node).FFollow. The annotations are computed by calling 

ECFGAnalyzer.ANALYZE(). 

Figure 33: Grammar Graph of Gex Figure 34: Grammar Gex 

Gex=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP} 

  T = {+,×,0,1,2} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•(OP•NR)* 

         NR→ 0|1|2 

         OP→ +|× 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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10.1.3 Grammar Definition File 

The grammar component allows loading of a grammar definition file. The grammar definition file is a 

text file that described the grammar. Part of a grammar definition file is shown below. The definition 

file consists of four sections. The first section begins with [main]. In the main section some information 

about the grammar can be given such as the name of the grammar and the kind of grammar. The 

second section is the [Terminals] section. The terminals section contains terminal definitions. These 

definitions are used by the parser and the scanner. Each terminal definition consist of a name for the 

terminal and the representation of the terminal. A terminal definition plus="+" means that the plus 

symbol is represented by the character “+”. When a terminal is represented by its own name then the 

symbol ‘!’ can be used. The terminal definition or=! indicates that the or terminal is represented by 

itself, in this case the string ‘or’. The symbol definition can also contain the string ‘predefined’. A 

symbol that is predefined can not be set in the definition file. Predefined symbols are used in the 

parser or the scanners. All parsers in the parser framework expext one predefined symbol to be 

declared as the first terminal. This is the endoftext terminal. The identifier and number terminals are 

predefined terminals for the scanner component in the parser framework. The third section is the 

[Nonterminals] section. The nonterminals section contains all the production rules of the grammar. A 

production is defined by a nonterminal name and a regular expression that defines the production of 

the nonterminal. The regular operators that are allowed, are: ( ., |, *, +, &, %, ? ). All nonterminal 

names on the left need to be unique, and also need to be unique from the terminal symbol. A symbol 

do and a nonterminal DO are, for example, not allowed as they are not unique. The last section is the 

[start] section. The start section contains one definition. The startexpr defintion contains the start 

expression of the grammar. The interpreting parsers are able to handle any start expression, but the 

parser generator can only generate correct parsers when the start expression is a nonterminal.  

 

[Main] 
name=TestGrammar 
kind=ECFG 
 
 
[Terminals] 
endoftext=predefined 
identifier=predefined 
number=predefined 
begin="|["  
stick="|" 
end="]|" 
semicolon=";" 
implies="=>" 
and=! 
or=! 
plus="+" 
... 
 
[Nonterminals] 
PROG=BLOCK 
BLOCK=begin.DECS.stick.STATS.end 
DECS=var.DEC.(comma.DEC)* 
DEC=IDS.colon.TYPE 
TYPE=IDS 
IDS=identifier 
STATS=STAT.(semicolon.STAT)* 
STAT=ABORTX|SKIPX|ASSIGN|IFX|DOX|BLOCK 
 
... 
 
[Start] 
startexpr=PROG 
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10.2 Scanner Component 
The TScanner class described in the design section is an abstract scanner. For the parsers to operate 

correctly they need a scanner that implements the abstract methods of the scanner. An 

implementation of the abstract scanner is available in the parser framework. The TSimpleScanner 

class implements a simple scanner. The internal behaviour of the scanner will be described, as there 

are some issues that influence the parser design.  

 

10.2.1 TScanner 

Class:  TScanner (TComponent) 

File:   PF_Scanner.pas 

Uses: none 

Description: The TScanner class is an abstract class. This class is the base class for all scanners. 

Interface: 

 

TScanner = 

  class(TComponent) 

    protected 

      FText: String; 

      FStart: Integer; 

      FPos : Integer; 

      FChar: Char; 

      FSym : Integer; 

      FOnSymStart: TScanner_SymStart_Event; 

      FOnSymFound: TScanner_SymFound_Event; 

      property OnSymStart: TScanner_SymStart_Event read FOnSymStart write  

        FOnSymStart; 

      property OnSymFound: TScanner_SymFound_Event read FOnSymFound write  

       FOnSymFound; 

      procedure NextCh; 

      procedure SetText(AText: String); virtual; 

      function  GetSymName: String; virtual; abstract; 

      function  GeTSymValue: String; virtual; 

    public 

      constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent); override; 

      procedure Recall(AMark: Integer); 

      procedure ReSet; 

      procedure NextSym; virtual; abstract; 

      property Text: String read FText write SetText; 

      property CharPos: Integer read FPos; 

      property SymCode: Integer read FSym; 

      property SymName: String read GetSymName; 

      property SymValue: String read GetSymValue; 

      property SymStart: Integer read FStart; 

end; 
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10.2.2 TSimpleScanner 

Class:  TSimpleScanner (TScanner) 

File:   PF_Scanner_L1.pas 

Uses: PF_Scanner 

Description: The TSimpleScanner a component. This component can be attached to the parser 

components. 

Interface: 

 

The scanner component was already part of the FOOLPROOF framework. Some changes have been 

made to make it more user friendly. A property filename is added. This property can be set during 

design-time to specify the location of the terminal symbol file. The loaded procedure is overridden to 

have the scanner load the symbol file when the component is created during run-time. 

TSimpleScanner = 

  class(TSCanner) 

  private 

    Ffilename: String; 

    procedure Setfilename(const Value: String); 

  protected 

    FNrOfPredefinedSymbols: Integer; 

    Fsymbols: TStrings; 

    FFirstChars: set of Char; 

    FTokenChars: set of Char; 

    FFirstCharsOfTokens: set of Char; 

    FReservedTrie: TDFA_Keyword; 

    FTokenTrie: TDFA_Keyword; 

    function  GetSymName: String; override; 

    procedure SetSymbols(ASymbols:TStrings);virtual; 

    function ValidName(AName: String): Boolean; virtual; 

    function ValidValue(AValue: String): Boolean; virtual; 

    function CodeOfSymbol(AIndex: Integer): Integer; virtual; 

    function SymbolName(ASymbolCode: Integer): String; virtual; 

    procedure loaded();override; 

  public 

    constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent); override; 

    destructor  Destroy; override; 

    procedure NextSym; override; 

    procedure Recover; override; 

    property Symbols: TStrings read FSymbols write SetSymbols; 

  published 

    property OnSymStart; 

    property OnSymFound; 

    property OnError; 

    property Errorhandling; 

    Property filename:String read Ffilename write Setfilename; 

    property NrOfPredefinedSymbols: Integer read FNrOfPredefinedSymbols; 

  end; 
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10.2.3 Scanning 

The scanning process will be described next. The text of the scanner can be set by using the Text 

property. The text in the scanner is a string from index 1 to n where n is the length of the text. The 

characters in the string represent symbols. For example the characters f,o,r represent a symbol ‘for’. 

The purpose of the scanner is to read the individual characters and output a correct symbol. When the 

Text property is set then the scanner will reset itself. The reset procedure sets CharPos to 2 and 

FChar to Text[CharPos-1], so FChar contains the first character of the text and CharPos points to the 

position of the next character.  

 

 

The Parsers in the framework call the method NextSym() when the parser starts parsing and each 

time the parser has found a terminal match. The Nextsym() procedure of TSimpleScanner first skips 

all white space characters. When a character is found the scanner sets SymStart to this position. The 

start of a new symbol has been found. The nextsym procedure continues to advance the position until 

the whole symbol has been scanned. When the symbol has been scanned the SymCode is updated to 

represent the scanned symbol. 

 

 

When the parser matches this symbol then another call to nextsym is made. In the example no further 

symbols exist, so the NextSym procedure skips white space characters until Charpos > length(text) . 

When Charpos > length(text) then the position of Charpos is advanced one more time. SymStart is 

set to CharPos –1 and SymCode is set to EOF. 

 

 

When the parser is finished then the parser will output the total number of parsed characters. The nr 

of parsed characters equals SymStart-1. 

 

Figure 35: Scanner Reset 

Figure 36: Scanner NextSym 

Figure 37: Scanner End Of File 
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A backtracking parser uses a scanner that can backtrack. The scanner has a method 

Recall(AMark:integer). This Recall procedure resets the position of the scanner to the position of 

AMark and then calls nextch. It would seem that to recall a position all that needs to be done is store 

CharPos-1 in a temporary location PosTemp and call Recall(PosTemp). This actually does recall the 

correct position of the scanner, but it does not update any symbol information as a call to nextsym is 

needed for this. To correctly recall a symbol position the SymStart value should be used followed by a 

call to NextSym. Each implementation of a scanner to be used by the parser framework should have 

similar behaviour for the NextSym procedure as described above. SymStart should always point to the 

position of the first char of the next symbol. If the whole text is scanned then Symstart should point 

to the position after the sentence. Some parsers use symbol lookahead to determine parse behaviour. It 

can happen that the symbol after the end of text is needed. The base scanner has a predefined 

constant sy_EndOfText=0 defined. When the scanner has scanned the whole sentence then CharPos 

> length(text). When Nextsym is called at this position then the symcode should be updated such 

that it contains the value sy_EndOfText. Each descendant implementation of a scanner in the parser 

framework should return sy_EndOftext when the end of text is reached. 
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10.3 Parser Components 
There are a total of four parser components in the Parser Framework. The deterministic parser, the 

Limited Backtrack parser, the optimized Limited Backtrack parser and the Full Backtrack parser. 

Each of these components are of corresponding class TDetParser, TLimBParser, TOptLimBParser and 

TFullBParser. All these classes descent from TInterpreting parser which in turn descents from 

TParser. 

  

10.3.1 TParser 

Class:  TParser (TComponent) 

File:   PF_Parsers.pas 

Uses: PF_Scanner, PF_Nodes, PF_NodeList, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_SyntaxErrorList, 

PF_IntegerList 

Description: The parser class is the base class of all parser components. The class contains 

properties and events that can be published in descendant classes. 

Interface: Main Methods 

TParser=class(TComponent) 

  private 

 

  protected 

 ... 

    FSuccess:boolean; 

    FScanner:TScanner; 

    FTree:T_Node; 

    FTreeBuilder:TTreeBuilder; 

    FOnError: Tparser_Error_Event; 

 

    FSyntaxErrorList:TSyntaxErrorList; 

    FOutputEvents:boolean; 

    FOutputTree:boolean; 

    FNrOfParsedCharList:TIntegerList; 

 

    Procedure Recall(ASymstart:integer); 

    property  OnError: TParser_Error_Event read FOnError write FOnError; 

    procedure Error(ACode: Integer;AMessage:string); virtual; 

    function  ErrorMessage(ACode: Integer;AMessage:string): String; virtual; 

    function  EndOfText():boolean; 

 

  public 

 ... 

    property NrOfParsedCharList:TIntegerList read FNrOfParsedCharList;  

    property OutPutEvents:Boolean read FOutputEvents write FOutputEvents; 

    property OutPutTree:Boolean read FOutputTree write FOutputTree; 

    property SyntaxErrorList:TSyntaxErrorList read FSyntaxErrorList;      

    property Scanner:TScanner read FScanner write FScanner; 

    property Success:boolean read FSuccess write FSuccess; 

    property TreeBuilder:TTreeBuilder read FTreeBuilder write FTreeBuilder; 

    property Tree:T_Node read FTree; 

    constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

    procedure Reset();virtual; 

    procedure Parse();virtual;abstract; 

    destructor Destroy();override; 

end; 
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property NrOfParsedCharList:TIntegerList read FNrOfParsedCharList;  

The NrOfParsedCharlist stores result of the parsing process. When parsing is finished then this list 

contains the lengths of the sentences that are succesfully parsed. 

 

property SyntaxErrorList:TSyntaxErrorList read FSyntaxErrorList;      

The SyntaxErrorList contains a list of syntax errors encountered during parsing. Syntax errors are 

aded when a match of a terminal symbol fails, when a terminal symbol is not in a Lookahead set for 

the deterministic parser or when a terminal symbol is not in a FOLLOW set for the Limited 

Backtrack parser. 

 

property OutPutEvents:Boolean read FOutputEvents write FOutputEvents; 

  This property is used to turn on or off the execution of events.  

 

property OutPutTree:Boolean read FOutputTree write FOutputTree; 

  This property is used to turn on or off the execution of tree construction procedures. 

 

property Scanner:TScanner read FScanner write FScanner; 

This is a reference to a scanner. The scanner is used during parsing to obtain the symbols of the 

sentence. 

 

property Success:boolean read FSuccess write FSuccess; 

Success is true if a parse was successful. 

 

property TreeBuilder:TTreeBuilder read FTreeBuilder write FTreeBuilder; 

This property contains the reference to a TTreeBuilder. The treebuilder is used during parsing to 

construct a tree. 

 

property Tree:T_Node read FTree; 

This property contains a reference to a T_Node. This property will hold the syntax tree after 

parsing. 

 

constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

  The constructor initialises the FSyntaxErrorList and the FNrOfParsedCharList. 

 

procedure Reset();virtual; 

The Reset procedure frees the syntax tree, clears the syntax error list and the NrOfParsedCharList, 

Resets the scanner, reads the next symbol and sets success to false. 

 

procedure Parse();virtual;abstract; 

This is an abstract procedure. The descendant TDetParser, TLimBParser, TOptLimBParser and 

TFullBParser implement this procedure. 
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Interface: Support Methods 

 

These support methods are used by descendant parsers and generated parsers.  

 

Procedure Term() 

The Term procedures are used to match a terminal symbol with a symbol in the sentence. The Term 

procedures will also construct a terminal node and output an event if necessary, and will add a syntax 

error to the list when a match fails. The code for the term procedures is used often in the generated 

parsers. To keep the generated parsers simple, a choice is made to create these Term procedures. 

There are four Term procedures. Two procedures for generated deterministic and Limited Backtrack 

parsers and two procedures for generated Full Backtrack parsers. The difference is in the type of 

parameters. The Full Backtrack parser uses integerlist and nodelist as results instead of a boolean and 

a T_Node. There are two Term procedures for the Full backtrack parser because one is for generated 

TParser=class(TComponent) 

private 

 

protected 

 

Procedure Term(ASymCode:integer;var 

AMatch:boolean;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

Procedure Term(ASymCode:integer;var AMatch:boolean;var 

ANode:T_Node;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

 

Procedure Eps(var AMatch:boolean;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

Procedure Eps(var AMatch:boolean;var 

ANode:T_Node;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

     

Procedure Term(ASymCode:integer;var 

AMatch:TIntegerList;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

Procedure Term(ASymCode:integer;var AMatch:TIntegerList;var 

ANodeList:T_NodeList;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

 

Procedure Eps(var 

AMatch:TIntegerList;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

Procedure Eps(var AMatch:TIntegerList;var 

ANodeList:T_NodeList;event:boolean=false);overload;virtual; 

 

procedure AddNonTermParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string;ACode:integer); 

procedure AddStickParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string;AChoice:integer); 

procedure AddOptionParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string;AChoice:integer); 

procedure AddDotParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string); 

procedure AddPlusParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string); 

procedure AddAlt1ParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string); 

procedure AddAlt2ParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string); 

procedure AddStarParentNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList:T_NodeList;Aname:string); 

 

procedure CombineNodes(var 

AResultList,AChildList,AOldList:T_NodeList;ANr:integer); 
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parsers with tree construction and one is for generated parsers without tree construction. The same is 

true for the two Term procedures of the Limited Backtrack and deterministic parser.  

 

Procedure Eps 

The Eps() procedure is used to recognise an eps expression. There are four Eps() procedures for the 

same purpose as there are four Term procedures. 

 

procedure Add…ParentNodes(var AResultList, AChildList:T_NodeList; Aname:string;  

ACode:integer); 

There are eight Add…ParentNodes() procedures. These procedures are used by generated Full 

Backtrack parsers. They contain code to add specific parent nodes to a list of nodes. The AChildList is 

the list of nodes. After execution of the Add..ParentNodes() procedure, will the AResultList contain 

the nodes with a new parent node attached to them.  

 

procedure CombineNodes(var AResultList,AChildList,AOldList:T_NodeList;ANr:integer); 

The CombineNodes() procedure is used in Full Backtrack generated parsers for tree construction. In 

the concatenation case (e0•..•en-1), the tree results of a sub-expression ei should be combined with the 

results of a sub-expression ei-1. The AOldList contains the trees constructed so far. Each successful 

derivation till that point has a tree in AOldList. For each of these successful derivation of ei-1 a new 

expression ei needs to be parsed. The ANR indicates which successful derivation is parsed at the 

moment. The AChildList is the resulting list of nodes from expression ei. The AChildList and the tree 

of AOldList[ANR] need to be combined in a list of new trees. The resulting list of trees will be 

contained in AResultList.  
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Interface: Events 

 

property On… :TParser_General_Event read FOn… write FOn…; 

The TParser class contains several public event properties. These are the properties OnBegin to 

OnPosEnd. The event properties can be published in descendant classes. The events can be used in the 

parse() procedure of the descendant classes. During design-time, the events can be set to perform any 

operation. When a parse is executed then these events will be executed. Each event property is of a 

certain event type. Several event types have been defined. When assigning procedures to these events 

it is nessecary that they be of the same type.  

 

 

type 

 

TParser_Node_Event = 

    procedure (Sender: TParser;NodeName:string ) of object; 

 ... 

 ... 

TParser_General_Event = 

    procedure (Sender: TParser ) of object; 

 

 

TParser=class(TComponent) 

private 

 

protected 

 FOnBegin:       TParser_General_Event; 

 FOnEnd:         TParser_General_Event; 

     ... 

 ... 

 FOnPosBegin:    TParser_Node_Event; 

 FOnPosEnd:      TParser_Node_Event; 

 

public 

 

 property OnBegin:TParser_General_Event read FOnBegin write FOnBegin; 

 property OnEnd:TParser_General_Event read FOnEnd write FOnEnd; 

 ...     

     ... 

 property OnPosBegin:TParser_Node_Event read FOnPosBegin write FOnPosBegin; 

 property OnPosEnd:TParser_Node_Event read FOnPosEnd write FOnPosEnd ; 
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10.3.2 TIntegerList / TInteger 

Class:  TIntegerList (TObject), TInteger 

File:   PF_IntegerList.pas 

Uses:   

Description: The TIntegerList is used by the parsers to store the result of parsing. The parser has a 

field NrOfParsedChar of type TIntegerList. An IntegerList stores elements of type 

TInteger. 

Interface: 

 

TInteger: 

 

property Int:integer read FInt write FInt; 

This property is used to store an integer in the TInteger object. 

 

constructor Create(i:integer); 

This constructor creates a TInteger object and sets property Int to i. 

 

TIntegerList: 

 

FList:TObjectList; 

The TIntegerList stores the TInteger objects in a TObjectList. 

 

Constructor Create(); 

This constructor creates a TIntegerList object 

Destructor Destroy;override; 

This destructor clears and frees the TIntegerList 

Procedure add(i:integer); 

TInteger=Class(TObject) 

  Private 

  FInt:integer; 

  public 

  property Int:integer read FInt write FInt; 

  constructor Create(i:integer); 

end; 

 

TIntegerList=class 

private 

  FList:TObjectList; 

public 

  Constructor Create(); 

  Destructor Destroy;override; 

  Procedure add(i:integer); 

  Procedure addSet(S:TIntegerList); 

  Procedure Clear(); 

  Function Item(i:integer):integer; 

  Function Count():integer; 

end; 
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This procedures adds the integer i as a TInteger to the TIntegerList. The integers are added from 

lowest index to highest index. The list is automatically resized to contain the new integer. 

 

Procedure addSet(S:TIntegerList); 

This procedure adds the IntegerList S. The integer values of S and not the references of the 

TIntegerObject are copied.  

 

Procedure Clear(); 

This procedure clears the integer list. 

 

Function Item(i:integer):integer; 

This function returns the item at position i. 

 

Function Count():integer; 

This function returns the number of integers in the list. 

 

10.3.3 TSyntaxErrorlist / TSyntaxError 

Class:  TIntegerList (TObject), TInteger 

File:   PF_IntegerList.pas 

Uses:  none 

Description: The TSyntaxErrorList is used by the parsers to store syntax errors. A syntax error 

occurs when a parser fails to match a terminal symbol in the sentence, fails to match a 

symbol in the sentence with a FOLLOW set and fails to match a symbol in the sentence 

with a Lookahead set. Each syntax error in the list is of type TSyntaxError. 
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Interface: 

 

TSyntaxError: 

property ErrorMessage: string read FErrorMessage; 

Each syntax error can contain a string that holds relevant information as to what kind of syntax error 

occurs. For example: ‘Failed terminal match!’. 

 

property SymCode: integer read FSymCode; 

The SymCode of the syntax error is the code of the terminal symbol in the sentence that was failed to 

match. 

 

property SymName: String read FSymName; 

The SymName of the syntax error is the name of the terminal symbol in the sentence that was failed 

to match. 

 

property SymValue: string read FSymValue; 

The SymValue of the syntax error is the value of the terminal symbol in the sentence that was failed 

to match. 

 

property SymStart: integer read FSymStart; 

TSyntaxError=Class(TObject) 

private 

  FErrorMessage:string; 

  FSymCode:integer; 

  FSymName:string; 

  FSymValue:String; 

  FSymStart:integer; 

  FNodeCode:integer; 

  FNodeName:string; 

public 

  property ErrorMessage: string read FErrorMessage; 

  property SymCode: integer read FSymCode; 

  property SymName: String read FSymName; 

  property SymValue: string read FSymValue; 

  property SymStart: integer read FSymStart; 

  property NodeCode: integer read FNodeCode; 

  property NodeName: string read FNodeName; 

  constructor Create(AErrorMessage:string;ASymCode:integer 

    ;ASymName:string; ASymValue:string;ASymStart:integer 

    ;ANodeCode:integer;ANodeName:string); 

end; 

 

TSyntaxErrorList=class 

private 

  FList:TObjectList; 

public 

  Constructor Create(); 

  Destructor Destroy;override; 

  Procedure add(AError:TSyntaxError); 

  Procedure Clear(); 

  Function Item(i:integer):TSyntaxError; 

  Function Count():integer; 

end; 
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The SymStart of the syntax error is the start position of the terminal symbol in the sentence that  

failed to match. 

 

property NodeCode: integer read FNodeCode; 

The NodeCode is the code of the expression of the grammar that failed to derive the sentence. 

 

property NodeName: string read FNodeName; 

The NodeName is the name of the expression of the grammar that failed to derive the sentence. 

 

constructor Create(AErrorMessage:string;ASymCode:integer 

    ;ASymName:string; ASymValue:string;ASymStart:integer 

    ;ANodeCode:integer;ANodeName:string); 

The constructor creates a TSyntaxError object with given information. 

 

TSyntaxErrorList: 

 

FList:TObjectList; 

The TSyntaxErrorList stores the TSyntaxError objects in a TObjectList. 

 

Constructor Create(); 

The constructor creates a new TSyntaxErrorList object. 

 

Destructor Destroy;override; 

The destructor clears and frees the syntax error list. 

 

Procedure add(AError:TSyntaxError); 

The add procedure adds an object of type TSyntaxError to the end of the list. 

 

Procedure Clear(); 

This procedure clears the syntax error list. 

 

Function Item(i:integer):TSyntaxError; 

This function returns the TSyntaxError object at position i. 

 

Function Count():integer; 

This function returns the number of TSyntaxError objects in the list. 
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10.3.4 TInterpretingParser 

Class:  TInterpretingParser (TParser) 

File:   PF_ParsersInterpreting.pas 

Uses:  PF_parsers, PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_Grammar 

Description: The TInterpretingParser class is the base class of all parser components. All 

interpreting parsers have access to a grammar. 

Interface:  

 

property Grammar:TGrammar read FGrammar write FGrammar; 

The Grammar property contains a reference to a TGrammar component. The grammar is interpreted 

during the execution of a parse. 

 

function Match(ATermDec:TTermDec):boolean;virtual; 

The Match function returns true if the ATermDec symbol of the grammar matches with the symbol in 

the sentence. 

 

function LA(ASE:TSE):TSymbolSet; 

The LA function returns a set of all Lookahead symbols of expression ASE. The TAnalysis annotation 

of the expression ASE is obtained and the LA set is computed from the FOLLOW and the FIRST of this 

TAnalysis object. 

 

TInterpretingParser=class(TParser) 

  protected 

    FGrammar:TGrammar; 

    function Match(ATermDec:TTermDec):boolean;virtual; 

    function LA(ASE:TSE):TSymbolSet; 

  public 

    property Grammar:TGrammar read FGrammar write FGrammar; 

end; 
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10.3.5 TDetParser 

Class:  TDetParser (TInterpretingParser) 

File:   PF_ParsersDet.pas 

Uses: PF_ParsersInterpreting, PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_Nodes, PF_NodeList, 

PF_Scanner, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_SyntaxErrorList, PF_Grammar. 

Description: The TDetParser class is a component. This component implements a deterministic 

parser with tree construction and events. The tree construction is done bottom-up. 

Interface:  

 

Published Properties 

There are several properties published for the TDetParser. These properties will be available during 

design time. The Grammar, the Scanner and the Treebuilder of the parser can be set. Options 

OutPutEvents and OutputTree can be turned on or off. The events OnBegin to OnStarEnd can be 

implemented for the deterministic parser. 

 

Procedure Notification(AComponent: TComponent;Operation: TOperation); override; 

The Notification procedure is used during design-time. Each time when components are added or 

deleted from a form, will the Notification methods be executed. When the Grammar, Scanner or 

Treebuilder component are removed from a form then the notification method of TDetParser will set 

their references to nil.  

 

Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

This constructor creates a TDetParser object. 

 

Procedure Reset();override; 

This procedure Resets the parser by calling inherited reset procedures. 

 

TDetParser=class(TInterpretingParser) 

  private 

  protected 

    procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;out AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

    procedure Notification(AComponent: TComponent; 

      Operation: TOperation); override; 

  public 

    Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

    Procedure Reset();override; 

    Procedure Parse();override; 

  published 

    property Grammar; 

    property OutputEvents; 

    property OutputTree; 

    property Scanner; 

    property TreeBuilder; 

 

    property OnBegin; 

 ... 

    property OnStarEnd; 

end; 
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Procedure Parse();override; 

The Parse() procedure is the most important procedure of the TDetParser class. When the Parse 

procedure is executed, then the parser will try and derive the sentence from the grammar. Before 

parsing starts first it is checked that a scanner, and an annotated grammar are set. The grammar 

should have loaded an ECFG and this ECFG needs to be analyzed because FOLLOW, FIRST and Name 

annotation all need to be available for the TDetParser. The scanner needs to have the same symbols 

loaded as the grammar and the scanner needs to contain the text to be parsed. When all is correct 

then parsing can begin. 

First the scanner is reset. A OnBegin event is executed when outputEvents is true. The Parse 

procedure executes the RecParse procedure that will try and derive the sentence from the start 

symbol. The result of the parse is stored in FSuccess and the syntax tree is stored in FTree. When 

RecParse is finished then the scanner position is added to the NrOfParsedCharList. Finally an OnEnd 

event is executed. 

 

procedure TDetParser.Parse; 

begin 

      ... 
  {Assertions to check for correct grammar and scanner} 
      ... 

  Reset; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnBegin) then FOnBegin(self); 

  self.RecParse(Grammar.ECFG.Start,FSuccess,FTree); 

  NrOfParsedCharList.add(scanner.SymStart-1); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnEnd) then FOnEnd(self); 

end; 
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procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;out AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

The RecParse procedure executes the majority of the parsing process. The ASE parameter is the 

grammar expression that needs to be recognised. The AOutput will be true if the ASE expression is 

recognised. The ANode_q will contain the syntax tree of the derivation of expression ASE. The trees 

constructed by the parser components are always constructed bottom-up. 

 

 

The outline of the RecParse procedure is shown above. The whole RecParse procedure consists of one 

big case statement. The parameter ASE is a syntax expression. Based on the type of this syntax 

expression, different operation should be done. When ASE is a terminal then this terminal needs to be 

matched. When ASE is a concatenation expression, also called a MultiDot expression then each sub 

expression needs to be parsed. To get the type of the ASE, the sortcode is checked. The sortcode can 

either be scSym, scEps, scMultiStick, scMultiDot, scStar, scOption, scPlus, scAlt1 or scAlt2. For the 

scSym expression a further distinction can be made between a terminal symbol or a nonterminal 

symbol.  

 

procedure TDetParser.RecParse(ASE: TSE; out AOutput: boolean;var 

ANode_q:T_Node); 

var VSym:TSymDec;i:integer;VSE:TSE;VNode_r:T_Node; 

    VNodeList_u:T_NodeList;VFound:Boolean; 

begin 

  VNode_r:=nil; 

  case ASE.SortCode of 

  scEps:... 

  scSym: 

    begin 

      VSym:=(ASE as TSym).dec; 

      case VSym.SortCode of 

      scTermDec:... 

 

      scNonTermDef:... 

 

    end 

  scMultiStick: ... 

  scMultiDot: ... 

  scStar: ... 

  scOption: ... 

  scPlus: ... 

  scAlt1: ... 

  scAlt2: ... 

  else 

    begin 

      Error(peIllegalSortCode,inttostr(ASE.SortCode)); 

    end; 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scEps: 

 

In the case that ASE = scEps then Aoutput can be set to true and an eps node can be returned. 

 

Case scTermDec: 

 

When ASE=scTermDec then this terminal expression will be matched with the symbol in the 

sentence. If the match is successful then AOutput is true. A Terminal node is created and an event is 

executed. The scanner can advance to the next symbol. When the match is unsuccessful then the 

output is false, a nil node is returned and a syntax error is added to the syntax error list. 

 

scEps: 

    begin 

      AOutput:=true; 

      if OutputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Eps('eps'); 

      if OutputEvents and assigned(FOnEps) then FOnEps(self); 

    end; 

scTermDec: 

begin 

  if Match(VSym as TTermDec) then 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    if OutputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Term(scanner.SymName, 

 scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymValue); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnTermSuccess) then 

      FOnTermSuccess(self,scanner.SymName,scanner.SymCode, 

 scanner.SymValue); 

    Scanner.NextSym; 

  end 

  else 

  begin 

    AOutput:=false; 

    self.SyntaxErrorList.add( 

      TSyntaxError.Create('Failed a terminal match', 

      scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymName, 

      scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart,VSym.Number,VSym.Name)); 

    if OutputTree then ANode_q:=nil; 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnSyntaxError) then 

      FOnSyntaxError(self,'Failed a terminal match', 

       scanner.SymCode, scanner.SymName,scanner.SymValue, 

       scanner.SymStart,VSym.Number,VSym.Name); 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scNonTermDef: 

 

 

In the case that ASE = scNonTermDef then a recursive call of RecParse needs to be made with the 

production of nonterminal ASE. The production is stored in field ASE.Body. A nil variable VNode_r 

is passed to the RecParse procedure. This variable will contain the syntax tree after execution of 

RecParse(). The VNode_r is used as a child to create a new nonterminal node. 

 

Case scMultiStick 

 

When ASE=scMultiStick then one of the sub-expressions ei of e0|..|en-1 needs to be parsed. First an 

OnStickBegin event is executed. The ANA(ASE) method is used to gain the ‘Ana’ annotation of the 

ASE. This annotation contains the name of the expression as well as the FIRST and FOLLOW 

information. 

Next, for each sub-expression ASE.GetTerm(i) the scanner symbol is checked to be in the lookahead 

set. When the symbol is in a lookahead set then RecParse is called for this sub-expression. For the 

deterministic parser only one sub-expression can derive the sentence, so no further lookahead sets need 

to be checked. This is where the Break statement is used.  After a sub-expression is parsed then a 

OnStick element event is executed. The result of the sub-expression is a node VNode_r. This node will 

scNonTermDef: 

  begin 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermBegin) then 

      FOnNonTermBegin(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

    RecParse((VSym as TNonTermDef).Body,AOutput,VNode_r); 

    if outputTree then     

      ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_NonTerm(VSym.Name,VSym.Number,VNode_r); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermEnd) then  

      FOnNonTermEnd(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

  end; 

scMultiStick: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNode_r:=nil; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickBegin) then 

   FOnStickBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiStick do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=false; 

    for i:=0 to TermCount-1 do 

    begin 

      VSE:=((ASE.GetTerm(i)) as TSE); 

      if (scanner.SymCode in LA(VSE))then 

      begin 

        RecParse(VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickElement) then    

          FOnStickElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,AOutput); 

        Break; 

      end 

    end; 

  end; 

  if outputTree then  

    ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Stick(Ana(ASE).FName,i,VNode_r); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickEnd) then  

    FOnStickEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

end; 
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be the child of the Stick node at the end of the scMultiStick case. Finally an OnStickEnd event is 

executed. 

 

 

 

Case scMultiDot: 

 

In the case that ASE=scMultiDot then each sub-expression ei of (e0•..•en-1) needs to be parsed. Each of 

the sub-expressions ei will have a corresponding syntax tree. Each of these syntax trees will be stored 

in VNodeList_U. While output is successful and not all sub-expression have been parsed, will a next 

sub-expression ASE.GetTerm(i) be parsed. The resulting node VNode_r of each sub-expression is 

stored in VNodeList_U. After parsing all sub-expressions, a Dot node is constructed with 

VNodeList_U as its children. 

scMultiDot: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotBegin) then 

           FOnDotBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiDot do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    i:=0; 

    while ( (i< TermCount) and AOutput) do 

    begin 

      RecParse( (GetTerm(i)as TSE),AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if outputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotElement) then 

        FOnDotElement(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

      i:=i+1; 

    end; 

    if outputTree then  

      ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Dot(Ana(ASE).FName,VNodeList_u); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotEnd) then 

      FOnDotEnd(self,Ana(Ase).FName); 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scStar: 

 

When ASE=scStar then a star expression e* needs to be parsed. Any number of sub-expressions e can 

be parsed and the syntax trees of these sub-expressions need to be stored. VNodeList_U is used to 

store these syntax trees. The sub-expression e of e* is stored in ASE.Arg. As long as the symbol of the 

sentence is in the FIRST set of expression ASE.Arg, can the sub-expression be parsed. The syntax tree 

results of the recursive call are stored in VNodeList_U. When e* derives eps then VNodeList_U will 

be empty. Finally a star node is constructed with VNodeList_U as child nodes. 

 

scStar: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_Nodelist.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarBegin) then 

    FOnStarBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TStar do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    while ((scanner.SymCode in LA(VSE)) and AOutput) do 

    begin 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if outputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r); VNode_r:=nil; 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarElement) then 

        FOnStarElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,AOutput); 

      end; 

      if outputTree then  

        ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Dot(Ana(ASE).FName,VNodeList_u); 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarEnd) then 

        FOnStarEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

    end; 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scPlus: 

 

 

The scPlus case is almost similar to the scStar case. The difference with the star case is that at least 

one sub-expression e of e+ should be parsed. A boolean variable VFound is used to indicate that a sub-

expression e is parsed. When VFound = false then no e sub-expression was parsed and the output of 

e+ is false. 

 

scPlus: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusBegin) then 

    FOnPlusBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  With ASE as TPlus do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    VFound:=false; 

    while ((scanner.SymCode in LA(VSE)) and AOutput) do 

    begin 

      VFound:=true; 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if outputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusElement) then 

        FOnPlusElement(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

    end; 

  end; 

  if (not VFound) then AOutput:=false;  

  if outputTree then ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Plus(Ana(ASE).FName,VNodeList_u); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusEnd) then 

    FOnPlusEnd(self,Ana(Ase).FName); 

end; 
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Case scOption 

 

The scOption case e? can be seen as e?= e|ε. The expression e of e? can be obtained by ASE.Arg. An 

e expression can be parsed if the scanner symbol is in the Lookahead of ASE.Arg. The variable i is 

used to indicate the choice of e?. When i=1 then an e expression was parsed when i=0 then no e 

expression was parsed. The variable i is used in the event and tree construction procedures.  

 

scOption: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNode_r:=nil; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionBegin) then 

    FOnOptionBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TOption do 

  begin 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    if (scanner.Symcode in LA(VSE)) then 

    begin 

      RecParse(VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      i:=1; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionELement) then  

       FOnOptionElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,AOutput); 

    end 

    else 

    begin 

      AOutput:=true; 

      i:=0; 

    end; 

  end; 

  if outputTree then  

    ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Option(Ana(ASE).FName,i,VNode_r); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionEnd) then  

    FOnOptionEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 
end; 
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Case scAlt1, scAlt2 

 

The scAlt1 and scAlt2 cases are the same. The e%f and e&f expressions can also be seen as e.(f.e)*. 

The expressions left and right of left%right can be obtained by ASE.Left and ASE.Right. First a left 

expression is parsed. Then any number of (right•left) expressions are parsed as long as the scanner 

symbol is in the lookahead set of right and right is not nullable and output is successful. Or as long as 

the scanner symbol is in the lookahead set of left if right is nullable, and output is successful. First the 

right expression is parsed if this is successful then the left expression is parsed. When the repetition 

ends, an Alt1 or Alt2 node is created. 

 

scAlt1: //LEFT%RIGHT= LEFT.(RIGHT.LEFT)* 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Begin) then 

    FOnAlt1Begin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  With ASE as TAlt1 do 

  begin 

    // LEFT 

    VSE:=Left; 

    RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

    if outputTree then begin 

      VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

    end; 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

      FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

    //(RIGHT.LEFT)* 

    while (((not Ana(Right).FNullable) and(scanner.SymCode in LA(Right)) or 

     ((Ana(Right).FNullable) and (scanner.SymCode in LA(Left)))) 

     and AOutput) do 

    begin 

      //RIGHT 

      VSE:=Right; 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if outputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

        FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

      //LEFT 

      if AOutput then 

      begin 

        VSE:=Left; 

        RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

        if outputTree then begin 

          VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

        end; 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

          FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

      end; 

    end; 

  end; 

  if outputTree then  

    ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Alt1(Ana(ASE).FName,VNodeList_u); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1End) then 

    FOnAlt1End(self,Ana(Ase).FName); 

end; 
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10.3.6 TLimBParser 

Class:  TLimBParser (TInterpretingParser) 

File:   PF_ParsersLim.pas 

Uses: PF_ParsersInterpreting, PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_Nodes, PF_NodeList, 

PF_Scanner, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_SyntaxErrorList, PF_Grammar, PF_Parsers. 

Description: The TLimbParser class is a component. This component implements a Limited 

Backtrack parser with tree construction and events. The tree construction is done 

bottom-up. 

Interface:  

 

The interface of the TLimBParser is the same as the TDetParser. The implementation of the parser is 

also the same as the TDetParser with the exception of the RecParse() procedure. For more 

information on the other procedures see the section about TDetParser.  

 

procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

The RecParse() procedure is almost the same as the RecParse() procedure of the TDetParser. Only 

the differences with the TDetParser will be shown next. 

 

TLimBParser=class(TInterpretingParser) 

  private 

  protected 

    procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

    procedure Notification(AComponent: TComponent; 

      Operation: TOperation); override; 

  public 

    Procedure Reset();override; 

    Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

    Procedure Parse();override; 

  published 

    property Grammar; 

    property OutputEvents; 

    property OutputTree; 

    property Scanner; 

    property TreeBuilder; 

 

    property OnBegin; 

    property OnEnd; 

    property OnEps; 

    property OnSyntaxError; 

    property OnTermSuccess; 

    property OnNonTermBegin; 

    property OnNonTermEnd; 

    property OnStickBegin; 

    property OnStickEnd; 

    property OnDotBegin; 

    property OnDotElement; 

    property OnDotEnd; 

end; 
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Case scTermDec: 

 

In the TLimBParser, a node is also constructed when a syntax error occurs. This has been done 

because other cases such as the multiStick case and the Alt1/Alt2 case expect a node to be returned. 

 

scTermDec: 

begin 

  if Match(VSym as TTermDec) then 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    if OutputTree then 

      ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Term(scanner.SymName, 

       scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymValue); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnTermSuccess) then 

      FOnTermSuccess(self,scanner.SymName,scanner.SymCode, 

       scanner.SymValue); 

    Scanner.NextSym; 

    end 

    else 

    begin 

      AOutput:=false; 

      self.SyntaxErrorList.add( TSyntaxError.Create('Failed a terminal   

        match',scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymName,scanner.SymValue, 

        scanner.SymStart,VSym.Number,VSym.Name)); 

      if OutputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Term(scanner.SymName, 

        scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymValue); 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnSyntaxError) then 

        FOnSyntaxError(self,'Failed a terminal match',scanner.SymCode, 

         scanner.SymName,scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart,VSym.Number, 

         VSym.Name); 

    end; 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scMultiStick: 

 

For the scMultiStick case e0|..|en-1 , the parser will try a sub-expression e until one succeeds. First i is 

set to 0 to indicate that expression 0 will be tried first. variable i is increased each time a sub-

expression has been tried. The variable AOutput is set to false and while AOutput is false will a sub-

expression be tried. The variable VPosTemp is used to store the scanner position. When trying a new 

sub-expression ei then the scanner needs to be recalled to this position. After recursive parsing of an ei 

sub-expression, a FOLLOW check is done. The scanner symbol is checked to be in the FOLLOW of ei. If 

this is not the case then AOutput is false and a syntax error is added to the syntax error list. When 

AOutput is false for a sub-expression ei then the syntax tree constructed for ei in variable VNode_r 

can be freed. When all sub-expressions have been tried then either a successful output has been found 

or not. If no successful output was found then i is set to -1 indicating that none of the sub-expressions 

succeeded. Finally a Stick node is constructed with VNode as child. If VNode equals nil then a Stick 

node without a child will be constructed. 

scMultiStick: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNode_r:=nil; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickBegin) then 

          FOnStickBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiStick do 

  begin 

    i:=0; 

    AOutput:=false; 

    VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

    while (AOutput=false) and (i< TermCount) do 

    begin 

      recall(VPosTemp); 

      VSE:=((ASE.GetTerm(i)) as TSE); 

      RecParse(VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if not(scanner.SymCode in Ana(VSE).FFollow) then 

      begin 

        AOutput:=false; 

        FSyntaxErrorList.add(TSyntaxError.Create( 

         'BadFollow',scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymName, 

         scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart,-1,ANA(VSE).FName)); 

      end; 

      if OutputTree and (not(AOutput)) then FreeAndNil(VNode_r); 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickElement) then 

        FOnStickElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,AOutput); 

      i:=i+1; 

    end; 

    if not (AOutput) then i:=-1; 

    if outputTree then       

      ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Stick(Ana(ASE).FName,i,VNode_r); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickEnd) then     

      FOnStickEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scStar: 

 

In the scStar case e*, the TLimBParser will try a sub-expression e until failure. When failure occurs 

the parser backtracks to the previous successful derivation. First AOutput is set to true. A sub-

expression is parsed as long as AOutput is true. Before parsing a new sub-expression e, will the 

scanner position be remembered in variable VPosTemp. After recursively parsing sub-expression e the 

syntax tree in VNode_r is added to the node list VNodeList_U. Eventually a sub-expression e will fail 

and AOutput will be false. When this happens the parser backtracks to the previous successful 

derivation. AOutput is set to true and the scanner is recalled to the last successful known position. 

The syntax tree belonging to the failed sub-expression e is freed and also removed from the end of the 

node list VNodeList_U. Finally a Star node is constructed with VNodeList_U as child nodes. 

scStar: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_Nodelist.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarBegin) then 

           FOnStarBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TStar do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    while AOutput do 

    begin 

      VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if OutputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r); 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarElement) then 

        FOnStarElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,AOutput); 

    end; 

    AOutput:=True;recall(VPosTemp); 

    if outputTree then begin 

      VNode_r.Free; 

      VNodeList_U.DeleteNode(VNodeList_U.NodeCount-1); 

    end; 

    if outputTree then ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Star(Ana(ASE).FName, 

      VNodeList_u); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStarEnd) then 

      FOnStarEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scPlus: 

 

The scPlus case e+=e.e* is almost the same as the scStar case. The difference is that a sub-expression e 

should be parsed successfully once. A variable VChoice is used to count the number of sub-expressions 

e tried. VChoice is increased each time a sub-expression e is tried. When VChoice equals 0 then no 

expression has been tried yet. When VChoice equals 1 then one expression e has been tried. When 

VChoice >1 then it is certain that atleast one expression e succeeded. After the while statement, the 

VChoice variable is checked. If VChoice >1 then at least one e expression was parsed. Variable 

AOutput is set to true and the parser can backtrack to the last successful derivation. When VChoice 

≤ 1 then AOutput will remain false. 

 

scPlus: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_Nodelist.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusBegin) then 

           FOnPlusBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  With ASE as TPlus do 

  begin 

    AOutput:=true; 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    VChoice:=0; 

    while AOutput do 

    begin 

      VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

      VChoice:=VChoice+1; 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

      if OutputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);  

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusElement) then 

        FOnPlusElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,AOutput); 

    end; 

  end; 

  if VChoice>1 then  

   AOutput:=true;recall(VPosTemp); 

   if OutputTree then FreeAndNil(VNode_r); 

   VNodeList_U.DeleteNode(VNodeList_U.NodeCount-1); 

  end; 

  if outputTree then ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Plus(Ana(ASE).FName, 

    VNodeList_u); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPlusEnd) then 

    FOnPlusEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

end; 
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Case scOption: 

 

In the scOption case e?, the parser first tries an expression e. If this fails then the parser backtracks 

and the expression succeeds. First i is set to 1 to indicate that a sub-expression e is tried. AOutput is 

set to false and the scanner position is stored in variable VPosTemp. When the recursive call succeeds 

then a option node can be constructed with VNode_r as child. When the recursive call fails then 

AOutput equals false and the parser backtracks, variable i is set to 0 and AOutput will be set to true. 

 

scOption: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNode_r:=nil; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionBegin) then 

    FOnOptionBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TOption do 

  begin 

    VSE:=Arg; 

    i:=1; 

    AOutput:=false; 

    VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

    RecParse(VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionElement) then 

      FOnOptionElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,AOutput); 

    if (AOutput=false) then 

    begin 

      i:=0; 

      recall(VPosTemp); 

      AOutput:=true; 

      if OutputTree then FreeAndNil(VNode_r); 

    end; 

    if outputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Option(Ana(ASE).FName, 

      i,VNode_r); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnOptionEnd) then FOnOptionEnd(self, 

      Ana(ASE).FName); 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scAlt1, scAlt2: 

 

In the scAlt1 case Left%Right=Left•(Right•Left)*, first an expression Left is parsed. A variable 

VFound is used to remember that the first expression Left was successfully parsed. When Left 

succeeds then expression (Right•Left)* can be parsed. Before parsing expression (Right•Left) is the 

scanner position stored in VPosTemp. First expression Right is tried. When Right succeeds then Left 

is tried. The syntax trees of Right and Left are stored in variables VNodeRight and VNodeLeft. They 

are not added to VNodeList_U until both Right and Left successfully parsed. When expression 

(Right•Left)* finishes then the last successful position is recalled and AOutput is set to VFound 

scAlt1://LEFT%RIGHT= LEFT.(RIGHT.LEFT)* 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNodeList_u:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Begin) then 

    FOnAlt1Begin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  With ASE as TAlt1 do 

  begin 

    VSE:=Left; 

    RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

    if outputTree then begin 

      VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNode_r);VNode_r:=nil; 

    end; 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

      FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(Ase).FName,AOutput); 

    //(RIGHT.LEFT)* 

    VFound:=AOutput; 

    while AOutput do 

    begin 

      //RIGHT 

      VSE:=Right; 

      VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

      RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNodeRight); 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

        FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(ASE).FName,AOutput); 

      //LEFT 

      if AOutput then 

      begin 

        VSE:=Left; 

        RecParse( VSE,AOutput,VNodeLeft); 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1Element) then 

          FOnAlt1Element(self,Ana(ASE).FName,AOutput); 

      end; 

      if AOutput and OutputTree then begin 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNodeRight); VNodeRight:=nil; 

        VNodeList_u.AddNode(VNodeLeft); VNodeLeft:=nil; 

      end; 

    end; 

    recall(VPosTemp); 

    AOutput:=VFound; 

    if OutputTree then begin 

      FreeAndNil(VNodeRight);FreeAndNil(VNodeLeft); 

    end; 

  end; 

  if outputTree then ANode_q:=FtreeBuilder.Mk_Alt1(Ana(ASE).FName, 

    VNodeList_u); 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnAlt1End) then 

    FOnAlt1End(self,Ana(Ase).FName); 

end; 
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because the Left•(Right•Left)* is only successfully if the first expression Left was successful. Both the 

VNodeLeft and VNodeRight syntax trees belonging to the last failed expressions can be freed. 

 

10.3.7 TOptLimBParser 

Class:  TOptLimBParser (TInterpretingParser) 

File:   PF_ParsersLimOptimized.pas 

Uses: PF_ParsersInterpreting, PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_Nodes, PF_ NodeList, 

Scanner, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_SyntaxErrorList, PF_Grammar, PF_Parsers, 

PF_MemoizationTable. 

Description: The TOptLimbParser class is a component. This component implements a Limited 

Backtrack parser with tree construction, events, memoization and lookahead set 

pruning. The tree construction is done bottom-up. 

Interface 

 

The Interface of the TOptLimBParser is almost the same as the TLimBParser. The TLimBParser has 

threee additional fields FMemInt, FMemTree, FFirstNonTermIndex and some additional events 

OnStore and OnRetrieve. FMemInt and FMemTree are both memoization table. FMemInt memoizes 

output positions of the scanner and FMemTree memoizes partial syntax trees. FFirstNonTermIndex 

holds an integer value. All terminals and nonterminals in the grammar are ordered. First the terminals 

symbols T are ordered from 0 to |T|-1 and after the terminals the nonterminals N are ordered from |T| 

to |N|-1. The FFirstNonTermIndex holds the value of |T|. FFirstNonTermIndex is used to map 

nonterminals to the memoization tables because the nonterminals in the memoization table are ordered 

from 0 to |N|-1. All methods are the same as the TLimBParser except for methods Create() ,Reset() 

and RecParse().  

TOptLimBParser=class(TInterpretingParser) 

  private 

    FMemInt:TIntMemoizationTable; 

    FMemTree:TTreeMemoizationTable; 

    FFirstNonTermIndex:integer;   

  protected 

    procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

    procedure Notification(AComponent: TComponent; 

      Operation: TOperation); override; 

  public 

    Procedure Reset();override; 

    destructor Destroy();override; 

    Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

    Procedure Parse();override; 

  published 

    property Grammar; 

    property OutputEvents; 

    property OutputTree; 

 

    property Scanner; 

    property TreeBuilder; 

    property ErrorHandling; 

 

    property OnBegin; 

 ... 

    property OnStarEnd; 

    property OnStore; 

    property OnRetrieve; 

end; 
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Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

This constructor creates a TOptLimBParser object and creates the two memoization tables. 
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Procedure Reset();override; 

This procedure calls the inherited reset and initialises the Memoization tables. The tables are 

initialised with i,j where i is the number of nonterminals symbols and j is the length of the text plus 

one. 

 

procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:boolean;var ANode_q:T_Node); 

The RecParse procedure is almost the same as the RecParse() procedure of the TOptLimBParser. The 

main difference is in the scNonTermDef case where memoization is done. An other difference is the 

addition of Lookahead set pruning. One example of the addition for the scMultiStick will be shown. 

 

Case scNonTermDef: 

 

The memoization table FMemInt is a table of (Nonterminals x Positions) that contains positions. 

Before parsing the scanner position and nonterminal index are stored in VPosTemp and VNumTemp. 

VNumTemp and VPosTemp are used to index the memoization table FMemInt. If the value of 

FMemInt.Item[VNumTemp,VPosTemp] is undefined then the production of the nonterminal can be 

parsed. When the recursive parse finishes then a syntax tree ANode_q is constructed. If the recursive 

parse was successful then the position of the scanner and the syntax tree ANode_q are stored in the 

FMemInt and the FMemTree tables.  

If the value of FMemInt.Item[VNumTemp,VPosTemp] is defined then a parse of the nonterminal at 

the scanner position already succeeded a previous time. AOutput can be set to true and the scanner 

can be recalled to the stored position. Also the syntax tree belonging to the nonterminal can be 

retrieved and returned. 

 

scNonTermDef: 

begin 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermBegin) then 

    FOnNonTermBegin(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

  VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart-1; 

  VNumTemp:=(VSym as TNonTermDef).Number-FFirstNonTermIndex; 

  if FMemInt.Item[VNumTemp,VPosTemp]=undefined then 

  begin 

    RecParse((VSym as TNonTermDef).Body,AOutput,VNode_r); 

    if outputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_NonTerm(VSym.Name, 

      VSym.Number,VNode_r); 

    if AOutput then 

    begin 

      FMemInt.Item[VNumTemp,VPostemp]:=scanner.SymStart-1; 

      if outputTree then begin 

        FMemTree.Item[VNumTemp,VPostemp]:=ANode_q; 

      end; 

    end;   

  end 

  else 

  begin 

    AOutput:=True; 

    Recall(FMemInt.Item[VNumTemp,VPosTemp]+1); 

    if outputTree then begin 

      ANode_q:=(FMemTree.Item[VNumTemp,VPosTemp]) as T_Node; 

    end; 

  end; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermEnd) 

    then FOnNonTermEnd(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

end; 
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Case scMultiStick: 

 

The difference with the TOptLimBParser is the addition of the statement: 

 

  if (scanner.SymCode in LA(VSE)) then begin .. 

 

This statement  checks if the scanner symbol is in the lookahead set of the sub-expresion. If this is the 

case then the parser may continue. 

Another difference with the TOptLimBParser is that the syntax tree VNode_r is not freed after a 

failed derivation. This is not done as part of the tree is also in the tree memoization table. Freeing the 

tree would also free part of the memoization table. 

 

 

 

scMultiStick: 

begin 

  if outputTree then VNode_r:=nil; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickBegin) then 

          FOnStickBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiStick do 

  begin 

    i:=0; 

    AOutput:=false; 

    VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart; 

    while (AOutput=false) and (i< TermCount) do 

    begin 

      recall(VPosTemp); 

      VSE:=((ASE.GetTerm(i)) as TSE); 

      if (scanner.SymCode in LA(VSE)) then begin 

        RecParse(VSE,AOutput,VNode_r); 

        if not(scanner.SymCode in Ana(VSE).FFollow) then 

        begin 

          AOutput:=false; 

          FSyntaxErrorList.add(TSyntaxError.Create( 

            'BadFollow',scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymName, 

             scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart,-1,ANA(VSE).FName)); 

        end; 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickElement) then 

          FOnStickElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,AOutput); 

      end;  

      i:=i+1; 

    end; 

    if not (AOutput) then i:=-1; 

    if outputTree then ANode_q:=FTreeBuilder.Mk_Stick(Ana(ASE).FName,i, 

     VNode_r); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickEnd) then    

     FOnStickEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  end; 

end; 
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10.3.8 Memoization 

The optimized Limited Backtrack parser uses memoization to store temporary results. For this 

memoization two classes are used. The TIntMemoizationTable and the TTreeMemoizationTable. The 

optimized Limited Backtrack parser initialises the memoization tables before starting a parse and uses 

them to store temporary results during parsing. There are some important aspects about the 

TTreeMemoizationTable that should be known. When a parser starts constructing a tree then it stores 

the temporary tree in the memoization table each time a nonterminal succeeds. The 

TTreeMemoizationTable will eventually contain the whole syntax tree in its table. See for example the 

derivation of sentence ‘1+2’ with grammar G15. When the GenericECFGTreeBuilder is used then part 

of the tree is in the memoization table and part of the tree is not. After the parser finishes, the 

memoization table can not just be freed as this would also free the derivation tree contained in the 

table. A user of the parser should first make a copy of the tree, then the old tree can be freed and 

finally the table can be freed. A Limited Backtrack parser uses backtracking during parsing. When the 

parser backtracks after a choice then the tree of that choice is freed, as it is not needed anymore. For 

the Limited Backtrack parser with memoization this should not be done as freeing the temporary tree 

also erases entries from the memoization table.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Grammar G10 

Figure 39: Memoization Table with Tree 

G15=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP,TAIL} 

  T = {+,1,2} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•TAIL 

         TAIL→(OP•NR)* 

         NR→ 1|2 

         OP→ + 

         } 

  S = EXPR 
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10.3.9 TIntMemoizationTable / TTreeMemoizationTable 

Class:  TIntMemoizationTable (TObject), TTreeMemoizationTable(TObject) 

File:   PF_MemoizationTable.pas 

Uses: Nodes. 

Description: The TIntMemoizationTable and the TTreeMemoizationTable are used to store 

integers and nodes. The memoization tables are used by the TOptLimBParser. 

 

Interface: TIntMemoizationTable 

 

FTable:array of array of integer 

The integer memoization table stores the integers in an array of array of integer. 

 

Constructor Create(); 

This constructor creates a TIntMemoization object. 

 

Destructor Destroy;override; 

This destructor destroys the memoization table. 

 

procedure Initialise(i,j:integer); 

This procedure initialises the memoization arrays. By using setSize(i,j) the array of array is set to size 

i and j. All values of the array are set to constant undefined=-1. 

 

function Defined(i,j:integer):boolean; 

This function returns true if index (i,j) contains the value undefined. 

 

property Item[i,j:integer]:integer read getItem write setItem; 

This property is used to get and set the value at index (i,j)

TIntMemoizationTable=class 

private 

  FTable:array of array of integer; 

protected 

  function getItem(i,j:integer):integer; 

  procedure setItem(i,j:integer;Value:integer); 

  procedure setSize(i,j:integer); 

public 

  Constructor Create(); 

  Destructor Destroy;override; 

  procedure Initialise(i,j:integer); 

  function Defined(i,j:integer):boolean; 

  property Item[i,j:integer]:integer read getItem write setItem; 

end; 
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Interface: TTreeMemoizationTable 

 

The TTreeMemoizationTable is the same as the TInteMemoizationTable except that the table now 

stores objects of type T_Node. The Initialise procedure now creates a i by j matrix initialised with 

values nil. The Defined function returns true if a value equals nil. The destructor Destroy does not free 

the contents of the table. This should be done separately. 

TTreeMemoizationTable=class 

private 

  FTable:array of array of T_Node; 

protected 

  function getItem(i,j:integer):T_Node; 

  procedure setItem(i,j:integer;ANode:T_Node); 

  procedure setSize(i,j:integer); 

public 

  Constructor Create(); 

  Destructor Destroy;override; 

  procedure Initialise(i,j:integer); 

  function Defined(i,j:integer):boolean; 

  property Item[i,j:integer]:T_Node read getItem write setItem; 

end; 
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10.3.10 TFullBParser 

Class:  TFullBParser (TInterpretingParser) 

File:   PF_ParsersFullB.pas 

Uses: PF_ParsersInterpreting, PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_Nodes, PF_NodeList, 

PF_Scanner, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_SyntaxErrorList, PF_Grammar, PF_Parsers. 

Description: The TFullBParser class is a component. This component implements a Full 

Backtracking parser with tree construction and events. The tree construction is done 

bottom-up. A Full Backtracking parser can output a list of derivations, so also a list of 

trees will be returned by the parser. 

Interface: 

 

The TFullBacktrack parser has the same published properties as the TDetParser with the addition of 

two event. Events OnPosBegin and OnPosEnd are used to indicate that a new position is about to be 

parsed in the Dot and Star case. 

The create(), reset() and notify() procedures have the same implementation as the TDetParser class. 

 

Procedure Parse();override; 

The Parse() procedure can be executed to begin the parsing of the text in the scanner. First it is 

checked if the parser contains a grammar and a scanner. Then the parser is reset(). A call to 

RecParse() is made with the following parameters. 

 

  self.RecParse(Grammar.ECFG.Start,FNrOfParsedCharList,VNodeList); 

 

The RecParse procedure starts parsing with the Start symbol. All the output positions are stored in 

the FNrOfParsedCharList. All corresponding syntax trees are stored in variable VNodeList. If the 

TFullBParser=class(TInterpretingParser) 

  protected 

    procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:TIntegerList;var  

      ANodeList:T_NodeList); 

    procedure Notification(AComponent: TComponent; 

      Operation: TOperation); override; 

  public 

    Constructor Create(AOwner: TComponent);override; 

    Procedure Parse();override; 

    Procedure Reset();override; 

  published 

    property Grammar; 

    property OutputEvents; 

    property OutputTree; 

    property Scanner; 

    property TreeBuilder; 

    property ErrorHandling; 

 

    property OnBegin; 

 ... 

    property OnPosBegin; 

    property OnPosEnd; 

     
end; 
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FNrOfParsedCharList contains any elements then Success is set to true after parsing. VNodeList is 

assigned to FTree after parsing. 

 

procedure RecParse(ASE:TSE;var AOutput:TIntegerList;var ANodeList:T_NodeList); 

The RecParse() procedure begins the recursive parsing process. The procedure uses the same case 

statement as the TDetParser. Each case will now be described. The RecParse() procedure uses lists 

instead of sets to store results. This is done because sets in Delphi have a limitation of 256 values. And 

to output different parse trees also a list instead of a set is needed. 

 

Case scEps: 

For the scEps case, the scanner position can be added to the output list. A Eps node is constructed 

and added to the output node list ANodeList. Finally an event is executed that notifies that an eps 

expression was parsed. 

 

Case scTermDec: 

During the scTermDec case, first it is checked if the terminal symbol matches the symbol of the 

scanner. If they match then a Terminal node is constructed and added to ANodeList. The scanner 

position is added after a call of NextSym. This is done because the scanner.SymStart is used. The 

number of parsed characters till this point is equal to the start position of the next symbol minus one. 

If the match fails then a syntax error is added to the syntax error list. Both AOutput and ANodeList 

will be empty. 

  

scEps: 

    begin 

      AOutput.add(scanner.SymStart-1); 

      if OutputTree then 

        ANodeList.AddNode(FTreeBuilder.Mk_Eps('eps')); 

      if OutputEvents and assigned(FOnEps)  then 

        FOnEps(self); 

    end; 

scTermDec: 

begin 

  if Match(VSym as TTermDec) then 

  begin 

    if OutputTree then 

    ANodeList.AddNode( FTreeBuilder.Mk_Term(scanner.SymName, 

      scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymValue)); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnTermSuccess) then 

     FOnTermSuccess(self,scanner.SymName,scanner.SymCode, 

       scanner.SymValue); 

    Scanner.NextSym; 

    AOutput.add(scanner.SymStart-1); 

    end 

    else 

    begin 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnSyntaxError) then 

       FOnSyntaxError(self,'Failed a terminal match',scanner.SymCode, 

        scanner.SymName,scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart, 

        VSym.Number,VSym.Name); 

      self.SyntaxErrorList.add( 

        TSyntaxError.Create('Failed a terminal     

        match',scanner.SymCode,scanner.SymName, 

        scanner.SymValue,scanner.SymStart,VSym.Number,VSym.Name)); 

    end; 

  end; 

end; 
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Case scNonTermDef: 

For a nonterminal expression, a call to RecParse needs to be made. The production of the nonterminal 

is passed as an argument. The output list of integers AOutput is passed as argument. The local 

variable VNodeListV is passed as an argument. When the recursive call is finished, then VNodeListV 

will contain a syntax tree for each solution in AOutput. For each of these syntax trees a new 

nonterminal parent node should be attached. This is exactly what procedure 

AddNonTermParentNodes does. The list ANodeList will contain the resulting trees of the attachment 

of nonterminal nodes. 

 

Case scMultiStick 

 

The scMutltiStick case starts with an event. The variable VPosTemp is used to store the position of 

the scanner. Here Symstart-1 is used because the output of the parser is the number of parsed 

characters. The number of parsed characters at this point is SymStart-1. The Full Backtracking parser 

tries each sub-expression ei. A new integer list V is created to store the results of a sub-expression. The 

scanner is recalled to the start expression and the sub-expression ei is parsed. List V will contain all 

output positions of sub-expression ei. List VNodeListV contains the corresponding syntax trees. Stick 

parent nodes are attached to each tree in the VNodeListV and they are stored in ANodeList. List V is 

stored in AOutput. After parsing all expression will list AOutput contain all possible derivations. 

scNonTermDef: 

begin 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermBegin) then 

   FOnNonTermBegin(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

   RecParse((VSym as TNonTermDef).Body,AOutput,VNodeListV); 

   if outputTree then AddNonTermParentNodes(ANodeList, 

    VNodeListV,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

   if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnNonTermEnd) then 

     FOnNonTermEnd(self,VSym.Name,VSym.Number); 

end; 

scMultiStick: 

begin 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickBegin) then 

    FOnStickBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiStick do 

  begin 

    i:=0; 

    VPosTemp:=scanner.SymStart-1; 

    while (i< TermCount) do 

    begin 

      V:=TIntegerList.Create; 

      recall(VPosTemp+1); 

      VSE:=((ASE.GetTerm(i)) as TSE); 

      RecParse(VSE,V,VNodeListV); 

      if outputTree then 

        AddStickParentNodes(ANodeList,VNodeListV,Ana(ASE).FName,i); 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickElement) then  

        FOnStickElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,i,v.Count>0); 

      AOutput.addSet(V); 

      V.Free; 

      i:=i+1; 

    end; 

  end; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnStickEnd) then 

    FOnStickEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

end; 
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scMultiDot: 

 

For a concatenation expression e0•..•en-1 each sub-expression ei is parsed in turn. For each sub-

expression ei more than one start positions can exist. For each start position an expression ei is parsed. 

To distinquish between the different start positions, the events FOnPosBegin and FOnPosEnd are 

used.  

scMultiDot: 

begin 

  if outputTree then begin 

   VNodeListU:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

   VNodeListU.Add(T_NodeList.Create(T_Node)); 

   VNodeListW:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

  end; 

  if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotBegin) then 

    FOnDotBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

  with ASE as TMultiDot do 

  begin 

    i:=0; 

    U:=TIntegerList.Create; 

    U.add(scanner.SymStart-1); 

    while (i< TermCount) do 

    begin 

      W:=TIntegerList.Create; 

      For VPosTemp:= 0 to U.Count-1 do 

      begin 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPosBegin) then  

          FOnPosBegin(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

        recall(U.Item(VPostemp)+1); 

        V:=TIntegerList.Create; 

        RecParse( (GetTerm(i)as TSE),V,VNodeListV); 

        W.addSet(V); 

        v.Free; 

        if outputTree then 

          CombineNodes(VNodeListW,VNodeListV,VNodeListU,VPosTemp); 

        if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnPosEnd) then  

          FOnPosEnd(self,Ana(ASE).FName); 

      end; 

      if outputTree then begin 

        VNodeListU:=VNodeListW; 

        VNodeListW:=T_NodeList.Create(T_Node); 

      end; 

      if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotElement) then  

        FOnDotElement(self,Ana(ASE).FName,w.Count>0); 

      U.Free; 

      U:=W; 

      i:=i+1; 

    end; 

    if outputTree then 

      AddDotParentNodes(ANodeList,VNodeListU,Ana(Ase).FName); 

    if FOutputEvents and assigned(FOnDotEnd) then 

      FOnDotEnd(self,Ana(Ase).FName); 

    AOutput:=U; 

  end; 

end; 
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10.4 Tree Builder Components 
There are currently two tree builder in the Parser Framework. The TGenericECFGTreeBuilder and 

the TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder component can be used with the parsers. The 

TGenericECFGTreeBuilder and TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder are descendants of the 

TECFGTreeBuilder. TECFGTreeBuilder is an abstract class with empty methods. The 

TGenericECFGTreeBuilder and TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder implement these methods. All 

parsers in the Parser Framework use bottom-up node creation and bottom-up tree construction. With 

the bottom-up tree construction only the MK_X() functions are needed in the tree builder without the 

ADDCHILD(), SETCHOICE() or COPYNODE() function. If other tree construction is needed, like top-down 

tree construction, then this can be implemented by using the events of the parsers. 

  

 

10.4.1 TECFGTreeBuilder 

Class:  TECFGTreeBuilder (TComponent) 

File:   PF_TreeBuilder.pas 

Uses:  PF_Nodes, PF_NodeList 

Description: The TECFGTreeBuilder class is the base class of all tree builder components. The 

class contains methods that need to be implemented in a descendant class. 

Interface:  

 

There are a total of ten tree construction functions, one for each type of expression. Each function 

returns an object of type T_Node. The tree construction process consists of calling procedures of the 

tree builder. When implementing a descendant of the TTreeBuilder then each procedure should return 

a T_Node object. No nil pointer may be returned, as then the parser does not operate correctly.  

TTreeBuilder=class(TComponent) 

public 

  function Mk_Eps(AName:string):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Term(AName:string;ACode:integer; 

     AValue:String):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_NonTerm(AName:string;ACode:integer; 

     Child:T_Node):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Stick(AName:string;AChoice:integer; 

     Child:T_Node):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Dot(AName:string;Childs:T_NodeList):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Star(AName:string;Childs:T_NodeList):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Plus(AName:string;Childs:T_NodeList):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Alt1(AName:string;Childs:T_NodeList):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Alt2(AName:string;Childs:T_NodeList):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

  function Mk_Option(AName:string;AChoice:integer; 

    Child:T_Node):T_Node;virtual;abstract; 

end; 
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10.4.2 TGenericECFGTreeBuilder  

Class:  TGenericECFGTreeBuilder (TTreeBuilder) 

File:   PF_GenericECFGTreeBuilder.pas 

Uses:  PF_ECFGTreeNodes, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_NodeList, PF_Nodes 

Description:  

The TGenericECFGTreeBuilder is a component. This tree builder creates ten different types of nodes. 

These are the TECFGTreeEps. TECFGTreeTerm, TECFGTreeNonTerm, TECFGTreeStick, 

TECFGTreeStar, TECFGTreePlus, TECFGTreeAlt1, TECFGTreeAl2, TECFGTreeOption and 

TECFGTreeDot nodes. These are all descendants of the TECFGTreeNode which is a descendant of 

T_Node. Each Mk_X procedure constructs its coresponding node. 

 

10.4.3 TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder  

Class:  TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder (TTreeBuilder) 

File:   PF_PackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder.pas 

Uses:  PF_PackedECFGTreeNodes, PF_TreeBuilder, PF_NodeList, PF_Nodes 

Description:  

The TPackedGenericECFGTreeBuilder is a component. This tree builder creates three different types 

of nodes. These are the TECFGTreeEps. TECFGTreeTerm and TECFGTreeNonTerm. These are all 

descendants of the TECFGTreeNode which is a descendant of T_Node. The MK_eps and Mk_Term 

construct their corresponding nodes. The Mk_Star, Mk_Plus, Mk_Alt1, Mk_Alt2, MK_Option and 

Mk_Stick procedures all return a list of nodes. The list of nodes consists of all the nodes of the 

child/childs parameter. The Mk_NonTerm() procedure receives this list and constructs a 

TECFGTreeNonTerm node with the nodes in the list as child nodes. 
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10.4.4 Implementing the TECFGTreeBuilder  

Other tree builders can be constructed by using a different implementation of the tree builder methods 

and by using different node structures. The two tree builder components construct a homogenous 

syntax tree. Instead of a homogenous tree, also a heterogeneous tree can be constructed. Each 

nonterminal then needs to be mapped to its respective node class.  

 

Example 10.1 

A Heterogeneous tree can be constructed if each nonterminal has a corresponding typed node. For 

grammar G16 additional nodes need to be constructed. These nodes are TEXPR, TNR, TTAIL and 

TOP. The MK_Nonterminal(name,child,code) method contains a parameter code. This code is the 

symbol code of the nonterminal. Each symbol code is unique for each nonterminal. The symbol codes 

are based on the order in which the nonterminal rules were defined. In Figure 40 part of the grammar 

specification file is shown: Here the production rules are from top to bottom. The terminal nodes will 

be numbered from 0 to 2 and the nonterminals will be numbered from 3 to 6 in the parser framework.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the example the EXPR nonterminal has symbol code 3 and the NR nonterminal has symbol code 5. 

When the MK_Nonterminal(name,code,child) is called then the nonterminal code can be mapped to 

the corrresponding node creation function. So symbol code 3 will be mapped to a call to 

TEXPR.Create(NR:TNR,TAIL:TTAIL) by using either a case statement or a map function. The child 

parameter in MK_Nonterminal(name,code,child) needs to be mapped to the parameters of the 

TEXPR.Create procedure. The TEXPR node can be created by calling:  

TEXPR.CREATE(child.getnode(0) as TNR,child.getnode(1)as TTAIL). 

 

Figure 40: Grammar Definition File Figure 41: Grammar G11 

G16=(N,T,P,S) where  

 

  N = {EXPR,NR,OP,TAIL} 

  T = {+,1,2} 

  P = {EXPR→NR•TAIL 

         TAIL→(OP•NR)* 

         NR→ 1|2 

         OP→ + 

         } 

  S = EXPR 

[Terminals] 

+=! 

1=! 

2=! 

[Nonterminals] 

EXPR=NR.TAIL 

TAIL=(OP.NR)* 

NR=1|2 

OP=+ 
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For more complex nonterminal rules the same can be done. Consider the rule 

 

EXPR=  Nr•OP•NR  | Nr*  

 

The child parameter of MK_Nonterminal(name,code,child) will either be the tree for Nr•OP•NR  or 

the tree for NR*. 

 

It is assumed that the TEXPR node has two constructors: 

TEXPR.CREATE(Nr:TNR,OP:TOP,NR:TNR) 

TEXPR.CREATE(NRList:TNRLIST). 

The following code for MK_Nonterminal constructs the correct node for nonterminal EXPR. 

 

 

The code as shown above could also be generated automatic. The tree builder and the specific nodes 

can then automatically be constructed from a grammar specification.  

 

 

MK_Nonterminal(name,code,child):T_Node 

begin 

 case code of 

 1: … 

2: … 

 3: begin 

  case child.choice of 

  0: result:=TEXPR.Create(child.getnode(0).getnode(0) as TNR, 

      child.getnode(0).getnode(1) as TOP, 

      child.getnode(0).getnode(2) as TNR) 

 

  1:  NRList:=TNrList.create(); 

for i:=0 to child.getnode(1).count-1 do begin 

   NRList.Add(child.getnode(1).getnode(i) as TNR) 

end; 

 result:= TEXPR.Create(NRList);  

  end 

 4: … 

 end 

end; 
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10.5 Generator Wizard 
The parser framework contains one wizard. This wizard allows the generation of parsers. The wizard is 

implemented as a class TGeneratorWizard. The TGenerator wizard inherits from IOTAWizard and 

implements its methods. The wizard contains a form TWizardForm that performs most of the parser 

generation process.  

10.5.1 TWizardForm 

Class:  TWizardForm (TForm) 

File:   PF_WizardForm.pas 

Uses: PF_ECFG, PF_ECFGScanParse, PF_ECFGFiler,PF_ECFGAnalyzer, PF_OP0, 

PF_OP0_Flattener,  PF_Nodes, PF_DeterministicTranslator, 

PF_LimitedBacktrackTranslator, PF_FullBacktrackTranslator ,PF_Translator, 

PF_OptimizedLimitedBacktrackTranslator 

Description: The TWizardForm is the form class that appears when the generator wizard is 

executed.  

Interface:  

 

Only part of the TWizardForm interface is shown above. The wizard allows loading of an ECFG 

definition file. When the ECFG is loaded then the ECFG is stored in field FECFG. The ECFG can be 

analyzed by clicking analyze. The ECFG can be translated after Analyze by clicking translate. When 

the translate button is clicked then procedures GenerateUnit() and ShowFlatUnit() are executed. 

  

  TGeneratorForm = class(TForm) 

    procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure Open1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure NonterminalListEditorClick(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure Translate1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure Analyze1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure NonterminalListEditorDrawCell(Sender: TObject; ACol, 

      ARow: Integer; Rect: TRect; State: TGridDrawState); 

    procedure BuildTree1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure Deterministic1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure LimBacktrack1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure FullBacktrack1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure BuildEvents1Click(Sender: TObject); 

    procedure OptLimB1Click(Sender: TObject); 

  private 

 

 

  public 

    FECFG: TECFG; 

    FECFGAnalyzer: TECFGAnalyzer; 

    FTranslator: TTranslator; 

    FUnit: TUnit; 

    FFlattener: TFlattener; 

    procedure DoReadECFG(AFileName: String); 

    procedure GenerateUnit; 

    procedure ShowFlatUnit; 

 

 end; 
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procedure GenerateUnit; 

The GenerateUnit calls FTranslator.ECFGToUnit(FECFG). This translates the ECFG to a TUnit 

object. The TUnit object represents an Object Pascal code tree.  

 

procedure ShowFlatUnit; 

The ShowFlatUnit is used to construct the code from a TUnit object. The TUnit tree can be traversed 

and the Object Pascal constructs can be translated to code. Before translation, the ShowFlatUnit 

procedure constructs the header of a unit file. The function FFlattener.F_UnitHeader():string is called 

to add a header to the unit. The header contains information about what parser is used, what options 

are used and a description of the grammar. By calling function FFlattener.F_Unit(), the object pascal 

tree of TUnit is translated to a string. 

 

The resulting code string of ShowFlatUnit is added to an edit component. When the generate button 

is clicked then a new unit is constructed in Delphi containing the text in the edit component. 
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10.5.2 TTranslator 

The hearth of the generation process consists of the translator classes. The translator classes translate 

the ECFG to an object Pascal representation. The translator classes are based on the translation 

schemes described in the theoretical part of this paper. The TTranslator has four descendants; 

TLimBTranslator, TFullBTranslator, TDetTranslator and TOptLimBTranslator. 

 

Class:  TTranslator  

File:   PF_Translator.pas 

Uses: PF_ECFG, PF_OP0 

Description: The TTranslator class is the base calls for all translators. It uses the Object Pascal 

classes in PF_OP0 to construct an Object Pascal code tree from an ECFG. 

 

Interface:  

 

Name:string; 

  The name field contains the name of the translator. 

 

BuildEvents:boolean; 

  The BuildEvents field indicates whether events should be generated in the code or not. 

 

BuildTree: Boolean; 

  The BuildTree field indicates whether tree construction procedures should be generated in the code 

or not. 

 

function ECFGToUnit(AECFG: TECFG): TUnit;virtual;abstract; 

This function starts the translation process. It translates the ECFG to a TUnit. This function needs to 

be implemented in descendant classes. 

 

 

TTranslator =class 

  public 

   Name:string; 

   BuildEvents:boolean; 

   BuildTree: Boolean; 

   function ECFGToUnit(AECFG: TECFG): TUnit;virtual;abstract; 

  end; 
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10.5.3 TFlattener 

Class:  TFlattener  

File:   PF_DeterministicTranslator.pas 

Uses: PF_OP0 

Description: The TFlattener class translates an Object Pascal tree to a string. This string 

represents the code of a Delphi unit. 

 

 

 

The TFlattener class contains many F_… functions that translates Object pascal nodes to a string. 

Two functions that are important are the F_Unit and the F_UnitHeader functions. The F_Unit 

function is used to start the flattening of an object pascal tree. It takes as parameter a TUnit and a 

string listing the units that must be contained in the uses clause. The F_UnitHeader is used to create 

a header comment. The AUniteName is the name of the new unit. The ASourceName is the name of 

the ECFG file used for generation. The AGeneratorName is the name of the TTranslator class used. 

The Aoptions is  a string containing the options used during parsing, such as treebuilding and events. 

The Date and Time are the date and time that the TUnit is flattened. The grammarHeader can 

contain an additional string. In the parserFW the GrammarHeader is used to include to original 

grammar definition file in the code. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFlattener = 

  class(TObject) 

  public 

    function F_Alt(A: TAlt): String; 

    function F_AltList(A: TAltList): String; 

 .. 

    function F_Unit(A: TUnit;AUses:string): String; 

    function F_UnitHeader(AUnitName, ASourceName, AGeneratorName, 

     AOptions, ADate, ATime,AGrammarHeader: String): string; 

 .. 

  end 
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10.6 Delphi Integration 

10.6.1 Component Construction 

The parser framework contains four parser components, a scanner component, a grammar component, 

and two tree builder component. In Delphi a component can be constructed by implementing a class 

that inherits from TComponent. In the parser framework the TParser class, the TScanner class, the 

TTreebuilder class and the TGrammar class all descent from TComponent. For a component to be 

installed in the Delphi IDE a procedure Register should be added. This procedure can be added to the 

unit decribing the component, but also in any other unit (but then the uses clause should contain the 

name of the unit of the component). The implementation of the register procedure contains a call to:  

procedure RegisterComponents(const Page: string;const ComponentClasses: array of 

TComponentClass).  

This procedure takes as parameter the name of the page where the components will be installed. The 

procedure also takes as parameter the components that will be installed.  

A call to RegisterComponents('ParserFW',[TLimBParser]) registers the TLimBParser component on 

the page called ‘ParserFW’. For more information on the register procedure see the Delphi Help 

Documentation.  

 

To install the components a package needs to be created. The component units and the unit 

containing the register procedures should be added to the ‘Contains’ folder of the package. In the 

options for the package the ‘Usage’ option on the ‘description’ tab should be ‘Designtime and 

Runtime’. The components can be installed by compiling and installing the package. The components 

will be available on the component page.  
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10.6.2 Wizard Construction 

The parser framework contains a parser generator wizard. This wizard can be accessed by choosing 

File→New→Other in the menu. In the opened window choose the ParserFW tab and open the parser 

generator wizard. 

 

A wizard can be created by implementing a class that inherits from IOTAWizard. 

There are four different wizards available in Delphi. 

 

IOTAFormWizard Typically creates a new unit, form, or other file. 

IOTAMenuWizard Automatically added to Help menu. 

IOTAProjectWizard Typically creates a new application or other project. 

IOTAWizard  Miscellaneous wizard that doesn't fit into other categories. 

 

The wizard class of the parser framework is called TGeneratorWizard and it implements a 

IOTAFormWizard. Besides implementing the IOTAWizard interface, the TGeneratorWizard also 

needs to implement the IOTANotiferObject and IOTARepositoryWizard. The IOTANotifierObject 

can be implemented by inheriting from TNotifierObject. This class implements the 

IOTANotifierObject interface with empty methods. The TGeneratorWizard class is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GetIDString function should return an identification string. In this case 'ParserFW.Generator' is 

returned. 

The GetName function should return the name of the wizard. The name is shown in the 

file→new→other window. In this case 'Parser Generator Wizard' is returned. 

The GetState function should returns the state of the wizard. In this case the empty set [] is returned, 

this function is only important for a menu wizard.  

The GetAuthor should return the name of the author of the wizard. 

The GetComment should return a string with a description of the wizard. 

The GetPage string returns the name of the page the wizard is in. In this case ‘ParserFW’ is returned. 

The GetGlyph function should return the icon for the wizard. 

 

TGeneratorWizard=class(TNotifierObject, IOTAWizard, 

  IOTARepositoryWizard, IOTAFormWizard) 

   private 

     form:TDetGeneratorForm; 

   protected 

   procedure CreateUnit(Sender: TObject); 

     // IOTAWizard 

    function GetIDString: string; 

    function GetName: string; 

    function GetState: TWizardState; 

    procedure Execute; 

    //IOTARepositoryWizard 

    function GetAuthor: string; 

    function GetComment: string; 

    function GetPage: string; 

    function GetGlyph: Cardinal; 

end; 
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The Execute() procedure is the most important procedure of the wizard. The execute method is called 

when the wizard is opened in Delphi. The TGeneratorWizard opens the form TDetGeneratorForm 

when execute() is called. A form will be shown on screen with option to generate code. When the 

generate button on the form is clicked then the procedure CreateUnit() is called to create a Delphi 

Unit before the form closes. 

 

A wizard needs to be registered just like a component. A register procedure is added to the unit. The 

register procedure calls procedure. 

RegisterPackageWizard(TGeneratorWizard.Create); 

 

To install the wizard the generator wizard unit is added to a package. In the options of the package 

the usage options should be design-time only. The requires folder should contain DesignIde.dcp. The 

wizard can be installed by compiling and installing the package.  

10.6.3 Unit Construction 

The Parser Generator Wizard creates a Delphi unit. In the TGeneratorWizard class a procedure 

CreateUnit(sender:TObject) exists. This procedure is used to translate the grammar to Delphi code 

and to create a unit in Delphi. A unit represents a source file and is part of a project. A project is part 

of a project group. When a unit is created then it needs to be added to the current project. First the 

current project group needs to be obtained by inspecting all modules in Delphi and returning the one 

that supports the project group interface. From the project group the active project needs to be 

obtained. The active project consists of several modules. Each module represents a unit or a form. 

Before adding the unit to the project it is important to check that no module with the same name 

exists in the project. If a module with the same name already exists then the unit can not be added. 

When a unit with the same name already exists in the project then the generator wizard provides the 

option to not generate the unit at all or to remove the existing unit from the project and add the new 

unit.  When the choice is made to not generate the unit then the user can provide a new name and try 

generating again.  

 

Obtaining the active project 
To obtain the active project, the services of the Delphi IDE are needed. The Delphi IDE provides a 

global variable called BorlandIDEServices. This variable can be used to access the services of the 

Delphi IDE. To access specific services, the BorlandIDEServices variable needs to be cast to the 

needed service. There are several services defined in Delphi. One of them is the IOTAModuleServices. 

The IOTAModuleservices interface provides methods to manupilate modules. The 

IOTAModuleServices can be obtained by casting the BorlandIDEServices variable to 

IOTAModuleServices. All modules open in the Delphi IDE can be obtained by using  

IOTModuleServices.Modules[i] where i  ranges from 0 to ModuleServices.ModuleCount-1. Each 

module needs to be checked to see if it is the project group. If the procedure Supports(Module[i], 

IOTAProjectGroup, ProjectGroup) returns true then the variable ProjectGoup is the project group. 

The active project of the project group can be obtained by calling ProjectGroup.ActiveProject. The 

modules of the active project can be obtained by calling ActiveProject.GetModule(i). The name of 

this module can be inspected by using Module.name. When the name of the newly generated unit 

already exists in the project then the existing module can be removed from the project by calling 

Project.RemoveFile(Project.GetModule(i).FileName). A new unit can be added to the project by 

calling Project.AddFile(const AFileName: string; IsUnitOrForm: Boolean). The variable AFileName is 

the name of the new created unit (see also section about unit creation). The boolean is used to 

indicate that the new unit is an unit or a form. 
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Creating a new Unit 
To create a unit the services of the Delphi IDE are needed. The IOTAModuleServices are needed for 

manipulating modules. A module represents a set of related open files, for example a unit or a unit and 

a form. Each module has one or more creators. A creator represents a file such as the file of a unit or 

the file of a form.  

 

To access the IOTAModuleservices the BorlandIDEServices is cast to the IOTAModuleServices. To 

create a module the IOTAModuleServices.CreateModule(const Creator: IOTACreator) procedure is 

called. This procedure takes as parameter an IOTACreator class. The IOTACreator class has a 

desendant IOTAModuleCreator which is a creator for modules. The parser framework contains the 

class TUnitCreator that implements IOTAModuleCreator. The TUnitCreator is implemented such 

that it represents an empty unit. The IOTAModuleServices.CreateModule(TUnitCreator) returns an 

IOTAModule object and creates the unit in the Delphi IDE.  

 

Editing a new unit. 
The new IOTAModule object returned represents the empty unit. The generated code of the wizard 

needs to be added to the empty unit. This is done by using an editor of the unit. The editor of the 

module can be obtained by calling IOTAModule.Editor and casting it to a IOTASourceEditor. The 

IOTASourceEditor represents the editor of the unit file just as it is shown in the Delphi IDE. The 

IOTASourceEditor can be used to edit the unit. To do this a writer object should be constructed from 

the editor. By calling IOTASourceEditor.CreateWriter an IOTAEditWriter object can be obtained 

that can be used to write to the unit. The writer has several methods to write data to the unit. The 

procedure DeleteTo(Pos: Longint) is used to clear the unit. The Insert(char *Text) is used to insert 

code in the unit. The source code is obtained from the flattener classes in the parser framework and 

passed as an argument of the Insert procedure. When the text is inserted then the unit in Delphi is 

updated automatically to show the text.  
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11 Conclusion 
In this chapter the achievements of the project and suggestions for future work are given. 

11.1 Achievements 
The master project consists of two parts: a theoretical study of a family of parsers and an 

implementation of a parser framework.  

 

The theoretical study is done with several goals in mind.  

The first goal of the theoretical study is to get an overview of the different parser methods and make a 

classification for parser algorithms. In chapter 3 an overview of the different aspects of parsing is 

given. From this overview a classification of parser algorithms is made. It turns out that the different 

parser algorithms can easily be classified by their properties. The classification given is not complete. 

Only Top-Down parsers of extended context free grammars with recursive descent implementations 

are classified. The classification led to the identification of eighteen different parsing methods. Not all 

the eighteen parsers are different, as some are extensions of others. A Limited Backtrack parser can for 

example be extended with tree construction and memoization. When leaving out all extensions then a 

total of six unique parser methods can be identified These are the deterministic, Limited Backtrack 

and Full Backtrack interpreting parsers and the deterministic, Limited Backtrack and Full Backtrack 

parser generators.  

The second goal of the theoretical study consists of a detailed description of the parsers in the 

classification. The interpreting parsers as well as the parser generators are all described in a similar 

way. This makes it easy to compare the different algorithms. Different strategies can be used for 

parsing. These are the Full Backtracking method, the Limited Backtrack method and the deterministic 

methods. Both the Limited Backtrack and deterministic method can be seen as special cases of the 

Full Backtracking method. The deterministic parsing method is often the preferred choice for 

programming language designers. The method runs in linear time and this is often desired in 

interactive programming environments. Backtrack parsers are often considered slow due to their 

exponential running time. When Limited Backtrack and Full Backtrack parsers are extended with 

memoization this running time decreases drastically. With memoization the backtrack parsers can 

operate in linear running time. This makes the backtracking methods much more interesting. This 

increased performance is at the cost of memory. The drawback of the Full Backtracking parser is that 

the algorithm is difficult to understand; especially when tree construction is added to the parser.  

The final result of the theoretical study is a catalogue of all the different parsers in the classification. 

During the theoretical study it came clear that tree construction and transduction can easily be 

separated from the parser by using events. This is especially interesting for the final implementation, 

because different tree construction and translation methods can now be used with the parsers.  

Events can be implemented to perform any kind of transduction or tree construction. Implementing 

events for the deterministic parser is easier than for a limited backtrack or a full backtrack parser. 

Extra events need to be implemented to allow memoization and backtracking. This can be difficult to 

implement, especially for the full backtrack parser. A thorough understanding of the parsing process is 

needed before implementing the events. Instead of using the events it might be much easier to do 

transduction on a syntax tree.  

 

The theoretical study of the parsers and the resulting catalogue are a useful result of the project. Next 

to this theoretical study also the parser framework ‘ParserFW’ is designed and implemented. The 

parser framework is implemented in a larger framework called FOOLPROOF and it uses a lot of the 

available classes in this framework. The goal of the parser framework is to provide a programming 

environment where users can easily use the different parsers described in the theoretical section. A 

second goal of the framework is that the implementation and design of the framework should be such 
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that a student working with the framework can understand the underlying parsing process. It should 

be easy to modify and extend the framework. The final parser framework is implemented as wizards 

and components in Delphi. The parsers can be used with just a few clicks of the mouse. All that needs 

to be done is drop a parser component to a form, set some properties and the parser can be used. In 

other parser construction frameworks the generation of parser code is often done by using a command 

line tool with some script. This is not the case with the parser framework. The framework provides an 

easy to use user interface. The design of the framework was done in such a way that different aspects 

of language processing are implemented as separate components. Scanner components, parser 

components and tree construction components can all be mixed together to create any desirable 

language processing application.   

 

 

11.2 Future Work 
The theoretical study in this paper focuses only on top down recursive descent parser of ECFG. For a 

complete classification also other parsing methods should be studied. The study of other methods such 

as bottom-up parsing or using automata could also provide more insight in the already described 

parsers. The recursive nature of the parsers make it difficult to understand the operation of the parser 

when backtracking is involved. Instead of using recursive descent implementation, it might be 

interesting to see how pushdown automaton implementations handle backtracking. The parsers in the 

theoretical study are only compared with each other. The described parsers could also be compared to 

other parsing methods. This can give more insight as to how the parsers in this paper perform 

compared to other methods.  

Tree construction in the parsers is done by using tree construction methods. For constructing different 

trees these methods need to be implemented in a different way. A relation needs to be made between 

the productions in the grammar and the nodes in the final tree. A study can be done as to how to 

automate the construction of node classes and how these node classes can be mapped on to the tree 

construction methods.  

The transduction of sentences is discussed briefly in this paper. Further study can be done on how  

transduction can easily be added to the parser framework The final parser framework is based on the 

available tools of FOOLPOOF.  FOOLPROOF is still under construction and in a future design of 

FOOLPROOF the existing parser framework could require a redesign. The parser framework now only 

contains one scanner and two tree builders. For a future version, more scanners and tree builders can 

be implemented. No comparison of the parser framework and other available parser generators is 

made. This comparison can be useful to show the usefulness and performance of the framework. 
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Appendix A  

 

Notation 
Sets 
 

The set of all elements w for which predicate P(x) holds is denoted as 

 (Set w: P(x) : w)  

 

The set containing elements x,y and z is denoted as 

{x, y, z}  

 

An element e of set X is doneted as 

 e∈X 

 

The number of elements in a set X is denoted as 

 |X| 

 

The empty set is denoted as   

 ∅ 

 

The union of two set X and Y is denoted as 

 X∪Y 

 

The intersection of two sets X and Y is denoted as 

X∩Y 

 

 

Lists 
 

A list is a sequence of elements.  

 

The first element of a list the leftmost element and is denoted as  

 Head(v) 

 

The last element of a list is the right most element and is denoted as  

 Last(v) 

 

A list containing elements x,y and z is denoted as 

 [x,y,z] 

 

An empty list is denoted as 

 [] 

The length of a list L is denoted as 

 |L| 
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Item i of list L where 0≤i<|L| is denoted as 

 L[i] 

 

The addition of a list M at the end of a list L is denoted as 

 L⊕M 

 

Algorithms 
All algorithms are written using the guarded command language [D75] with some additions. 

 

The ‘;’ symbol is used for statement separation and not for statement termination. 

  

An ‘as’ statement is added. The as statement is similar to an if statement with the main difference 

that any choices resulting in a skip statements are omitted and if none of the guards are true then a 

skip statement is executed. An as statement with the corresponding if statement is shown below. 

  

 

A ‘for’ statement is added to iterate over all elements for which a condition holds a range. The order 

of iteration is nondeterministic. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

 if a = w[pos] → output:=(success,pos+1) 

 []  a ≠ w[pos] → skip  

 fi 

for all [element:condition]→ 
 [statements] 
rof  
 

for all i : 0≤i<n → 
    R(↓i) 
rof  
 
for all p: p ∈ S→ 
    R(↓p) 
rof  
 

 as a = w[pos] → output:=(success,pos+1)  

 sa 
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1 Introduction  
 
This document is the manual for the software framework called ParserFW (Parser FrameWork). The 
software framework was constructed in 2007 as part of the final Master’s project.  
The ParserFW software package consists of components and wizards for the Borland Delphi IDE. The 
package contains several parser components, a scanner component, tree builder components, a 
grammar component and a parser generator wizard. The components can be used in Delphi to have 
easy access to different parsers. Properties and events of the parsers can be set in a convenient way. 
The grammar component can be used to load an extended context free grammar specification file. 
The grammar specification file contains the rules of the grammar. The parsers can use this grammar 
component to parse with extended context free grammar. The scanner component can be attached to 
the parser to provide access to the text to be parsed. Different tree builders can be attached to the 
parser to provide tree construction during parsing. The parser generator wizard provides an alternative 
way to use a parser. Code for a parser can be generated from the grammar definition. The generated 
code describes a parser and can be used in any Delphi project. 
For help on installing the software package in the Borland Delphi IDE see chapter 2. The parser 
components are described in chapter 3. The parser generator is described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 
contains information on specifying grammars and Chapter 6 explains the test application. 
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2 Installation 
 
The software package is contained in a single .zip file. To install the package, extract the zip file. A 
folder called ‘ParserFW’ will be created containing the files of the parser framework. 
 
Borland Delphi needs to be installed before the ParserFW can be installed. The ParserFW was 
constructed in Delphi 7 and is only tested with Delphi 7. The framework will probably work on newer 
version, but for older versions some problems may arise. The ParserFW contains two packages, a 
run-time and a design-time package. Both packages need to be installed for the ParserFW to operate 
correctly 
 

Installing the run-time package: 
 

− Select OPEN in the FILE menu of Delphi. 

− Navigate to the ParserFW folder and open folder ‘\PF_Components\’. 

− Select package PF_PackageRunTime and open it in Delphi. 

− A package window opens, showing all files in the package. 

− First select COMPILE and then select INSTALL in the package window. 

− If all goes well then a message appears telling that the package was installed. 
 
 

Installing the design-time package 
 

− Select OPEN in the FILE menu of Delphi. 

− Navigate to the ParserFW folder and open folder ‘\PF_Components\’. 

− Select package PF_PackageDesign and open it in Delphi. 

− A package window opens, showing all files in the package. 

− First select COMPILE and then select INSTALL in the package window. 

− If all goes well then a message appears telling that the package was installed. 
 
When both packages are installed then a new tab is created on the component palette. The tab is 
named ‘ParserFW’ and contains eight components.  
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The package also installs a wizard. The wizard can be seen by selecting NEW, OTHER… in the FILE 
menu. A new tab is created in the New Items window containing the Parser Generator Wizard. 
 
 

 

2.1 UnInstall 
 
To un-install the package from Delphi follow these steps: 

− Select Install packages… from the Component menu. 

− In the window select Parser FrameWork Design-Time package. 

− Select Remove and click yes in the message that appears. 

− In the window select Parser FrameWork Run-Time package. 

− Select Remove and click yes in the message that appears. 
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3 ParserFW Components 
 
The ParserFW contains eight components, see also 
Figure 42. Each of these components will be described in this chapter 
 

 
 

Figure 42 
 

3.1 Grammar component 
 

 
 
The grammar component can be used to load an extended context free grammar definition file. The 
grammar component constructs an internal representation of the ECFG. The grammar component can 
be linked to a parser component. The grammar definition file is first loaded at design-time to test if the 
grammar is correctly specified. The filename of the grammar file is stored in property ECFGFileName. 
During run-time the grammar definition file is loaded again. When the grammar component is double 
clicked then the component editor is executed. In this case the generator wizard will be invoked and 
the file in the ECFGFileName property will be loaded in the wizard. 
 
Properties: 

− ECFGFileName 
The ECFGFileName string property can be set to the location of a grammar definition file. The 
property contains a property editor that can be opened. The property editor opens a load 
dialog where the grammar definition file can be selected. 

− Name 
This property can be used to set the name of the component. 
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3.2 Scanner component 
 

 
 
The scanner component is used by the parsers to provide access to an input string. The scanner can 
be linked to a parser. Only one scanner is provided in the framework but other scanners can be 
constructed with the same interface. These new scanners can then also be used with the parsers. 
 
Properties: 

− ErrorHandling 
The Errorhandling property can be set to ehException, ehCallback, ehReturnValue. When an 
error occurs in the scanner then an exception can be returned, an event can be called or a 
value can be returned by the procedure that contained the error. 

− FileName 
The FileName string property can be set to the location of a symbol definition file. The 
property contains a property editor that can be opened. The property editor opens a load 
dialog where the symbol definition file can be selected. The symbol definition file and the 
grammar definition file can consist of a single file containing both the symbol definition and the 
grammar rule definitions. 

− Name 
This property can be used to set the name of the component. 

 
Events 

− OnError 
The OnError event is called when an error occurs and when ErrorHandling is set to 
ehCallback. 

− OnSymFound 
The OnSymFound event happens when a new symbol has been found. 

− OnSymStart 
The OnSymStart event happens when the start of a possible new symbol has been found. 
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3.3 Parser components 
 

              
 
There are a total of four parser components. The DetParser component implements a deterministic 
parser. This parser is the fastest of the four but requires the grammar to be deterministic. The FullB 
parser component is a full backtracking parser. The parser tries all derivation paths and is therefore 
slower than the deterministic parser, but it can handle more ECFGs. The LimB parser is a limited 
backtrack parser. This parser only tries one derivation. It is faster than the full backtrack parser but 
slower than then the deterministic parser. It also requires that the grammar is Follow-Determined. The 
OptLimBParser is an optimized limited backtrack parser. It uses memoization to reduce the running-
time of the parser to almost linear time at the cost of more memory. All the components have the 
same properties and have almost the same events. 
 
Properties: 

− Grammar 
The Grammar property can be set to a grammar component. The grammar component needs 
to have a grammar definition file loaded for the parser to be able to operate correctly 

− Name 
This property can be used to set the name of the component. 

− OutputEvents 
This property is used to set the output of events during parsing.  

− OutputTree 
This property is used to set the output of tree construction during parsing. When this property 
is set to true and no tree builder is attached to the parser then an assertion will fail and the 
application will report an error. 

− Scanner 
The Scanner property can be set to a scanner component. A scanner component is required 
to be attached to the parser. 

− TreeBuilder 
The TreeBuilder property can be set to a tree builder component. 
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Events 
All parser contain events that are called during parsing. The events correspond to the derivation of a 
sentence. All parsers have the following events: 

− OnDotBegin 

This event is called when a derivation of a dot expression (e0•..•en-1) begins. 

− OnDotElement 

This event is called when a derivation of an element ei of a dot expression (e0•..•en-1) is 

derived. 

− OnDotEnd 

This event is called when a derivation of a dot expression (e0•..•en-1) ends. 

.. 
 (More of these events exist with similar operation) 
.. 

− OnSyntaxError 
This event happens when a syntax error occurs.  

− OnTermSuccess 
This event happens when a terminal symbol is successfully recognised. 

 
The full backtrack parser has two additional events for making a distinction between the different 
derivations 

−  OnPosBegin 
This event happens when a derivation for a position is tried. 

− OnPosEnd 
This event happens when a derivation for a position ends. 

 
The optimized limited backtrack parser has two additional events for memoization. 

− OnStoreMatch 
This event happens when a partial derivation is stored. 

− OnRetreiveMatch 
This event happens when a partial derivation is retrieved. 
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3.4 TreeBuilder components 
 

                   
 
There are two tree builder components in the ParserFW. The generic ECFG tree builder constructs a 
derivation tree with ECFG nodes. Each type of expression (concatenation, choice, repetition, plus, 
option, nonterminal, terminal and alternation) has its own type of node. The packed ECFG tree builder 
constructs a derivation tree containing only terminal and nonterminal nodes. The tree builders can be 
attached to the parsers. 
 
Properties: 

− Name 
This property can be used to set the name of the component. 
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3.5 Using the components 
 
In this section a small tutorial is given on how to use the components.  
 

− First create a new application. 
 

− Add a grammar component to the form and name it grammar1. 

− Click the ECFGFileName property and navigate to the ‘..\ParserFW\PF_GrammarFiles\’ 
directory and open ‘tutorialgrammar.txt’. This text file contains the grammar for a simple GCL 
programming language. 

 

− Add a scanner component to the form and name it Simple_scanner1. 

− Click the FileName property and open the ‘tutorialgrammar.txt’ file. 
 

− Add a parser component to the form, for example, the DetParser and name it DetParser1. 

− Set the grammar property of the parser to component grammar1. 

− Set the scanner property of the parser to component Simple_scanner1. 
 
The components are now ready to use. To start parsing all that is required is some input text and a 
button to begin the parse. 
 

− Add a memo component to the form and name it memo1. 

− Open the Lines property and add the following code: 
 

    |[ var x:int, y: int 
    | do x > y ->x := x+1 
      od 
    ]| 

 

− Add a memo component to the form and name it memo2. 
 

− Add a button to the form. 

− Set the Caption property of the button to ‘parse’. 

− Click the OnClick event of the button and add the following code: 
 

Simple_Scanner1.Text:= self.Memo1.Text; 
 DetParser1.Parse; 
 if DetParser1.Success then 
   self.Memo2.Text:= 'success' 
 else begin 
  self.Memo2.Text:='failure' 
 end; 

 
The application is now ready to run and the form will look something like the form shown in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43 

 

− Compile and run the application. 
 

− Click the parse button and success will appear in memo2. The sentence was successfully 
recognised. Now remove the symbol ‘y’ from the text in memo1 and click the parse button again. 
Now failure appears in memo2 and the sentence was not successful recognised. 

 
This simple example shows how easy it is to create a language processing application. The 
application can be extended by reporting the syntax error when a failure occurs or by showing a trace 
of the parse. The application can be extended to construct syntax trees and show these trees. In the 
directory 

 ‘..\TestGenericParserTestApplication’  
a more advanced application is available. Open this application to experience the full capabilities of 
the parsers. See chapter 6 for more information about the test application.  
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4 Parser Generator Wizard 
The parser generator wizard allows the generation of a Delphi unit containing the code for a parser. To 
open the wizard select New, Other.. from the File menu. Select the ParserFW tab and open the Parser 
Generator Wizard. A form will open, similar to the form shown in Figure 44. Another way to open the 
generator is by double clicking the grammar component. If the grammar component has a file loaded 
then this ECFG file is loaded in the generator. 
 

 
Figure 44 

 
The generator allows the generation of a Delphi Unit containing the code of a recursive descent 
parser. The parser is constructed from an ECFG definition file. An ECFG definition file can be loaded 
by clicking button LoadECFGFile. The grammar of the file will be shown in the lower left text lists. Both 
the terminal and nonterminal symbols are shown. A grammar can be analyzed before generation by 
clicking button analyze. Important properties of the grammar are computed. The First and Follow sets 
are computed and shown. When a grammar is not deterministic then this will be shown in bold. When 
the Translate button is clicked then the parser code will be shown in the code tab. If this is the correct 
code then the generate button can be clicked to create a unit in Delphi containing the parser code. 
The analysis and translation can be skipped by directly clicking the generate button. 
There are several parser options that can be set. First a choice can be made between different 
parsers. A deterministic, a limited backtrack, a limited backtrack with memoization and a full backtrack 
parser can all be generated. 
Two options can be selected: tree construction and events. When tree construction is selected then 
the generator will add tree construction procedures in the parser code. When events is selected then 
the generator will add event calls in the parser code.  
The name of the new unit can be given in the Unit Name edit box. The generated unit will be linked to 
the current active project if there is any. If the name of the unit already exists in the project then a 
warning message will appear when trying to generate the parser code.  
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5 Grammar Specification 
The grammar component allows loading of a grammar definition file. The grammar definition file is a 
text file that described the grammar. Part of a grammar definition file is shown in Figure 45. The 
definition file consists of four sections. The first section begins with [main]. In the main section some 
information about the grammar can be given such as the name of the grammar and the kind of 
grammar. The second section is the [Terminals] section. The terminals section contains terminal 
definitions. These definitions are used by the parser and the scanner. Each terminal definition consist 
of a name for the terminal and the representation of the terminal. A terminal definition plus="+" means 
that the plus symbol is represented by the character “+”. When a terminal is represented by its own 
name then the symbol ‘!’ can be used. The terminal definition or=! indicates that the ‘or’ terminal is 
represented by itself, in this case the string ‘or’. The symbol definition can also contain the string 
‘predefined’. A symbol that is predefined can not be set in the definition file. Predefined symbols are 
used in the parser or the scanners. All parsers in the parser framework expect one predefined symbol 

to be declared as the first terminal. This is the endoftext terminal as can be seen in Figure 45. The 
identifier and number terminals are predefined terminals for the scanner component in the parser 
framework. The third section is the [Nonterminals] section. The nonterminals section contains all the 
production rules of the grammar. A production is defined by a nonterminal name and a regular 
expression that defines the production of the nonterminal. The regular operators that are allowed, are: 
( ., |, *, +, &, %, ? ). All nonterminal names on the left need to be unique, and also need to be unique 

[Main] 
name=TestGrammar 
kind=ECFG 
 
 
[Terminals] 
endoftext=predefined 
identifier=predefined 
number=predefined 
begin="|["  
stick="|" 
end="]|" 
semicolon=";" 
implies="=>" 
and=! 
or=! 
plus="+" 
... 
 
[Nonterminals] 
PROG=BLOCK 
BLOCK=begin.DECS.stick.STATS.end 
DECS=var.DEC.(comma.DEC)* 
DEC=IDS.colon.TYPE 
TYPE=IDS 
IDS=identifier 
STATS=STAT.(semicolon.STAT)* 
STAT=ABORTX|SKIPX|ASSIGN|IFX|DOX|BLOCK 
 
... 
 
[Start] 
startexpr=PROG 
 

Figure 45 
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from the terminal symbol. A symbol do and a nonterminal DO are, for example, not allowed as they 
are not unique. The last section is the [start] section. The start section contains one definition. The 
startexpr defintion contains the start expression of the grammar. The interpreting parsers are able to 
handle any start expression, but the parser generator can only generate correct parsers when the start 
expression is a nonterminal. 
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6  Test Application 
The Parser framework contains an application to test the different interpreting parsers and generated 
parsers. The project file can be found in the  

‘.\TESTGenericParserTestApplication\’  

directory and is called GenericParserTestApplication.dpr. The Generic Parser Test 
Application can be opened in Delphi. The application contains a form as shown in Figure 46. The test 
application contains a scanner component, a parser component a grammar component and a tree 
builder component. The parser component can be exchanged for any of the other components. When 
exchanging the parser with another parser be sure to name the new parser ‘TestParser’. The tree 
builder component can also be exchanged with the other tree builder without needing to change any 
code. The grammar and scanner components can be used to load the grammar specification file. 
Make sure that the scanner and the grammar component load the same file or at least load the same 
symbols in the same order. 
The test application can also use a generated parser. To try a different generated parser, select the 
parser wizard and generate a new unit named ‘Generated’. The wizard will give a warning that a file 
with the name already exists. Overwrite this file and the new file will be linked to the project. When the 
parser is generated make sure that the generated parser is saved in the 

 ‘.\ TESTGenericParserTestApplication\’  
directory. This will overwrite any previously generated parsers.  
 

Figure 46 
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Running the test application 
The test application can be compiled and run when a grammar is assigned and a parser is chosen. 
The application shown in Figure 47  will be opened. 
 

 
To test an interpreting parser, select the interpreting radio button. To test a generated parser select 
the generated radio button. Type any text in the left text box. This text will be parsed by the parsers. 
Click on the parse button to begin the parse. Click on the pause button to pause the parsing process. 
Use the step button to parse the sentence in steps.  
A trace of the parsing process will be shown in the Data tab during parsing. In the Tree Trace tab a 
similar trace is shown but in tree form.  
When the parsing is finished then the results of the parse are shown in the Data tab. It shows if the 
parse is successful. It shows how many characters were parsed. It shows any syntax errors that 
occurred and the time needed to parse the sentence. 
 
When the Tree option is selected then also a tree will be constructed for the interpreting parsers. The 
final tree can be seen on the Graphical tree and Syntax Tree tabs. 
The event option is used to show a tracing during parsing. The event option can be turned off to 
increase the speed of the parser. 
The scanner selection options shows a black box around the symbol that is being parsed. The parse 
will be faster when this option is turned off. 
The error option is used to show any errors when the parser finishes. 
 
To test a generated parser, select the generated radio button. If the parser was generated with tree 
construction and events then this can be shown in the test application. If the parser was not generated 
with tree construction and event procedures then the tree and event options have no meaning. 
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